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CHAITER 1
STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH AiMS AND OBJECTIVES
Introduction
in the Iast generation there has been a shift away from sex-role stereotyped

professions. With increasing numbers, women are entering what in the past has tnditionally
been considered male dominated professions (Cummings, 1995; Villeneuve, 1994).
Although femalzs are being encouraged to enter professions such as medicine, law,
engineering, accounting, science and other traditionally male oriented professions, there are
still people within these professions and society that maintain sex-role stereotypical
expectations. Untii these expectations change, females may not always be completely
accepted in some of the professions, but, with changing societal beiiefs and values the
impetus has begun to cnsure that females are provided the sarne opportunities as males as
far as career choice is concerned.
In general, one would be hard.pressed to find disagreement with the premise that
gender has nothing to do with the ability of persons to perform the required functions of
their job. Unfortunately, although ability has nothing to do with gender, perceptions,
cultural belie fs and values often influence the perceived ability or appropriateness of a
particular gender (Arnold, Martin & Parker, 1988; Domar, 1986; H m , Hditsky & Stricker,
1975; Kelly, 1980). There are people within society who still believe that male physicians

are somehow more intelligent and knowledgeable than femde physicians (Arnold, Martin
& Parker, 1988; Hm,Halitsky & Stricker, 1975; Kelly, 1980). People should not be

prevented from working in any area or in any occupation based on gender. Although "old
boy" networks, d e stress, harassment, tradition, and unwritten or unseen systemic forces or
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pressures, as well as personal preference and choice are reasons that may prevent women
from working as miners, fire fighters, correctional officers in male facilities, or urolo@sts
and orthopedic surgeons; there are no legal baniers that prevent women from entering these

fields.
Unfortunately, the sarne career opportunities do not always hold tme for males. Men
rilso are redefining traditionai sex-role occupations and have been entering what has
traditionally been viewed as female dominated professions. Men are becoming telephone
operators, dieticians, dental hygienists, and with increasing frequency, nurses. Although
women are not prevented from working in particular areas of their chosen profession

because of their gender, men do not dways have the same rights and privileges, suictly
becausc they are male.

In some jurisdictions in the United States male nurses have k e n legdly prevented
from working in obstetrics simply because they arc male, and the type of care required in
ihese areas includes personal and intimate c m of a femde patient (Brown, 1986; Greenlaw,

1982: Hall, 1993; Ketter, 1994; Trandel-Korenchuk & Trandel-Korenchuk, 1981;

Villeneuve, 1994). Much discussion has occurred regarding the appropnateness of having
opposite sex care avers in areas where personai and intimate care is required. Why is king
cared for by a mde nurse any different than being cared for by a male physician? Why
should a person's gender affect their professionai role and their ability to provide morally

and ethically sound c m ? What is it speciticdly about nursing that permits a blatant fom
of sexual discrimination to be acceptable by a nurnber of courts in the United States
(Brown, 1986; Greenlaw, 1982; Ketter, 1994)?
Perhaps the mswer lies in the arguments put forth by those who are against male
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nurses working in m a s requiring personal and intimate care with female patients. Their
response to the above questions is that physicians are viewed as perfoming medically
required procedures and tasks that may necessitate brief observation, manipulation and
temporary intrusion into the persond space or privacy of the patient. Nurses, on the othec
hand, are viewed as providing not only those necessary procedures and tasks that have a
nursing or medical basis, but also performing many of the most intirnate and personal tasks
normally camed out by the person their self, such as assisting with hygiene and elimination.
This perspective may aise from the fact that women have traditionally been the caregivers
of the family and society from birth to death. The hygiene and elimination needs mquired by
children until they were able to perform these functions themselves were, and to a Iarge
extent still are, expected to be canied out by women. It wris a natural extension for wornen
to perform the same type of c m for those adults who required assistance with bodily
functions. This practice however wris not expecied of men, and this may be one rerison that
some people argue against males providing nursing care.
There are very few professions in the world necessitating the performance of
procedures and duties that would normally be considered an invasion of the personal
privacy, boundary or space by the majority of people. Because personal pcivricy can have
psychological, emotionai, spiritual, cultural or intimately physicai components (Barron,
1990; Carlson, 1991; Estabrooks & Morse, 1992; Glen & Jownally, 1995; King, 1981;

Scott, 1993; Seed, 1995), it is important that the person performing these functions do so
with the utrnost attention to the effect these duties have on the recipient.
Those professions that, at times, not only require the shating of deeply persond md
intimate information about the patient, but also the consenting acceptance of having the
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body exposed, poked, prodded, invaded or in some way mruiipulated (oftentimes with a
whole entourage of other people of varying levels of educational attainrnent present) are
comrnonly referred to as the helping professions. These helping professions are genenlly
the professions that deal with health c m .
The two professions most comrnonly associated with the physical exposure and
manipulation of the body, are rnedicine and nursing. It is acknowledged that many health
care professions (eg. radiology and physiothenpy) require the exposure and manipulation of
the body. However, it is in rnedicine and nursing that the majority of people accept,
sometimes grudgingly, but more comonly willingly, the concept that they may be required
to disrobe, expose and allow to be manipulated. poked or prodded my m a of their anatomy
that the doctor or nurse deems necessary. They do this with the understanding that any or al1
of these procedures. manipulations or invasions are necessary to achieve a desired goal.
That goal. is the complete, thorough and appropriate provision of hedth c m . This ensures
that the recipient of the health care has the opportunity to attain hidher highest poiential
level of health and wellness.
Many people acknowIedge the need for certain procedures to be perfomed on a
routine basis that will promote good health by early recognition of potentially serious
diseases, conditions or threats to the body's integity. Many women perfonn rnonthly breast
self-exriminations and there are men who perfom regular testicular self-examinations. Few
would argue the appropnateness or need for these procedures to be perfomed and even
fewer people would have concems or reason to not perform these basic health-prornoting
behaviours. However, there are many people who do not perfonn these preventative
behaviours, and there are rnyriad reasons for their decisions. T i constraints, lack of
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knowledge, being unconcerned or unmotivated, and feu, are just some of the possible
reasons that people will not have the procedures done or will not perform them themselves.
Other reasons that some of these behaviouts may not be performed are modesty as
well as personal, farnih l , societal and cultural expectations, inhibitions and restrictions. To
touch oneself, or to be touched, in areas of the body that through the ages have been given
the connotation of being "dirty", "unclean", "unwholesome", "ungodly", "not nice" and
"untouchable" can create a psychologicai deterrent for some people. The above-mentioned
behaviours have been for the most part deeply inpnined in many societies (including to
some extent Our North Arnerican. Western society). if indeed, a person will not perform
certain health promoting behaviours on themselves due to modesty or the perception that it

is unacceptable nccording to society's standards; it is not surprising that this person would
fcel cmbarrassed or emotionally or psychologically distressed if certain procedures hnd to be
performed on them by someone else. It can be assumed that this discornfort would only be
intensified if the person performing the necessary procedure were a member of the opposite
sex.
Background Information
A male nurse had the opportunity to care for a Cemale patient in an outpatient

dialysis area. Through time the patient and nurse got to know each other and were
comfortable in sharing information. The patient told the nurse that although she thought he
was a good nurse, if she ever had to enter hospital as an inpatient, she would not want him
to care for her because he was a male, The patient had unstable diabetes and inevitabIy had
to be hospitdized. As fate would have it, the male nurse was assigned to care for the patient.
The patient was very il1 and for aperiod of time had to have assistance with al1 aspects of
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her care. During this time the patient had no concems whatsoever as to the gender of the
nurse caring for her. The nurse provided the required care and nothing negative ever
resulted from the situation. This situation identifies two variables that may have to be
considered when opposite-sex caregivers provide personal and intimate care. The first
variable is: How well does the nurse and patient "know" each other? And the second
variable is: Does level of health influence gender acceptance?
Another male nurse described a situation that he encountered as a general duty staff
nurse. He was working nights with another registered nurse in a coronary care unit. A cal1
light went on and the nurse went to see what the patient wanied. The female patient wished
to use the bedpan but asked the nurse if she could have the "other" nurse corne and help her.
The nurse acknowledged the patient's request and asked his pmner to go assist the patient
onto the bedpan. When the second nurse went into the patient's room the patient again asked
for the "other" nurse. The second nurse left and sent back in the first nurse. It was at this
point that the nurse realized that the patient wanted a female nurse to help her onto the
bedpan, however, there were only two nurses on thx evening and both of thern were male.
A male nursing student had the opportunity to c m for a young femde patient
during the maternity rotation of his progam. The patient w;is approximately the same age as
the student. The instructor informed the student that he had to apply a breast binder to this
patient as she had decided to not breast feed her baby. The student was aware that to prevent
engorgement of the breasts a binder had to be applied and although he had practised this in
the learning lab, he had never done this with a red patient He went into the patient's room
and informed the patient what was about to occur. Even ihough the siudent was anxious and
concemed about doing the procedure comtly, he was ernpathetic enough to notice that the
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patient appeared very uncomfortable with the idea of this young man performing the
procedure. The patient's discomfort increased the student's anxiety as the student felt
embarrassed for the patient. Even though his insuuctor was present, his fingers tumed into
ten thumbs and the student proceeded to "rnanhandle" the patient's breasts until the binder
was finally in place. That evening the student reflected back on the experience and decided
that if he was going to rernain in nursing, he had better find a way to "handle" situations that
required personal and or intirnate care to be performed on a patient, especially a patient of
the opposite gender.

Significance of the Problem
"Nursing involves not only doing things which are traditionally assigned to fernales,
and leaming to do thern by experience and practice, but also crossing social

boundaries, bnnking taboos and doing things for people which they would norrnally
do for rhernselves if they were able" (Lriwler, 1993, p. 30).

The above vignettes provide three examples of situations where male nurses have
needed to provide personal and intimate c m with Fernale patients. in these situations a
cornmon concem expressed by the patients was that a male, rather than a nurse, was about
to do something with, to, or for them and the wornen consequently felt anxious or
uncomfortable.
There rnay be a double standard in today's society regarding the acceptance of male
nurses providing personal and intimate care with female patients. Personai perspectives,
culturai beliefs and values, and societai expectations influence a person's acceptance or
rejection of an opposite-sex caregiver. Neither gender should be forced to accept a caregiver

of the opposite sex if the idea of k i n g cared for by this person creates emotional or
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psychological discornfort. It is important for the overall health of the patient to
accornrnodate the patient's wishes as much as possible. Society accepts and expects their
caregivers to be female. With this expectation is the implied acceptance that aithough they
may not appreciate the need for personal and intimate care to be provided by the nurse, it is
alright for the nurse to provide this c d as long as the nurse is female. tf the nurse happens
to be maIe, however, then the implied acceptance for the provision of personal and intimate
care is not as evident. Being cared for by a male nurse is fine as long as personal and
intimate care is not required. Interestingly, due to society's acceptance and expectation that
females wiIl be the caregivers, it is infrequent that one hem a concem from a maie patient

about the personal and intimate care that was provided by a female nurse.
Perhrips one of the most disconcening aspects of the concem expressed by female
patients having personal and intimate care provided by male nurses, is the implied
connotation thrit male nurses for sorne reason cannot be considered professional enough io

perform these duties solely because of their gender. Cole (1993) writes that male nurses are
the perpetrators of rnuch of the physical, mental and sexual abuse inflicted upon patients.
One cannot however genedize the inappropriate behaviors of some maie nurses to dl
males in nursing. The implication that male nurses, because of their gender, cannot be
tmsted to provide morally and ethicaily sound personal and intimate c m , is tantamount to
rigreeing with Savage (1989) and Watson (1991) who comment that some people believe
that female nurses are sex objects. The potential for the patient (male or female), or the
nurse (male or femaie), to sexualize the intimate and personai care provided cannot be taken
lightly and needs to be addressed by the nursing profession (Lawler, 1993; Savage, 1989;
Watson, 1991). This brings us to another aspect, and that is, the concept of touch or

touching.
hldl

"Nurses touch strangers (patients) in ways totally unacceptable in any other context"
(Carlson, 199 1, p. 225). Touch is a multi-faceted concept that includes not only the actual
skin to skin physical contact, but also a psychological and emotional component. "Touching
c m be associated with pleasure, satisfaction, and rewards or with anxiety and punishment"

(Burd and Marshall, 1963, p. 297). Touch can be a positive or negative experience and it
can rnean different things in different situations. Touch is a form of communication and the
message received frequently results from the context that the touching occurs. People l e m
"the socially acceptable noms of touch from outside the family" and "leam that touch nrely
connotes simply comfon in our culture, but rather is laden with implicit sexual meaning"
(Estabrooks and Morse, 1992, p. 451). Jourard and Rubin (1968) state that "touching is
equated with sexual intent, either consciously, or at a les-conscious level" (p. 47).
Therefore is it the actual touching of the plient that causes concern, or is it the type

of care being performed? Could it be the sexualizing of the touching that is at the root of the
concem? Maybe it's a combination of al1 of the above? if one considers touch by itself there
is only the physicai aspect whereas, if one tries to empathize by considenng the feeling
evoked from the touch then there is an undeniable connection between the two (Hollinger &
Buschmann, 1993).
if female patients feel uncomfortable, either psychologically or emotionally, when

ihey have personal and intimate care performed on them by male nurses, what then is the
actual cause of this discomfon? Touch is a form of communication, so it is imperative that
the nurse doing the touching cornmunicate what this touch means, and what task needs to be
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accomplished.
This interaction will ultimateIy result in the attainment of a goal mutudly agreed
upon by the nurse and patient. A conceptual frarnework that !ends itself to the interaction
necessary to accomplish the above goal is the frmework proposed by hogene King
(1981).
Conceptual Framework

Appendix A provides a visual representrition of the conceptual framework posited
by lmogene King (198 1). This framework deds with the concept that nursing is a discipline
focusing on the care of human beings. The pmrnise of the frmework is that "human beings
are open systems interacting with environment (sic)" (King, 1981, p. 10). These interacting
systems are dynamic and include a centni personal system that incorporates the individuals
inc luded in the interaction. A middle interpersonaI system encompasses the groups to which
these individuals belong whiie the surrounding social systems represent society (King,
1981).
Each of the above systems arc comprised of concepts that enable one to better
understand the system as a whole and how al1 three systems rue interrelated. Each concept

-

in its respective system wiil be addressed with the ultimate goal k i n g to identify how that
particular concept relates to the previously mentioned concems of mde nurses providing
personal and intimate care to fernale patients.

The personal system is comprised of the concepts of perception, seif, body image,
growth and development, time and spxe.

King (1981) describes perception as being a representation of reality related to past
experiences, the concept of self, biologicd inheritance, education and socioeconomics of
the person. King further characterizes perception as being universal, subjective, persond,
selective, action oriented in the present and includes transactions. The perceptions of the
nurse and patient are important considentions when persond and intimate care has to be
provided. If the perceptions of either participant in the interaction is negative then it will
make the interaction that much more difficult or perhaps even impossible. "An important
element in nurse-patient interactions is accurate perception of each by the other. This
accurate perception is a first step toward mutual goal setting and toward exploring means to
move toward those goals" (King, 198 1, p. 74). Even with an accurate perception of the
situation, a female patient may be embmased or uncomfonable with a male nurse
providing personal and intimate care. However, without an accurate perception of the
situation, there may be an increased likelihood that a female patient may become
embarrassed or become uncomfortable in a situation requiring the performance of personal
and intimate cate by a male nurse. It is therefore important for the nurse to assess the

-

perception of the patient and to strive to deal with any misperceptions the patient may have
as to the purpose of the interaction. The peireption held by the patient is influenced by the
person's concept of self.

"Self is what I think of me and what 1 am capable of king and doing. Self is

subjective in that it is what 1ihink 1should be or would like to be (King, 1981, p. 26). The
self is chancterized as king dpamic, an open system and goal-oriented. Because the self is
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dynarnic it is open to change. Change may occur if the individual experiences
inconsistencies in their beliefs or values. When discrepancies occur "the self tries to avoid
them or clarify them" (King, 1981, p. 26). if a female patient is introduced into a situation
different from her own beliefs and values, such as king cared for by a maie nurse, she may

try to avoid the situation or clarify her own concept of self. It is important for the mde nurse

-

to be aware of how the concept of self can be dtered and how the situation may be
inconsistent with the patient's own beliefs and values. These beliefs and values often are
related to the person's developmental Ievel.

King (1981) does not provide a great deai of information about how growth and

development affects the personal aspect of the framework. She does, however, discuss how
growth and development includes changes in celis, molecules and behaviours that are
dependent on genetics, meaningful and satisfying experiences and environmental impact.
This aspect of the personal system is important for male nurses to consider because at
certain stages in an individual's growth and development the idea of privacy is of utmost
importance. If a male nurse had to provide persona1 and intimate care to an adolescent or

-

teenage female, the possibility of patient discomfort with the situation may be rnuch greater
than for a female patient in a different developmentai stage. This possible concem deah
with the next concept of the personal system, and that is, the concept of body image.

Body image is persona1 and subjective. It is aiso a dynarnic concept that changes

throughout a person's lifetime. it is important for nurses to be aware of how a person's body
image affects the patient's self-concept. If a maie nurse needs to provide care to a fernale
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patient who has had a mastectomy, the change in body image of the patient may affect
her self-concept as well as her perception of the situation. This may result in a feeling of

-

discomfon experienced by the patient because of the individual's beliefs and values
surrounding sexuality and the meaning a woman's breasts have in society. The concepts of

body image and self directly affect the person's perceived concept of space.

King (198 1) included space in the personal system of the fnmework because of how

individuals use space, and how it is related to perception and body image. She characterized
space as being universal; personal - that is, it is leamed and communicated through the
person's culture; situational - that is, the need for space can be expanded or contracted
depending on the situation; dimensional and transactional - that is, the use of space is
dependent on the perception of the situation. The need for nurses to be aware of the concept
of personal space is important because of:

"the close distance that is involved when giving personal care to patients. Marty
procedures are perfomed in the intimate zone described by Hall (1963). Some
patients may view touching as a cornfort and a sign of caring while others rnay view
it as a discomfort and a frightening sign" (King, 1981, p. 38).

King goes on to Say that:
"Defense of personal space can be observed by people's gestures, postures, and the
visible boundaries they erect to protect their space from uespassers. Use of space
and defense of space is non-verbal communication. The change in distance between
people as they interact tends to cornrnunicate different messages to different people"
(1981, p. 38).
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It is this personal space that is infringed upon when a male nurse needs to
provide personal and intimate care with a female patient. The patient's perception, selfconcept, growth and development, and body image di play a factor in the personal space the
person identifies as theirs. Time is the final concept in the personal system that impacts on
the interaction of the patient and the nurse.

nule
King (1981) characterizes time as king universal, relationai, unidirectional,
measurable and subjective. The two characteristics of time specifically relevant to the care
of patients are that time is subjective and relational. It is the person's perception of time and
the situation in which something occurs that affects the concept of time. if a patient
perceives a situation as uncornfortable they will then also perceive the situation as taking
longer than it actually did. Because time is subjective, the meaning of the situation and how

-

the patient perceives it will define the length of time a procedure took to accornplish. This
length of time may be shorter or longer than the real amount of time the procedure actually

took.

The concepts of perception, self, body image, growth and development, time and

space al1 affect how a person or patient wilI act or react in a given situation. People's
perceptions, their past experiences and their beliefs and values al1 play a factor in how they
cornrnunicate with other people. When a male nurse has to provide personal and intimate
care with a female patient the personal systems of the patient and the nurse influence how
the interaction will proceed. The means to main an acceptable outcome regarding the gods
of the patient and nurse are dependent on the concepts of the next system. King's second

system, the interpersonal system addresses how one's personal system affects
interpersonal communication.

v
King's conceptual framework identifies the concepts of interaction, communication,
transaction, role and stress as the components of the interpersonal system (1981).

The process of human interaction, that is, nurse-patient interactions, incorporates the
concepts of the interpersonal system (Appendix B). "The process of interactions between
two or more individuals represents a sequence of verbal and non-verbal behaviors that are
goal-directe# (King, 198 1, p. 60). When a male nune and female patient begin interacting
with each other they bring the totality of themsetves to the situation. Therefore, they each

perceive the other person and the situation, make judgements, take mental action or make a
decision to act and react to each orher and the situation (King, 1981). This interaction is
accomplished through communication.

Communication is used "to identify concerns andor problems" or "to share
information that assists individuals in making decisions that lead to goal attainment" (King,
1981, p. 146). The interaction and communication that occurs between a male nurse and
female patient when personal and intirnate care is required will ultimately decide just how
the next concept in the framework will occur, and that is, transaction.

Transaction includes the aspects of bargaining, negotiatïng and social exchange. It is
during transaction that values and commonalities m shared between the nurse and patient

thus promoting the attainment of mutually agreed upon goals. However, these
transactions are influenced by role expectations and role perfomance (King, 1981).

Bnle
Roles are ieamed while interacting within the socid systems of a society. The "role
of a nurse can be ciefined as an interaction between one or more individuals who corne to a
nursing situation in which nurses perforrn functions of professional nursing" (King, 1981, p.
93). In a situation where a male nurse provides persona1 and intimate care for a femde

patient there is a possibility ofrole conflict both from the patient's perspective or the nurse's
perspective. This conflict may result in the development of stress, which is the final concept
in the interpersonal system.

Sms
King (198 1) describes stress as dynamic, individual, persond, subjective and having
a temporal-spatial dimension. King dso discusses the importance of king able to identify

stressors within the patient's environment and to alleviate these stressors. If a female patient
is stressed because of the gender of the person providing her cm,then it is up to the nurse

-

to be able to identify what is causing the stress or discornfort. The nurse rnust then do
something to help alleviate or at least minimize the stress, and this may inchde the decision
to not provide the cm.

The concepts of interaction, communication, transaction, d e and stress comprise

the interpersonal system. It is the interaction and communication between the nurse and
patient that allows the transaction of goal attrùnrnent to occur. The role a person has in a
particular situation, such as a male nurse providing personal and intimate care with a femde
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patient, can mate some concern if the role is not congruent with the beliefs and values
of the recipient of the care. This incongruence in d e expectation, or the possibility of rok

strain can create stress. Some of the stress felt may result fromthe beiiefs, expectritions and

values of the society from which the patient or nurse cornes. These societal aspects are
considered in the last system of the conceptual frarnework. the social systems.

"A social system is defined as an organized boundary system of socid roles,

behaviors, and pmctices developed to maintain values and the mechanisms to regulate the
practices and niles" (King, 1981, p. 115). King goes on further to discuss how these
systems:
"provide the framework for social interaction, define social relationships, and

establish rules of behavior and modes of action. Beliefs, attitudes, values, and
customs are learned within saciai systems, such ris family, school, and church" (p.
114).

The concepts of a social systern that have relevance to nursing are: authority, power,
status, organization and decision making (King, 1981).

Alithantu
"Authority is power to d e decisions that guide the actions of self and others"
f King, 1981, p. 122). Authority is situationai. Society and organizations within society, such

as hospitals, have provided nurses with the authority to pmctice nursing and al that it
entails and to make nursing becisions based on the needs of the patients (King, 1981). This
would include the provision of personal and intimae care to patients requiring assistance.

To be able to accompiish these interventions the nurse must have the power to do so which

is the next concept of the social system.

Pnwer
King (1981) describes power as "an ability to conuol events and behaviors in
specific situations" (p. 127). Because power is situational a person may have legitimate
power in one setting while in another situation the person would be powerless (King, 1981).
This is readily evident in the authority a nurse h a to cross personal space and boundaries,
ecnerally defined by society, to touch or observe rueas of a person's body that, in another
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situation they could be charged with a crime. A reiated concept to power and authority is
stritus.
sutus

Status relates to a person's role. It is the prestige attached to a position and once
again is situational. Status can be achieved, for example, becoming a registered nurse, or it
can be ascribed through birth, such having a higher social class (King, 1981). The concept
of status could have some influence on the patient's perception of the situation and thus
affect the interaction between the nurse and patient.
Status, power and authority rire interrelated concepts that affect the communication
between the patient and nurse. The interaction between patient and nurse should be one of
rnutuality and agreement in goal setting. However, some societies (including to some extent
our own North American society) bestow upon certain disciplines a degree of power,
authority, and status that other members of society do not possess.
if a female patient perceives the male nurse as having power and or authority, then

they may accept any care received fmm the nurse without question. lf the patient believes or
feels that the nurse's status as a nurse necessitates the acceptance of care provided then
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again, there may be no noted voiced concem. However, if the patient or the nurse believe
that then is a mutuality of respect in the interaction, and, that the nurse has no speciai
power, authority or status over the patient, then the patient should feel confident enough to
voice concern if the nurse providing their c m makes them uncomfortable because of their

-oender. The next concept in the systern is important because the organization in which the
nurse works may regulate situations that could cause concern for patients or nurses-

ïhis concept is important in that the previous three concepts require the
organization to acknowtedge the authority, power and status of the nurse. if the organization
believes thüt üny nurse has the professional rîght to provide personal and intimatc c m to
patients of either gender, and the patient is uncomfortable in the situation, then the patient
may be affected. if, however, the organization does not agree with nurses providing

personal and intimate care to patients of the opposite sex, then it is the nurse and the nursing
profession that will be affected. The discorifon a patient may experience h m king
subjected to personal and intimate care provided by an opposite-sex nurse must take
precedence over the nurse's or the profession's concern about a nurse k i n g refused the
opportunity to provide nursing care solely because of the nurse's gender. That is, after dl,
what being a nurse is dl about. However, the appropriateness of any member of a

profession being prevented f m n performing some aspect of their job, solely because of
their gender, has to raise concems as to the power and authority the profession has regarding
the actions of its mernbers. The provision of personal and intimate care by a male nurse
with a female patient requires the male nurse to rnake some critical decisions, which is the
1st concept of the social system.

Ultimately, the decision making ability of the nurse in a particular situation should
provide the necessary ingredients to ensure that the patient does not feel uncornfortable. It is
the ability of the nurse and patient to intenct and comrnunicate with each other that will
decide the outcome of the situation, that is, if the patient is uncomfortable or comfortable
with the care k i n g provided by the male nurse. It is understood that the perceptions of each
participant in the situation have been influenced by the social systerns that each of the
p'micipants were exposed to throughout their life.

The social systern is a mechanism to ensure the beliefs, values, attitudes and
customs of ri society are upheld. Within a social systern there are people, such as nurses,
who are provided certain rights and liberties because of the authority, power and status they
hold within the society. Organizations within which nurses work determine if nurses are
provided the authority, power and status to provide al1 aspects of professionai nursing care.

[f the organization supports male nurses to provide personal and intimate care to female
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patients, it is important that the male nurse be able to identify a patient's discomfort in the
situation and make the appropriate decisions that will help achieve the mutual goals of the
patient, nurse and organization.

King (1981) has identified the personal, interpersonal and social systems within a
society as a conceptual framework for nursing. The perceptions of the individuals involved
in a particular situation, such as a male nurse providing personal and intirnate care with a
femaie patient, are important infiuencing factors in how the interaction and transaction will

progress. The process of communication and the need for accurate perceptions of the
situation will influence whether or not the goals of the patient and nurse are accomplished.

The social systems within which the participants belong provide certain rights,
liberties and status not given to every member of society. The authority and power provided
and nccepted by society includes the provision of personal and intimate care by a nurse for a

patient requiring assistance. Societal acceptance understands that to be able to perform such
care, the standard space and boundary litnits normally established by the person must be
breached. [t is this infringement into the patient's persond space and intimate areas of the
body that may cause concern for a female patient if a male nurse is perfonning the required
care. This brings us to the purpose of the study.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to explore and better understand the strategies,
behaviors and interventions used by male nurses when they provide personal and intimate
care with fernale patients in order to minirnize any psychological or emotional discomfort

that the care rnight create. When a nurse has to provide personal and intimate care with a
patient there is a risk that the touching and exposure required to accomplish the procedure
will be perceived as an invasion into the patient's personal space and will create feelings of
anxiety, stress or discomfort (Ailelcian, 1973; Brown & Yantis, 1996; Carlson, 1991;
Estabrooks & Morse, 1992; Glen & Jownally, 1995; Scott, 1993; Stillman, 1978). It is an
accepted societal nom that caregivers have mditionally been femde and therefore the
rnajority of nurses are female. However, the numbers of males entenng the nursing
profession is increasing and society is witnessing and coming to accept the caring
capabilities of maies.
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However, it appears that even though males are becoming accepted as nurses,
there are situations in which the gender of the nurse is cause for concern because of the
nature of the nursing interventions required. It seems that the performance of personal and
intimate care by a male nurse with a female patient can create psychological or emotional
discomfort strictly because the person performing the procedure(s) is male (Lemin, 1983;
Mathieson, 1991;McCann, 1991; Haywood, 1994; Saunders, 1981;Seed, 1995;Taylor,
1981; Woodhams, 1984).

It is important for nurses to try and alleviate any discomfort experienced by their
patients. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to identify strategies, behaviors or
interventions that could be utilized by a male nurse when the need for personal and intirnate
care is required by a female patient, if the care required causes psychological or emotionril
discomfort because of the nurse's gender.
Problem Statement

The problem statement can be expressed as follows:
What are the strategies, behaviors and interventions used by male nurses in the
provision of personal and intimate care with a fernale patient that enables the patient to feel
psychologically and emotionally cornfonable?
R-rch

Questions

The lack of research in this pzlrticuiar area of nursing pmvides opportunity for
additional questions to arise from the problem statement. A secondary purpose of this study
is to explore the following questions:
1.

From the male nurse's perspective, is there an acacniai or perceived concem by
patients or society with the concept of male nurses providing personal and
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intimate care with female patients?
2.

Are there circumstances or situations in which the performance of personal
and intimate care by a male nurse with a femaie patient is acceptable, and, at
other times not acceptable for the patient?

3.

When a male nurse provides personal and intimate c m with a female
patient, what verbal and non-verbal behaviors indicate to the nurse that the
patient is experiencing psychological or emotional discornfort with the
situation?

Definitions
Personal space or boundaries are often used interchangeably and have had many
variations in their definition. Scott (1993)describes Louis's (1981) definition of boundaries
3s

"the outer limits of an invisible area that an individual designates as personal space" (p.

13).Carlson (199 1) describes boundaries as "an individual's intemally developed physical

and psychological limits" that " provide a structure that separates one from the
surroundings" (p. 226). Boundaries or physical space are dynamic in chat they can expand or
contract depending on the needs, wants and perception of the individud.
When performing personal and intimate care on female patients, male nurses are
required to touch the patient. The concept of touch is multidimensionai and will be defined
ris

"a gestalt involving voice, posture, affect, intent and meaning within a context, as well as

tactile contact" (Estabrooks &Morse, 1992, p, 450).
Personal and intimate clire will be used throughout the study as a single interrelated
concept. Webster's dictionary (1994) defines personal as "individuai, private, of one's own";
and, intimate, as "familiar, closely acquainted or close". In this study, the definition of
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personal and intimate care will be: the provision of a nursing intervention or procedure
requiring the exposure and or touching of an area of the patient's body that would generally
only be exposed or touched by the person themselves or possibly, by a significant, intimate
other.
The final term that will be used througbout this study is the concept of cornfort.
Comfort is a term that defies easy definition. Tt has k e n described as k i n g free from
discomfort or dis-ease (Carneron, 1993; Kolcaba & Kolcaba, 1991), as well as having the
components of touch, empathy and tdking (Morse, 1983). For the purpose of this study,
comfort will be defined as contentment and calmness resulting in a physical and mental
feeling of wellbeing.

CFNF'iXR II

REMEW OF THE LITERATURE
introduction
This literature review will focus on studies and declarative articles which will
enable the reader to become more fully aware of how significant the provision of personal
and intimate care is for the emotional or psychoIogical comfort of female patients when
being cared for by a male nurse. Societal expeciations and norms surrounding sexuality,
rnodesty, taboos and sex-roles will be analyzed and discussed as will the types of care
provided to patients. Also, the same societal expectations and norms will be considered
from the male nurse's perspective.

In any basic fundamentais of nursing textbook, comfort and the provision of privacy
are two aspects of nursing that are considered important when providing cm to patients
(Potter & Perry. 1997; Taylor, Lillis, & LeMone. 1993). Comfort is experienced when ihe
physical, emotional and psychological needs of the individual patient are met (Caneron,
1993; Hamilton, 1986; Kolcaba and Kolcriba, 1991; Morse, 1983). if a patient experiences

discomfort when being cared for by a nurse it is important for the nurse to be aware of the
potential causes of that discornfort. One of the possible causes for emotional or
psychological discomfort, is the perceived lack of privacy or embamssment expenenced by
patients when nurses are required to provide the personal and intimate c m necessary to
render safe, competent and professional nursing interventions.

In developed countries, almost without exception, it is an accepted societai
expectation that unless a person is in the appropriate situation with the appropriate person,
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men and women do not nomdly touch, nor do they observe the naked bodies of others,
especially if the other person is of the opposite sex. Ifthat supposition regarding societd
noms is correct, then it follows that if a person is required to be touched or to have their
body exposed to someone of the opposite sex, the potential exists for that person to feel
uncornfortable in that situation.

rnmfnrl
Cornfort is an ambiguous and personal concept. in one situation a person may feel
physically, emotionaf ly and psychologically comfortable, while in another similar yet
different situation that same person may feel uncomfortable. For example, a female waking
with another femnle down a deserted, dark alley at night may not feel physically safe and
may be emotionaIIy and psychologically uncomfortable. if that same female walks with a
male down the snme alley at night she rnay feel safer and more psychologically and
emotiona1ly cornfortable. That sarne female as a patient requiring a personal and intimate
nursing intervention, such as perined care or a catheter insertion, may feel more
psychoIogicaIly or emotiondly comfortable if a femde nurse rather than a male nurse
provides the necessary intervention.

Nursing textbooks; nursing standards and major theorists such as Orlando, Roy,
Paterson, Watson and otfiers; as well as society in generd, al1 believe that the provision of
comfort is such a basic tenet of nursing that it is embodied into the realm of nursing
(Cameron, 1993; Hamilton, 1989; Kolcaba and Kolcaba, 1991; Morse, 1983; Potter and
Perry, 1997). Therefore, providing comfort is synonymous with providing nursing care.
The Iiterature suggests that comfort is inseparable from nursing. Nurses need to be
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aware that the quest for cornfon is genderless in that al1 patients want to be comfortable
regardless of their sex. One possible cause for the patient to feel uncornfortable is if they are
embarrassed by the personal and intimate nature of the nursing or rnedicai intervention
required for their care. Although embarrassrnent or discornfort may occur with male
patients being cxed for by a fernale nurse, or for that rnatter a rnaie patient with a mde
nurse or a female patient with a fernnle nurse (George and Quattrone, 1989). there is a lesser
probability of an ernotional or psychologicd discornfort being felt when a fernaie nurse
provides the necessary nursing c m . The reason for this is that since most nurses are
women, society has corne to expect and accept that the care they receive frorn nurses will
come from a fernale nurse (Dowler, Jordan-Simpson and Adams, 1992; Hesselbart, 1977;
Struthers, 1995; Villeneuve, 1994).
Nurses have to be ernpathetic enough to know if their actions are providing not only
physical comfort but also the psychological and ernotional cornponents of cornfort that their
patients desire. The type of care patients expect frorn nurses is described by Bottorff (1991)
as a sense that "the nurse is close enough to feel with us, shliring the loss that accompanies

the dis-ease we are experiencing in a sensitive, intirnate way" (p. 244).
Strategies that nurses can utilize to prornote cornfort when caring for patients have
been discussed by Morse (1983), Arrnitage (19#3),Hamilton (1989) and Cameron (1993).
These authors acknowledge the necessity to ensure that ail aspects of comfort are addressed
when caring for patients. If the actual nursing interventions result in discornfort for the
patient, nurses must attempt to find ways to minirnize that discomfort. However, if it is not
the nuning intervention itself that causes the discomfon, but nther the gender of the nurse
performing the intervention that is causing the discomfort what then cm, should, or does the
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nurse do to help alleviate that discomfort? There is little research on what male (and
female)nurses do in these situations, however, this litennue review will focus on the care
received by female patients from male nurses.

The lower-level needs in Maslow's hierarchy of basic human needs include
physiological, and safety and security needs (Potier and Perry, 1997; Taylor, Lillis and
LeMone, 1993). If one accepts the premise that having one's lower-level needs met (which
include physical and emotiond or psychological components) causes one to feel
comfonable, then being comfonable is a basic underlying expectation that al1 patients have

or require when they are hospitalized. Vlvious studies have investigated comfon from the
patients' perspective and have found that in order for the patient to feel cornfortable their

ph ysical, emotiond and psyc hological needs must be met (Cameron, 1993; Hamilton, 1986;
Kolcaba and Kolcaba, 1991; Morse, 1983).
Utilizing a qualitative research approiich, Cameron (1993) investigated the nature of
comfort employing in-depth interviews and participant observation methodologies to gather
data from [en participants. Conclusions from the study indicated that during hospitalization,
patients progress dong a "comfort continuum" (p. 42Q and through a process called
"integrative balancing" (p. 434) actively work at seeking and attaining comfon through
strategies delineated as monitoring, networiung and enduring. Anything causing an
uncornfortable feeling on the part of the patient started the pmess.
Monitoring involved seeking information regarding d l aspects of their
hospitalization. It included finding out about the doctors, nurses and "their socially correct
or appropriate behaviour as a patient" (Cmeron, 1993, p. 428). By observation, the
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respondents were able to l e m how to act as patients.
Networking provided information to the respondents by building a social network
with other patients. A greater sense of comfort was expressed when the respondents knew
that other patients were experiencing the same situations.
Enduring was a private self-comforting activity which ultimately involved "delving
deeply within one's self, reviewing the past, grieving, revising, hoping and eventually
integrating this expenence into iheir lives" (Cameron, 1993, p. 430). During this stage the
respondents believed that with tirne the situation would improve. Participants, researchers,
former patients and nurses validated Cameron's results.
This study is important in that if a female patient is uncomfortable king cared for
by a male nurse then the strategies of monitoring, networking and enduring may be initiated
by the patient to try to actively attain an acceptable level of comfort. By observing how

other female patients react and respond to the male nurse, by asking questions about the
male nurse and by looking at their past experiences, beliefs and values, the patient rnay be
able to confirm, or, she may need to re-evaluate previously conceived ideas about male
nurses. This is sirnilar to the concept of self as proposed in King's (198 1) personal system.
Alternately, the patient may decide to grieve the Ioss of her privacy, hope the
embarrasment will pass and endure the situation, wanting it to end as soon as possible.
In a study analyzing comfort, Morse f 1983) utitized what she called an
ethnoscientific rnethod of data collection. Utilizing a convenience sarnple of four AngloAmerican fernales, Morse (1983) found that touching and talking were two main
components of comforting. The amount of touching or talking required or appropriate when
cornforthg someone depended on the situation and "the appropriate role-relations between
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actors" (p. 12). Morse found tfiat touching and hugging could only be used when there
vas an intimate relationship between the participants while talking-only was appropriate for

strangers but inappropriate if a relationship had been established. Of significance to nursing
were Morse's frndings that muching with a little talking wris appropriate for people who are

sick, il1 or in labour, This appears to provide one rationale as to why it is acceptable for
nurses to intimately touch strangen. Another aspect is that although nurses are strangers
when they first meet the patient, the context of the meeting and the usud ilcenario of the

interactions mates the need for a relationship to develop and therefore talking done is no
longer appropriate for the situation.
The focus of the study was on cornfort between the respondents and their husbmds,
children (their own and others), fnends, self and strangers. No information was provided as
to whether or not the respondents were questioned about male nurses providing care to
female patients. Since in-depth interviewing provides more valid information and a more
accurate understanding of the interviewees lived experiences (Simms, 1980; Willims &
Heikes, 1993); the fact that it was white AngIo-Ametican women who were interviewed is
pertinent to this literature review, as the majonty of the studies and articles reviewed,
engage white Anglo-Saxon sampIe popuIations from North America or the British
Comrnonwedih.
Hamilton (1989) interviewed 30 patients in a chronic care geriairic hospital. Her
findings indicated five major thernes that addresseci comfort fmm the patients' perspective.
Disease process, self-esteem, positioning, the approach and attitudes of staff, and hospital
life were deemed important in the overall cornfort expenenced by the patients. Once again
biological, emotional and psychologicai aspects are present in these themes and therefore
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demonstrate some reIiabiIity as to the comfort needs that patients have when
hospitalized. However, only 28% of the patient population met the criteria required to be
included in the study. Therefore, the results may be questionable since 72% of the elderly
population in that hospitai were not questioned as to their cornfort needs. Those patients
unable to be interviewed because of a language barrier or physical incapacity may have had
other comfon needs that were not elucidated during the research study.
Kolcaba and Kolcaba (1991) completed a Iiterature review that analyzed the concept
of comfort. The authors found six ordinary language meanings of the word comfort and
discussed how those meanings are used in nursing. Comfort needs of patients were
developed and divided into three classes of needs: "the need for king in a comfonable
state", "the need for the relief from discomfort", and "the need for education, motivation
ancilor inspiration" (p. 1305). Their analysis provides further confirmation that as far as the
patient is concerned, comfort rneans relief from physical, mental and emotiond discomfons.
In surnrnary, the litemture on the patients' perspective relrited to the concept of
comfort supports the fact that patients want to be comfortable. When hospitalized, patients
will attempt to ensure their comfort by actively seeking w y s to attain comfort, with the
goal being to be comfortable not just physically, but also emotionally and psychologically. It
is this emotional and psycho1ogical cornfort that may be hindered if a male nurse provides
personal and intimate care with a femaie patient.

One of societies' culnirai n o m or taboos is that people are not expected to view or
touch the naked bodies of other people (especiaily strangers) udess they are in a situation or
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relationship that permits this behaviour. This soçietal expectation refers not only to
situations between genders, but dso within the sarne gender. This societal taboo contributes
to feelings of anxiety and embarrassment when exposure of oneself to observation or touch
is required.

However, there are situations where it is expected that normal societal boundaries be
crossed. The most comrnon situation is in the realm of heaith care. Society is able to accept
the role of heaith professionals to view someone's naked body, and to touch, poke, prod and
introduce objects into this body in order to provide the best possible treatment for the
person (Curtin, 1993; Domar, 1986; Hurst and Ward, 1991; Rowan, 1993; Seed, 1995;
Vella, 1991; Vousden, 1980). This does not imply thai. the patient king subjected to the
procedure will be physically, mentaily or emotionally comfortable in the situation. Nurses,
doctors or other health care providers need to be keenly aware of the breach in the societal

nom that occurs when these tasks are performed, to ensure that their patients' emotional
and psychoIogical concerns are identified and addressed.
Patients are sexual beings, and as such, bring to their hospitai expenence their own
sexuality and al1 the noms and expectations that society as a whole prescribes (Bernhard &
Dan, L986; Lawler, 1993; Savage, 1989; Seed, 1995; Watson, 1991). Some litemture
suggests that female sexuality differs from maie sexuaiity in that female sexuality
encornpasses the entire woman and does not focus specificaily on the genitais (Bernhard &

Dan,1986; iawler, 1993; Sanford, Hawley & McGee, 1992). Instead, femde sexuality
includes the fernale's relationships and emotions, as well as her total body and tife
experiences. Male sexuaiity on the other hand is said to focus more on the genitals and not
primarily on the male as a whole.
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if there is a difference in sexuality between the genders, it is possible that a
female patient rnay feel uncornfortable with a male nurse caring for her because of the need
for him to intmde into her perceived sexual k i n g which according to the supposition above,
would be the patient's whole body. Accordingly, if a male's sexuality is only focused on the
genitals, then a male nurse would not necessarily perceive any concem with caring for any
part of a fernale patient other than her genitalia. These two differencesin gender sexuality
could therefore theoreticaily create ernotional or psychological discomfort on the part of the
female patient.
Backmbs and massages have a sexual connotation (Sanford, Hawley and McGee,
1992) and a male nurse providing these nursing interventions rnay be seen by the fernale

patient not just as a nurse, but in particular as a rnde, and therefore create an uncornfortable
situation for the patient. Nursing interventions of a more persona1 and intirnate nature such
as bathing, providing perineal c m , catheter care or catheter insertion may create feelings of
anxiety or discomfort for the patient if her life experiences, personal preferences or vaiues.
arc congruent with society's perceptions of what is acceptable and not acceptable in regards

to males and females touching each other. Jourard and Rubin (1968) comment that "there
are strong societal noms which regulate who will touch whom, and undet what conditions"
and "these noms have arisen because of the i n h a t e connection between physicd contact
and sexuality" (p. 40). In their study of self-disclosure and touching, Jourard and Rubin
(1968) provided a questionnaire (with a reliability between .80 and .98) to 54 male and 84
fernale university students. Results indicated that women and men are touched more
frequently and in more areas of the body by their opposite-sex friends than by their mothers,
fathers or same-sex friends. What is important about this review is that it was the
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respondents opposite-sex "friends" doing the touching, nota stranger. Their discussion
provided the view that consciously or unconsciously, touching is equated with a sexual
intent and because of this, touching areas other than the hands, m s , face or shoulders is a
societal taboo.
Perhaps one of the most comrnon situations where anxiety, modesty, embamssment
or physical, emotional and psychological discornfort cm aise is when a woman requires a
pelvic examination (Bohlen Primrose, 1984; Durant, Seymore, Jay, Freeman, Sharp &
Linder, 1987; McKie, 1992; McKie, 1993; Petravage, Freeman, Gomez, S h q Linder,
1986; weils, 1977; Willms & Newman, 1994). If one subscribes to the position that king
exposed or touched by someone of the opposite sex is cause for modesty or embarrassment,
then it would be expected that women experiencing this most personal and intimate
examination would prefer a health care professional of the same sex. However, if there are
instances where touch or exposure of the body to a suanger of the sarne or opposite sex are
supposed to be acceptable, why then would some patients still feel uncomfortabie in those
situations? The answer may be elucidated in the next section which discusses the personal
preferences of the patients.

The licerature provides inconsistent and inconclusive findings, not only between

research studies, but also within the studies nviewed, as to the preferences of patients with
regards to the gender of their caregiver. Anapol and Wagner (1978) found that 56% of 100
women preferred to have a pelvic examine performed by a woman, while 30% prefemed to
be examined by a man. After completing a Iitenture review on whether it matters to patients

if a physician is a woman, Arnold, Martin and Parker (1988) found that fernale patients
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were more satisfied with female physicians and that female patients "are more likely to
see a fernale than a male physician" (p.730).
Similar findings were reported by Kelly (1980) in a survey of 50,018 patients,
56.7% of who were fernale. Kelly found that "fernale patients were 1.49 times as likely to

select a female physician" (p. 430). A study of 409 fernale patients by Haar, Haiitsky and
Stricker (1975) revealed that 33.9% of the women preferred a femde physician, 19.3%
preferred a male, and 36.2% did not have a preference. All of the studies were performed in
North America or the British Commonwealth. The size of the populations of these studies
enable the reader to accept that the results may be valid, reliable and genenlizable to the

general populations within these areas of the world and within the cultures that they
represent.
It is understood that religious and ethnic subcultures or past life experiences can
have a major impact on the acceptance or rejection of societal expectations, noms or taboos
(Galanti, 1991; Huerter, 1976; King, 1981; Lawler, 1993; Weyrauch, Boiko & Alvin, 1990).

The ramifications of the effects of various subcultures and past life experiences on societal
expectations, noms and taboos is beyond the scope of this study and will therefore not be
considered. However, it is acknowledged that culture, religion and p s t life experiences of
the patient do play a major role in the acceptance or rejection of societal noms and
expectations.
While the above studies discuss femde patients' preferences for male or femde
physicians, it can be seen from the results that not al1 wornen prefer to be examined by a
physician of the same sex. The inconsistencies in the resuln may be a result of the changes
in society's expectations or beliefs. When these studies were completed, it was not as
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common to see femde physicians, and therefore women may have preferred to have a
male physician because of a societal acceptance or expectation. There may aiso have been a
belief that the physician's gender somehow influenced the professionalism, understanding or
respect that the physician had for the patient, or in some way indicated the intelligence of
the physician (Haar, Halitsky & Stricker, 1975; Kelly, 1980; Weyrauch, Boiko & Alvin,
1990). Other possible reasons for women prefe'emng to be examined by a physician of a
particular gender may have resulted from the women's movement, or due to hornophobia
(Eliason and Randail, 1991; Eliason, 1993; Marland Hitchcock, 1992).
This section of the literature review has thus far focused on female patients and their
preference for male or female physicians. However, in today's society nurses are required to
provide nursing interventions to patients that in many ways are more personal, private and
intirnate than the procedures k i n g performed by the physicians. Lawler (1993) discusses
the role that nurses play in the care of the patient and how this care has been considered
"dirty work" (p. 4), because of the need for nurses to do for the patients that which they m
unable to do for themselves. in dl m a s of the hospitai nurses perform very intimate
procedures on patients, but perhaps ihe most obvious areas where intimate care is provided
is in the obstetrical, gynaecologicaI and matemity wards.
There is a paucity of research or litemture on the preferences of patients r e g d n g
the gender of their nurse, and what eicists focuses on femde patients and male nurses. The
majority of the literature on male nurses caring for female patients has focused on
midwifery, matemity nursing or gynaecological nursing (Benda, 1981; Brown, 1986;
Brown, 1987; Cooper, 1987; Lodge, Mallett, Blake, Fryatt, 1997; McKenna, 1991; Millin,
1981; Momn, 1992; Mynaugh, 1984; Saunders, 1981; Sweet, 1974; Tagg, 1981;Watkin,
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1975; Woodhams, 1984), with a srnattering of literature on medicaVsurgical or

psychiatrie nursing (Bennett, 1984; George and Quattrone, 1989; Gilloran, 1995; Johnston,
1987; Lemin, 1982; Mathieson, 1991; Swaffield, 1988; Vestd, 1983).

Research or literature focusing on male nurses cruing for fernale patients appears to
be concerned with the s m e sociological phenornena that society is concemed with, that is,
that nursing care requiring personai or intimate contact or examination of a patient is more
appropriately performed by a nurse of the same gender. The findings of the following
studies also indicate that in the majority of cases, the concem is not in k i n g cared for by a
male nurse, but rather, the concem is for what type of procedure or c m the male nurse is
required to perform. It should be noted that although sorne of the studies did not have very
large sample sizes. the consistencies between the studies regarding the type of care provided
by the male nurses which caused concem for the female patients, indicates that some
agreement on the validity, reliability and perhaps generalizability of the results is warranted.
Results of these studies have also been inconclusive as to the preferences of fernale
patients when it cornes to male nurses. Sweet (1974) surveyed 1,000 patients rit various
stages of their pregnancies. Thirty-three percent of the wornen questioned would not want a
male rnidwife to care for them at any point in their pregnancy, while 7% totaily accepted the
concept of a male midwife. However, 60% of the women provided rnixed responses as to
the acceptance of male midwives. The areas of least acceptance of male midwives had to do
when more intimate personal bodily care was required. The procedures where concem was
noted included: exmining the breasts and providing advice about breast c m , giving advice
about vaginal discharge, performing interna1 examinations, delivering the baby, washing the
patient after the delivery and examining pads, stitches and breasts or helping with
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breastfeeding in the antenatal period. "Between 80% and 86% of ail patients would
dislike the attendance of male midwives for these procedures" (Sweet, 1974, p. 1620). A
concem with this particular survey was that no mention was made of whether or not any of
these women had ever ken, or currently were king cared for by a male nurse. There is no
way of knowing if the past experiences and perceptions of the patients affected the results,
or if different situations or scenarios would have caused different findings. There was also
no information as to the gender of their obstetricians. Also, the survey type of study that was
performed was unable to elucidate the feelings that the women expecienced cegarding their
beliefs about male nurses.
In a similar study, Cooper (1987) provided n questionnaire to 50 obstetrical patients
rnnging in ages from 17 to 42 with an average age of twenty-seven. Sixteen percent of the
respondents had actunlly received care from a male nurse but it is not known if it was during
the time the obstetric care was provided or during other situations. Cooper found that 88%
of the women had some reservations as to the type of care they would feel cornfortable
dlowing a male nurse to provide. Once again specific concems of male nurses providing
care focused on procedures of a personai or intimate nature such as inspecting sanitary pads,
providing bedpans, breast examinations or teaching the proper use of the bidet.

In a different setting, Mathieson (199 1) surveyed 25 female patients in a psychiatric
hospital. Twenty-two of the respondents preferred femde nurses while 17 of the patients
"objected to male nurses carrying out bed-bathing, and 13 objected to being assisted to the
toilet by a male nurse1'(p. 32). Thirteen of the women would not discuss problems of a
sexual nature with a male nurse. It should be noted that none of the patients had any
psychiatric diagnosis that would influence or affect their ability to provide the necessary
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information.
What is important to note is that the studies reviewed thus far indicate that the
majority of women have some mervations about having a male nurse care for them in
situations when personal or intimate care is required. in contrast, McKenna (199 1)
completed a review of the literature regarding the development and trends of male
rnidwives. Her findings indicated that the concems that were assumed to be of significant
importance to the patients, that is, having intimate c m provided by a male nurse, were
unwarranted and unfounded. Of the studies she reviewed, the findings indicated that the
majority of women do not object to king cared for by a male midwife and in a number of
instances the women actudly preferred a male midwife. It was felt that the gender of the
midwife was not as important as the training and competency that the midwife possessed.
The aspect of competency will be discussed Iater.
Studies by Tagg (1981), LRmin (L982), Woodhams (1984) and Mynaugh (1984)
found that the majority of wornen did not object to king cared for by a male nurse
regardless of the type of care required. The surveys and questionnaires were provided to
large and small sample sizes and the results were consistent between the studies which leads
one to accept the possibility that the findings are valid, diable and somewhat generaiizable.
Tagg (1981) obtained the results of a questionnaire from 34 women on an obstetric
unit al1 of whom had been cared for by a rnale nurse during that particular hospitaiization.
Seventy-six percent of the women believed that they could confide in the male nurse, 65%
were never embarrassed by the presence of a male nurse regardless of the type of care
provided, and 100% of the women had no objections to king attended to by a male nurse.
Sirnilar results were found by Mynaugh (1984) when she conducted a survey on 400
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post-parturn mothers. Her population ranged in age from 14 to 40 yem old. Criteria for
acceptance into the study included the vaginal delivery of a normal, heaithy, full-term baby.
This is important since the normalcy of the delivery and infant would help decrease any
anxiety and discornfort that rnay otherwise have affectedthe results of the study. Only three
activities: assisting with bathing, changing of a nightgown and assisting with breast-feeding
provided resuIts of less than 50% acceptance of the activity king performed by a male
nurse. A11 other results were greater than 50% acceptance of the male nurse providing the
care necessary regardless of the personai or intimate nature of care required. A leiter to the

editor (Hall 1993) and a declarative article (Clasper, 1993) both discuss how fernale
maternity patients are not concemed as to the gender of their nurse.
The previoos two studies took place on obstetrical units that obviously do not

include long term or elderly patients. In the two studies that follow, it appears that the age
and circumstances of the patients, as well as the setting where the nursing c m takes place,

plays a factor in the acceptance or rejection of male nurses providing nursing care to fernale
patients.
Woodhams (1984) adapted Tagg's questionnaire to more adequately reflect the
population he was interested in studying. He questioned 18 elderiy patients on a geriatric
unit and found that 100%of them had no embarrassrnent in any ma of care provided by a
male nurse, while 94% of those studied at no time suongly objected to a male nurse's

presence when care was king provided. It seems unusual that 100% of the women were not
embmssed when king cared for by a male nurse, but 6%of the respondents would
strongIy object to the male nurse's presence when care was king provided. The differences
in percentages could be that dthough the women were not embarrasseci, they had other
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unknown concems causing them to object to the male nurse's presence. When asked if

rnale nurses should work in al1 area of nursing such as maternity only 65% of the
respondents agreed with the statement while 14% replied "no" and 21% did not answer.
Woodhams provided possible reasons for the inconsistent results which included:
"embamssment or fear of hurting the male nurses' feelings", "any one of the male staff
could have been seen as a favorite", "there could have been some confemng" between
patients, and "the srnall sample size" (p. 21).
Other possible reasons for the inconsistencies could be that the respondents may
have considered it acceptable to be nursed by a male because the elderly are often
considered "asexual". Therefore the concem with intimate touching may not be considered
ris

relevant as it wouid be with a younger woman on a matemity unit. Another reason could

be that the respondents were in a long-term institution and they becme "accustomed to the
presence of a male nurse. in addition, there was the opportunity to develop an appropriate
nurse-patient relationship, whereas on a matemity unit the time and opportunity to develop
the same type of nurse-patient relationship is not as readily available. It is worthy to note
that some of the respondents in Tagg's study who would be embmssed having a male
nurse help with breastfeeding felt that if the "male nurse was suitably experienced to give
help, and they were given time to establish a relationship, then they were sure that the
embarrassment would pass" (Tagg, 1981, p. 1851). It therefore appears that it is important
for the patient to develop a relationship with the nurse before embarrassment no longer is an
issue.
Lemin (1984), using a convenience sample of al1 female patients visited in a oneweek period, surveyed 493 female patients receiving nursing care in the home. Two
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hundred and ninety of these patients had k e n in the hospitai in the past and 167 of them
had received nursing care from a male nurse or male nursing student while hospitdized.
Seventy percent of these respondents said that having care provided by male nurses was
fully acceptable and only 30% replied that it was modentely or compietely unacceptable to
have a male nurse care for them. The survey method utilized was unable to explain why
these respondents found it moderateIy or completely unacceptable to have care provided by
a male nurse, but again, the provision of persond and intimate c m were the most
frequently noted concems.
The location rvhere the care was to be provided also played a factor in the
acceptance or rejection of male nurses crtring for the patients. Fifty-two percent of al1 the
respondents indicated that they would be unwilling to accept the same type of case they
received in the hospital from a male nurse in the community. This number dec~asedto
37% if the respondents had no other alternative available. Unlike W d h m s ' study, the

more elderly respondents (87%were over 60 and 40% were over 80 years old) provided
more negative results. Sixty-four percent of the respondents over 80 years of age would not
accept care from a male nurse while an average of 44% of the respondents between the ages
of 60 and 79 would not accept care from a male nurse. In the 20 to 59 age categories an
average of 60% of the respondents would accept care from a male nurse.
The literature thus far has demonstrated that the preferences that female patients
have in relation to the gender of their caregiver are inconsistent and inconclusive between
and within the studies reviewed. Some of the stucües support the contention that femaie
patients would rather have a female nurse or female doctor provide the interventions
necessary, while other studies support the contention that the gender of the nurse or doctor
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is irrelevant. Another inconsistency is the fact that in many of the studies, it is unknown
whether or not the respondents were currently, or had ever been cared for by a male nurse. It
seems that findings regarding the acceptance or rejection of a nurse based on the nurse's
gender would have more relevance if the study participants had personal experiences with
both genders. That would enable the participants to make an informed cornparison, and
therefore decision, as to the reason for their preference. What does appear to be somewhat
more consistent is the fact that societal noms and laboos regarding the touching and
exposing of personal and intimate areas of the body by a stnnger of the opposite sex is one
aspect that can and does cause discornfort for femaie patients. As previously mentioned,
patients have come to expect that the nurse caring for thern will be female. Just as female
doctors were not the nom 20 or 30 years ago, male nurses are not the nom now. A
potentiril cause for emotional and psychological discomfon therefore is the idea that men
rire just not supposed to be nurses. This leads us into the next section of the litenture
review.

Sex-rnles
Sex-roles are al1 of the behaviours, mannerisms and expectations that society
expects to be exhibited by a particular gender. Society has come to expect that men and
women will enter into psuticular occupations based solely on their gender, and those people
who contradict the nomid expectations and sex-roles of society create feelings of unease or
discornfort in the test of the population (Brown, Weir, Rideout & ingram, 1995; Bush,
1976; Christmiin, 1988; Edgeland and Brown, 1989; Cummings, 1995; Greenberg and

Burton, 1971; Hesselbart, 1977; Horman, Campbell and DeGregory, 1987; Laroche and
Livneh, 1983; Segal, 1962; Turnminia, 1981; Tumipseed, 1986). Maies entenng the
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profession of nursing go against the normal societal sex-role expectation and are
therefore suspect. It is dificult for people to understand why a male would want to enter a
profession that is not viewed of as a particularly high-status, prestigious or well-paying
cat-eer (Bush, 1976; Hesselbart, 1977; Laroche and Livneh, 1983; Lawler, 1993; Segal,
1962). If a female patient values traditional sex-role expectations, then she may be unable to
understand why a male would want to enter nursing which traditionally has been perceived
as a woman's profession. The need for tender, caring and nurturing behaviours, which
traditionally have been portrayed as female traits, do not fit the normal North Amencan sexroIe expectations of the male. if a female has this traditional view, it cm be deduced that the
patient rnay not feel as comfortable with a male caring for her needs as she would if a
female nurse was providing the care.
No litenture on the patient's perspective of male nurses (or female nurses) and the
relationship to sex-roles was located. Studies have exarnined the patient's sex-role and how
it relates to their preference for a male or female physician (Weyrauch, Boiko and Alvin,

1990). Other studies have looked at nurse pnctitioners and physicians based on sex-role
stereotyping (Homan, Campbell and DeGregory, 1987). And studies have also looked at
high school and university students occupational stereotyping based on sex-rote (Hesselbart,
1977; Decker, 1986), but none have studied the concept from the patient's perspective.
Literature has k e n found on sex-role stereotyping and how that stereotyping affects male

nurses from their perspective and that will be discussed in the appropriate section of this
review.
In summary, some of the studies demonstrated how societal noms and expectations

regarding sexuality, rnodesty and taboos help promote emotional and psychotogical
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discomfort in female patients when provided with personal and intimate care by male
nurses. These noms and expectations help develop the personai preferences of the femaie
patient and thus promote the acceptance or rejection of male nurses providing persona1 and
intimate nursing care. What is considered to be an appropriate occupation for a wornan
based on "normal" sex-role expectations is seen to be incongruent with the expectations that
socicty has of men and the careers that they choose. Because of this, male nurses mily cause
feelings of discomfort to fernale patients (and some male patients) when they have to
provide some of the personal and intimate nursing interventions that nurses perform.

The literature has suggested that in many instances the gender of the nurse does not
matter unless there is a need for intimate crue. The terms intimate and non-intimate cnre
have never k e n formally defined but, Lemin (1982), described intimate care as the
exposing of breasts and genitaiia, semi-intimate cm involved some undressing and
revealing of private articles of clothing, and non-intimate c m was not defined. It appears to
be an individual and personal, yet widely accepted opinion as to what is and is not intimate
care. intimate care inevitably surrounds the care required by a patient with areas of their

body that have a sexuai connotation or some physiological connection to the elimination of
normal bodily functions or wastes. Other terms uiilized in the iiterature that dlude to the
intimate nature of the care required are personal care, care requiring touching, or hands on
nursing.
in one of the most thorough and complete research studies discussing persond and
intimate care, Lawler (1993) interviewed 34 nurses (30 femaies and 4 males) with a wide
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range of experiences covering d l areas of specialization. Her research focused on the
c m of the body that nurses provide to patients and the difficulty that nurses have in

providing that care. hwler noted how nurses were "concerned with the object M y (an
objective and material thing) and the lived body (the body as it is experienced by living
people)" (Lawler, 1993, p. 29). Much of her findings and discussion relate to the concerns
that female nurses have when providing care to male patients. The concerns expressed by
the respondents revolve around the need to provide personal and intirnate care to a patient
of the opposite sex. Lawler's findings indicate that the noms of society dictate how
cornfortable or uncornfortable a nurse feels when providing personal and intimate care to a
patient (particularly of the opposite sex). She discusses how nurses are not taught how to
handle the various situations and experiences that nurses run into when providing care to a
patient, but rather, nurses l e m to breach the normal boundiuies of societai expectations
through experience. Lawler discusses how nurses work behind screens (curtains) to ensure
patient's privacy when the nursing intervention requires the nurse to do for the patient that
which he or she is unable to do for them selves, the "dirty work of nursing.
Because Lawler's sample population included 30 female nurses, the main thnist of
her findings indicated the problems and concems that femde nurses had when caring for

male patients. However, when Lawler discussed the perceptions and concems of male
nurses caring for femde patients, the results were sirnilm to the concems expressed by the
fernale nurses. Male nurses and how they care for femde patients, or how they handle the
provision of personal and intimate care with patients of the opposite sex has not k e n
resemhed.

Some of the litenture discusses the legd and professional obstades thitt mde nurses
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face when they try to work in areas of the hedth care system that require personal and
intimate care of female patients (Bennett, 1984; Boughn, 1994; Brown 1986; Brown, 1987;
Burtt, 1998; George & Quattrone, 1989; Gill, 1995; Greenlaw, 1982; Hall, 1993; Hawke,
1998; Kaur, 1993; Poliafico, 1998; Squires, 1995; Trandel-Korenchuk & Trandel-

Korenchuk, 1981; Welch. 1996). Tnndel-Korenchuk and Trandel-Korenchuk (198 1)
discuss the landmark court decision of Backus v. Baptist Medical Center. The court agreed
with the hospital that, "the majodty of wornen patients will object to intimate contact with a

member of the opposite sex" and "because of the intirnate nature of the touching that
occurred in labour and delivery al1 males were inappropriate" (p. 89). This decision not only
supports the contention that intimate care is linked to the exposure or touchinrg of a patient's
genitalia or other sexually identitied anatomical aspects such as a woman's breasts, i t dso

demonstrates the supposition that male nurses should not provide intimate care to female
patients.
The sexual aspect of the intimate care required during labour and delivery strictly
because of their gender was discussed in two letters to the editor of a nursing magazine.
Saunders (198 1) comments that the woman in labour is "in an emotionally and sexually
charged situation" and "the sex of the people around her is relevant; if this is denied then the
emotions and reality of that woman are denied (p. 9). Taylor (1981), in discussing her
uneasiness with male midwives, comments that the "whole area of pregnancy and childbirth
is sexually charged" and this "fact tends to be ignored by ail professionds involved, which
means an important dimension of women's experience is denigrated (p. 9). The need for
intimate care dunng this particular life experience of a woman demonsuates the societd
expectations of gender d e s and what is acceptable or not acceptable in these situations.
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Male nurses need to be aware of the concems female patients might have during these

times, and do whatever is required, including removing themselves from the situation if
needed, to ensure that the patient does not feel uncornfortable with the c m king provided.

-

Another aspect that will influence emotional or psychological cornfort is the current level of
healih of the patient, which will be discussed in the following section.

Research was not located that directly ddressed the patient's level of health and

how it affects their cornfort level in relation to the type of care required, or by the gender of
nurse providing the care. It is assumed that the gender of the nurse will be less likely a
concern the more acutely il1 a person is, the more critical the situation, or the more
irnmediate the need for treatrnent or intervention is required. Some insight into when the
acuity level of the patient affects the acceptance or rejection of a male nurse providing care
to ri female patient has been documented (lemin, 1982; Mynaugh, 1984;Johnston, 1987;
Tagg, 1981).

Tagg (198 1) concluded that concem would be expressed by women king cared for
by a male rnidwife in the home or hospital during the pst-natal period, while none of the

respondents would object to a male midwife caring for thern while they were in labour. The
idea of being in greater need of medical or nursing intervention as a hospital patient as
opposed to the more non-medical, more natural, less "sickness" oriented home birth
experience, may possibly explain why there was more acceptance by the respndents for
male nurses cating for the patients in the hospitai than there was for assisting in the home. It
may also be argued that women in labour tend to be somewhat more focused on the task of
delivering their baby than they are on the sex of their caregiver. However, once the birth is
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complete and the woman no longer requires as much intervention from the nurse, it is at
this time that the female may have more reservations about k i n g attended to by a male
nurse. Prior to the birth, the patient may have had the perception of being cared for by a
nurse who happens to be male, however, aftenvads there rnay be a change in perception to
one of being cared for by a male who happens to be a nurse.
Similar conclusions were found by Mynaugh (1984). In her discussion, Mynaugh
comrncnts that the findings may result from the fiict that the mothers "generally m
healthier. more independent, and more capable of iittending to iheir own needs after
delivery" (p. 374). This indicates that a woman has is higher acuity level up to and including
the time of delivery of her baby, thus necessitating an increased level of nursing
intervention. In her study (NdOO), 69%of the women would accept a male nurse assisting
with a vaginal examination during labour and delivery. Acceptance of a male nurse
checking for vaginal discharge or bleeding decreased to 55% in the postpartum period.
Assisting with changing a nightgown was acceptable by 61% of the women during labour
and delivery while only 47% of the women wouId allow this in the postpartum period.
Assisting on and off n bedpan (which could conceivably have included cleansing of the
perineum, although this information was not provided), was accepted by 55% of the
respondents dunng the labour and delivery period. Allowing a male nurse to assist with
bathing decreased to 39% in the postpxtum period.
Observing the delivery was acceptable by 8 1%of the respondents but examining the
breasts in the postparturn period would only be allowed by 60%of the women. The results
decreased to 47% acceptance if the male nurse had to assist with breastfeeding. Mynaugh
contends that the high acceptance rate of observing the delivery was because it was
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educational and did not require touching, and, although the percentage results decreased,
exarnining of the breasts was considered more of a medicd necessity. Assisting with
breastfeeding had the least acceptance. The respondents rnay have felt that a male was
trying to help a fernale breast-feed.
Lemin's (1982) study ( N d 9 3 female patients) indicated that 71% of the patients
wouid fully accept care from a male nurse while hospitalized. Twenty-four percent of the
respondents considered k i n g cared for by a male nurse in the hospital moderately
acceptable while 5% considered the concept to be unacceptable. Lemin (1984) commented
that "patients who require intimate care are usually quite ill" (p. 33) and therefore,
concluded that it would not matter who cared for the patient in this situation.
Johnston ( 1987) discussed that in emergency nursing "less objection to intimüte
contact is generated" (p. 89). He believed that this was because of the high patient acuity,

the unplanned nature of the c m required and the short-lived nurse-patient relationship.
One of the limitations of most of these studies is the idea that most of the encounters
discussed deal with hypotheticai situations. However, if one accepts the premise that fernale
patients admitted to the hospital are generally sicker or have a higher level of acuity, and if
the acutely il1 patients require assistance beyond their ability to perform normai daily
functions, then it can be presumed that the patients may not object to the c m provided
regardless of the gender of the nurse. However, once the female patients are feeling better or
are more able to care for themselves, then they may more re;idily object to the c m they
receive coming from a male nurse.

Male nurses may have essentidiy the same concems when providing persona. and
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intimate care with female patients, that Lawler (1993) suggests female nurses have when
providing intimate ciire with male patients. The reasons male nurses have concems result
from the same factors causing iemaie nurses to have concems, and that is, the psychosocial,
cultural, spiritual and societai expectations that they are exposed to throughout their lives.

Lawler (1993), utilizing a phenomenological approach, has provided in depth
nursing research on sexuality of the body, care OF the body and its by-products and nursings'
problems in providing nursing care to patients. However, Lawler's population of 34
interviewees only included 3 male nurses and as discussed previously, the majority of her
examples, discussion and conclusions focused on femaie nurses and the difficulties they
encountered when caring for male patients. There is little research related to male nurse's
sexuality and how it inter-relates with the c m provided to female (or male) patients. The
literature on male nurses, their sexuality, modesty, taboos and difficulties in caring for
female patients, has been written as decImtive articles stating opinions and beliefs with
little or no research to back up the assenions.
Following societal noms and expectations, some articles appear to'agree with the
argument that men should not provide intirnate c m with women just because it is
inappropriate (Burtt, 1998; Coombes, 1998; Cooper, 1987: Hawke, 1998; Lawler, 1993;
McCann, 1991; McKenna, 1991; Millin, 1981; Rowan, 1993; Saunders, 1981; Swaffield,
1988; Tagg, 1981; Taylor, 1981; Vousden, 1980; Watkin, 1975; Woodharns, 1984). None
of the articles discuss male sexuality, societrtl expectations or mores and how these factors
inter-relate with the male nurses' ability to c m for femde patients. Two articles were found
that suggested the mde nurse's preference for caing for female patients. Again no
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information was provided as to how or why societai noms regarding modesty or taboos
did not play a factor in the care these nurses provided to the patients (Brown, 1986; Hedth
Sciences Centre, 1988).
McKenna (1991) completed a literature review of the development and trends of
male midwives. She found that in the 1970's, ail male rnidwives required the presence of a
chaperone when providing intimate c m to a patient. The reasoning behind this was "to
protect the patient from improper advances by an unscmpulous practitioner, and to protect
the male from imaginq allegations of assault" (p. 483). Various court decisions and
insinuations in some of the literature have also ailuded to the idea that a male nurse should
not care for female patients because of the potential for acts of sexual impropriety by the
male nurse (Bennett, 1984; George and Quattrone, 1989; Hawke, 1998: Nursing,
Apri1/1995: Nursing, Julyi1995; Segal, 1962; Trandel-Korenchuk and Trandel-Korenchuk,
198 1). In an article on the Iaw and emergency room nurses, George and Quattrone (1989)

discuss a court case in New York State where a male nurse lost his license to practice due to
allegations of sexual rnisconduct with an emergency department patient ris well as with
some of his CO-workers.The concems of sexud impropriety by male nurses can cause
feelings of discornfort not only for femde patients, but also on the part of the male nurse
when the mords and ethics of his sexuaiity and pmfessiondism are suspect.
Modesty is not a unique feature of women. Males have the sarne societal mores,
feelings of embarrassment, shyness and psychologicai restrictions in relation to sexuaiity,
the exposure of the body to observation, touching and examination that women experience.
These feelings occur regardless of whether or not the person is a nurse, doctor or mernber of
another health care discipline (George and Quattrone, 1989; Lawler, 1993; Memll, Laux
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and Thornby, 1990). in 1989, Memll, Laux and Thomby surveyed 350 senior medical
students and found that 25% of the respondents felt embamssed to ask the necessiiry
questions to attain an accurate sex history of the patient. The numbers of male and female
respondents was not reported, however, the researchers found that there were no difierences
between the sexes on the level of embamssment felt in taking a sexuai history or on a
shyness-social anxiety scale. Fifty percent of the respondents felt that they had not been
given adequate training in how to properly conduct a sex history. The authors did not
address what could be done ro alleviate the discomfort the medical students felt when
asking the necessary questions or how they could decrease the discomfort the patients rnay
have felt being asked these questions. The sample size encourages one to consider the
findings to be valid, and may even be generalizable to other heaith care disciplines that need
to take sex histories.
Lawler (1993) reported sirnilar findings in that she discussed how nurses are
formally educated in theoreticai information but not in the practicalities of how to break the
social noms of male-female relationships. Her results also indicate that the embarrassrnent
male nurses feel when they encounter a female patient for the first time is not as acute as it
is for female nurses encountenng their fust male patient. Lawler suggests this data may
reflect what maie nurses are willing to tell a femaie researcher or what female nurses are
willing to share wi th another female. This is important since the gender of the person
conducting the research does play a factor in the results obtained from the participants in a
study (Williams and Heikes, 1993). It has been my experience, as a nursing instructor, that
male students are just as concerned with iheir fmt encounter with a femde patient as female
nursing students are with their first encounter with a male patient.
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Lawler (1993) discusses the fact that nurses emphasize the procedure king
performed, that they leam to control their emotions and embarrassrneni, and, that they learn
how to cornmunicate effectively during these invasions of the patient's privacy to ensure
that the patient experiences the least psychological discomfort possible. Lawler did not
differentiate between male and Cemale nurses in her anaiysis, and therefore, there is no way
to know how, or if, male nurses actudly accomplish this goai when providing personal and

intimate cue with femde patients.
Much that has k e n written or researched on males in nursing has not focused on the

male nurse's sexudity or societal expectations regarding modesty or taboos, but rather the
focus has been on sex-role stereotyping. This aspect wilI be discussed in the next section.

Much of rhe research mud
i literature on male nurses h a focused on sex-role

stereotyping and how this stereotrping affects mdes in nursing (Segai, 1962; Greenberg and
Levine, 1971; Bush, 1976; Vestal, 1983; Johnston, 1987; Christman, 1988; Egeland and
Brown, 1989; Heikes, 1991; Brown, Weir, Rideout & Ingram, 1995; Cummings, 1995).
Although dated, Segal(1962) interviewed 101 nurses (22 were male) in a
psychiatric hospitd to find out if males in nursing suffer fmm darnage to their prestige and
self-esteem because they chose nursing as a career. Segal concluded that male nurses suffer
from a status contradiction. As rnaies they were expected to exhibit the characteristics
expected of males such as aggressiveness and competitiveness, while as nurses they were
expected to exhibit "kindness, gentleness, sympathy and patience" (Segai, 1962, p. 32).
Although no statistics were provided, SegaI also found that the majorïty of the males in the
study worked in areas of the hospitd housing mate or s e d e pritients. SegaI (1962) contends
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that this was due to the fact that there was less likelihood for the need for intimate and
sustained contact with the patients. By working in areas where there was less contact with
female patients, there was a decreased likelihood that the male could be accused of sexud
impropriety. There was also a decreased probability of the female patient feeling
uncornfortable having a male nurse provide personal or intimate care. Working in areas thac
limited the amount of actual patient contact may have also been one of the ways that the
male nurses decreased the perceived role conflict they experienced because they were not
then doing "actual" nursing c m .
Studies have indicated that men enter various fields of nursing with the goal king
to minimize the strain that they feel from having an occupation that is incongruent with
societal expectations of sex-roles. Areas that have been identified that decrease the role
strain men experience are those specialties that rninimize contact with patients in geneml or
female patients in particular. Those areas are: urology, psychiauy, anaesthesiology, surgery
(operating roorn), administration and public health, (Greenberg and Levine, 1971; Bush,
1976; Vestal, 1983;Johnston, 1987; Egeiand and Brown, 1989; Heikes, 1991; Boughn,
1994; Villeneuve, 1994; Buchan, 1995). However, with the increasing number of men

entenng nursing, there is increasing numbers of men working in d l areas of the hospitd
such as in medicine, surgery or pediatrics.
Greenberg and Levine (1971) researched role strain in male nurses by hypothesizing
that male nurses would choose certain areas of specidization to minimize perceived d e
strain. The mearchers interviewed 15 maie nurses working in various areas of
specialization and at various levels of the nursing hienrchy. Al1 15 respondents identified
areas of specialization where role strain is decreased. Urology, dealing almost exciusively
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with male patients, was the only hands on speciaity where the requirement for intimate
touching was deemed appropriate for a mate nurse. The actud decrease in intimate patient
contact or direct patient c m resulted in the male nurse king able to avoid "many potentid
problems of contact with patients, and thus minimize conflicts" (Greenberg and Levine,
1971, p. 421). What was not provided was the identification of what potential problems or
conflicts were perceived to be of a concem for male nurses in caring for patients. It is my
contention that the societal nom of mdes not touching or observing females except in the
appropriate situations, is not very different today than it was in the 1970's, and it is those
"potential problems and conflicts" that were alhded to by Greenberg and Levine.
In another study, Bush (1976) randomly chose six male student nurses and four rnaie
graduate nurses to study horv male nurses challenge tnditional role identities. Utilizing
focused interviews, Bush too, found that males entering nursing encounter role strain. Her
findings indicated that if a male nurse is not technicdly comptent, he is blarned by the
patients as an individual, however, if the male nurse faits affectively as a nurse, he is
blamed because his gender is male. Respondents also indicated that chwsing specidties
more appropriate for a male nurse assisted in minimizing the amot.int of perceived role
strain. Areas most likely to decrease role strain were those specialties that minimized the
provision of personal c m . Once again, except for urology, the mount of care required of a
personal and intimate nature is decreased in di of the specidties supposedly deemed rnost
appropriate for male nurses.
Egeland and Brown (1989) sent questionnaires to 500 male nurses and received a
78% (N=367) response of usable results. One goal of the study was to determine which
areas of nursing were more congruent with role stereotyping as perceived by the male
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nurses. The areas identified as most congruent with the stereotypical male role were
those same specialties previously tisted, but also included emergency room, intensive care,
coronary care, operating room and industriai nursing. The researchers also included the least
congruent areas for male nurses to work, which included such specidties as home health,
pediatrics, geriatrics and obstetics. It is worthy to note that public health was considered an
appropriate specialty in some studies but Egeland and Brown's study found that home health
was not congruent with male sex-role stereotyping. It appears that in this particular study,
the majority of specialties considered acceptable for male nurses have a technological
componenr (which may be more congruent with the perceptions of male sex-roles), and that
technological component may not be as readily apparent in the specialties deemed less
appropriate for male nurses.
The authors concluded thrit most respondents preferred working in fields of nursing
congruent with the male role stereotype. Of the results 46.2% of the males worked in such
areas in their first job, 66.7% were currently employed in those areas and 73.3% expected to
be employed in one of the areas deemed congruent with the male role in the future. It was
suggested that males enter mas of speciaIization to rninimize the amount of perceived role
suain. However, Egeland and Brown reportecl that it was only when male nurses were
actually working with patients in less congruent fields that the perception of role strain was
increased. These findingscould indicate that maie nurses have p a t e r role strain when
working in areas traditionally looked on by society as ares more appropriate for females
caregivers in general. That is, caring for children, the elderly, the "i11" family member in the
home and assisting with childbirth.
Heikes (1991) utilizing a non-probability simple of 15 male nurses conducted in-
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depth interviews to investigate tokenism. The author discussed the assertion that male
nurses often gravitate towards higher paying specialties and, therefore, benefit from their
token status. However, Heikes concluded that it was more likely that male nurses entered
these specialties because of their identification with the more masculine role nther than the
increased financid benefits.
Vestal (1983) and Johnston (1987) also discussed the role strain encountered by
male nurses. Both authors indicated that it is the decreased need to touch or the rninirnizing
of hands on nursing (especially with femaie patients) that encourages male nurses to enter
those m a s of specidization deemed more appropriate for male nurses. By doing so, the
amount of role strain that male nurses would experience would be lessened.
In summary, of the studies reviewed, sex-role stereotyping and role strain apperir to
be a significant concem in the preferred areas of employment of male nurses. An underlying

causative factor encouraging men to enter these fields of nursing is a concem with the need
to provide hands on and intimate care to patients, particularly female patients. Societai

noms and expectations continue to propagate the belief that male nurses cannot provide the
intimate type of c m required in nursing because of the males' inability to sepante nursing
care from the sexud aspect of persond and intimate care. It is my contention that anyone,
male or female, entering the profession of nursing does so out of a desire to help people.
Through the educational experience, the person acquires the professionalism, cornpetence
and ability to develop the interpersond relationships necessary to care for the patients in

whatever way is required, including the provision of personal and intimate care for a patient
of the opposite sex.

A professionai possesses certain characteristics or abilities not found in people who

are not a member of that particular profession. Characteristics commonly ascribed to
professions, and therefore professionals, include the concepts oc knowledge, skills and
attitude (Chapman, 1977; C u m , 1985; Gilchrist, 1987; Kerr and MacPhail, 1991).
Professionals possess a unique body of knowledge particular to their chosen field, and
nurses are no exception. Nurses, wheiher male or fernale, require the necessary knowledge,
skill and attitude that wili enable them to cross the normai societal boundaries with regards
to caring for a patient's body and thus ensure that safe, cornpetent and professionai care is
provided to the patient. Hughes (1980) and Curnrnings (1995) comment that the image the
public has about nursing fails to recognize the knowledge and intellectual abilities required
to provide competent nursing care. Lawler (1993) discusses how the public is unaware of
what nurses do, the knowledge that they have and the professionalism that they possess,
because most of the nurse's work is cartied on behind the privacy of the cunains
surrounding the patient's bed.
For men to enter nursing, which goes against "nomal" societiil expectations. they
must believe that nursing is a prestigious and appropriate profession to overcome the role
strain that they will experience. Boughn (1994) discusses how men in nursing are pnctically
motivated and to gain respect they choose areas of nursing that provide higher status and
self worth. Men in nursing continue to have a pmpensity to follow the sex-role behaviours
that society has deemed appropriate for them to exhibit, by striving to achieve a high level
of professionalism in their nursing careers. Increased levels of education, subscxiption to
professionai journais, membership in professional organizations, beliefs that nursing is no
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longer a ''job", but rather, a career, and more lengthy ernployrnent in their chosen
profession, al1 demonstrate the values that men in nursing believe important (Christman,
1988; Cyr, 1992; Hunt, 1991; Mannino, 1963). However, men entering the profession of
nursing also have characteristics of the sex-role expectations deemed more appropriate for
wornen, that being, caring and wanting to help others (Boughn, 1994; Cyr, 1992; Galbraith,
1991; Mannino, 1963; Perkins, Bennett and Dorman, 1993).
Mannino (1963) utilizing a normative-survey questioned why men chose nursing as

a career. He provided a questionnaire to 5 16 males in nursing (480 graduates and 36
students) located in 33 States and other countries such as Japan, Gerrnany, Iceland and the
District of Columbia. Two of the top five choices indicated the wish to help people and to
provide a contribution to humanity.

Cyr (1992) found comparable results when he conducted an informal survey of 25
male nurses. A questionnaire was provided and one of the questions the men were asked
was why they chose ,nursingas a career. Helping others and a challenging career were the
two most frequently listed responses, while the findings of Perkins, Bennett and Doman
(1993) were aimost identical. These cesearchers questioned 146 maie undergraduate nursing
students as to why they chose nursing as a career. Helping and contributing was the second
most frequent reason (N=22), after career attributes (N=62), given for choosing nursing as a
career.
Similar findings were found by Galbraith (1991) when he questioned 57 men in
nursing to find out what they felt was important in their career. Utilizing the Important
Cornponents of a Career Scaies, Gaibraith pilot-tested the twls and found the items ranging
from .74 to .91 in reliability. Validity and reliability was rechecked during the study and the
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range of coefficients nnged from .77 to .86 utilizing Cronbach's alpha. Results indicated

that men in nursing valued the relationship with dientele (read patients) as most important
in their careers. This is significant since the need to develop a trusting relationship with
patients is OF p m o u n t importance when having to provide personal and intimate cm.
This is especiaily so when the care k i n g provided is by a rnember of the opposite gender.
Because of this, the cornportment of a nurse is important for the psychologicd cornfort of
patients. The mrinnerisms necesstuy for a professional and comptent nurse to portray, in

some ways therefore, depend on the nurse's attitude.
Nursing is a helping and caring profession and having the right attitude is an
important characteristic for a professional nurse. Tt appears thai the literature provides
confirmation that male nurses have the appropriate attitude to be nurses. A study by Weiss
(1983) looked at verbal and non-verbai caring and non-caring behaviours. He also looked at

technical competency and incompetency behriviows and whether or not they were perceived
by male and female subjects as caring. Uti1izing.a2 x 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design, 240

university students equaily divided by sex were required to watch a video of various nursepatient interactions. Utiiizing three instruments including the Slater Nursing Cornpetencies

Rating Scaie, Weiss pre-tested the questionnaires and found hem to have intemal vaiidity.
AIthough no information was provided as to the gender of the nurses portrayed in the
videos, the ftndings indicated that both male and femde subjects prefen-ednurses who

dernonstrated a combination of non-verbal caring behaviours and technicai cornpetencies.
interestingly, however, it should be noted that there were significant differencesbetween the
sexes as to which behaviours were deemed more important. The female respondents

preferred nurses who demonsmed non-verbal caring behaviours over those nurses who
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demonstrated technicd competency. What this rnay indicate is that femaie patients king
cared for by a mde nurse rnay be more concemed about his expression of non-verbal caring
behaviours than his level of competency. In contrast, the males in the study preferred nurses
who demonstrated technically comptent behaviours over those nurses demonstrating nonverbal caring behaviours. The maie nurse, therefore, because he is a male, rnay be more
concerned with his level of competency, than his ability to portray non-verbal caring
behaviours. The effects of these gender differences may influence the patient's expectations.
A 1993 article by Messner, indicated that "patients' unmet expectations rarely have to do

with competence" (p. 38). This could mean that if a female patient does have unmet
expectations about the care that they receive, it could be because their expectation was for
the male nurse to demonstrate caring behaviors while the mde nurse may have been more
concemed with being competent. This is significant if the expectations that the female
patient had in regards to the type of behaviours expected during the performance of personal
and intimate care by the mde nurse differed from what the male nurse perceived to be
important in the performance of those same nursing actions.
Mackey and Lock (1989) interviewed 61 pregnmt femaies to find sut what
expectations they had of the labour and delivery nurse. Findings indicated that three levels

of involvernent were expected from the nurses nnging from limited involvernent (N=17),to
moderate involvement (N=22), to extensive involvement (N=22). Although no specific
statements related to the need for knowledge or nurse competency were provided, the
importance of these factors can be deduced from the results. The results indicate that the
provision of information (knowledge) and performance of a physical assessrnent
(competency)was deemed to be important by a l l the patients. The need to be qualified to
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perform the required tasks or duties of the "job was also alluded to in surveys conducted
by Sweet (1974) and Tagg (198 1).
It appears then, that patients believe it to be important that their nurses dernonstrate

caring behaviors, but it is also important that the nurses be knowledgeable and comptent
when providing nursing c m . Potentiai feelings of discornfort may arise when differences in
the expectations of the care received or provided are due to differences in a particular
eender's perception of what is important. If these differencesin gender perception regarding

C-

competency and caring behaviours m significant,then it would be important for the male
nurse to ensure that the feelings of the patient were taken into consideration when care was
beinz provided. This would ensure that expectations regarding the care received would noi
be unrnet and therefore feelings of discornfort would be prevented.

The literature surrounding men in nursing and how they provide personal and
intimate care to fernale patients without causing ernotional and psychologicai discornfort is
virtually non-existent. Qualitative and quantitative studies have dernonstrated inconsistent
findings as to the preferences femde patients have regarding the gender of their nurse, The
literature suggests that societai expectations and norms surrounding sexuality, rnodesty,
societd taboos and sex-roles, causes fernale patients to either accept or reject the provision
of personal and intimate c m by a male nurse. That rrcceptance or rejection of the maie
nurse may be the result of how cornfortable or uncornfortable the fernaie patient feels when
they require personai and intirnate c m . The iiterature further suggests that male nurses are
also affected by these sarne societal expectations and noms.
This literature review has llooked at the concept of comfort; the femaie patient's
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perspective of comfort that included society's expectations and noms in relation to
sexuality, modcsty, taboos and sex-roles. as well as the type of c m required (whether
intimate or non-intimate), and level of health. Also reviewed and discussed was the male
nurses' perspective when nursing female patients, including such aspects as sexuality,
modesty, taboos, sex-roles and professionalisrn.
There is a paucity of research and literature about female patients and their comfort
level when being cared for by male nurses. As nurses, one of the tenets of our profession is
that we strive to ensure the comfort of the patients under our c m . if Our patients do not feel
comfortable while care is being provided to them, we need to be cognizant of the fact that it
mny be due to the psychological discomfort that they feel king exposed to and touched by a
male nurse.
Quantitative studies have provided some information regarding the types of nursing
m e women receive that cause the most concem when the female patient is nursed by a

male. What has not been elucidated by resemh is an understanding of what strategies,
behaviors or mannerisms the male nurse utilizes to minirnize or prevent emotional or
psychological discomfort when providing personal and intimate c m with female patients.
Research needs to be crimed out to explore and develop a better understanding of
what male nurses do to ensure the emotional and psychological comfort of fernaie patients
when providing personal and intimate care. If female patients do feel cornfortable king
nursed by a male then it is important for nurses (especially maie nurses), to know what it is
that they can do to help rninirnize the amount of discomfort or maxirnize the amount of
comfon felt by the female patients under their cm.With this in mind 1propose to conduct
this research study utilizing the folIowing methodology.

CJIAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
This chapter will discuss the rnethodology used for this study. Topics that will be
discussed include: design, sample, research setting, recmitrnent of participants, data
collection, the criteria for rigor, data analysis, limitations of the study, ethical
considerations, and a chapter summary.

Design
The type ofresearch utilized in this study is qualitative. Qualitative research is
preferred "when little is known about a group of people, an institution, or a social
phenomenon of interest" (Polit & Hungler, 1991, p. 498). E have been unable to find any
research regarding behaviors, interventions or strategies used by male nurses to minirnize or
prevent ernotionai or psychological discornfort when intimate and personal care is provided
with female patients. Qualitative research is dso utilized when the information to be

gathered does not lend itself to numericd ~Iassificaiion(Brink & Wood, 1989).The type of
information that is required to answer this study's research question does not lend itself to
numericd quantification. As opposed to quantitative research (including expenmental and
quasi-expenrnental designs), in qualitative resewh there is no randomization of the sample,
control of the variables, preconceived hypotheses, or predetemined theory relating to the
data (Polit & Hungler, 1995). This study is not conducive to sarnple randomization (see the
section on sarnpling procedure), there are no variables that cm or should be controlIed, I
have no preconceived hypotheses on the topic, and, as there is not enough information on
the subject to propose a theory that "fits"the topic, and there is no particular theory that at
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present could be related to the data. BenolieI(1984) suggests that qualitative research
accomplishes the "systematic inquiry concemed with understanding (sic) humm beings and
the nature of their transactions with themselves and with their surroundings" (p. 3). This
then is the type of inquiry that is required to answer the research question.

There rire various types of qualitative research. Nmtive research which focuses on
story telling of the participants' lives and historical research which focuses on past historical

occurrences were etiminated as possible choices for this research project because they
would be inappropriate methods of inquiry for the kind of data that will be gathered.
Grounded theory, phenomenology and ethnography were evaluated as possible qualitative
methods to utilize for this research project. Grounded theory was mfed out as a possible

choice because the emphasis of his mode of inquiry is the developmeni of theory or the
modification or elaboration of exisiing theory or "the genention of caiegories, properties,
and hypotheses" (Polit & Hungier, 1991, p. 509; Sirnms, 1981). Utilizing the constant
comparative method may have provided some insightful information however, the idea of
sxnpling the concept or theory rather than the actors involved is not appropriate for the type
of information that this study is uying to determine.

Phenornenology was aiso considered as a possible method of inquiry for this
research but it tao was mled out. Knaack (1984) comrnents thitt: "the goal of
phenomenologicai research is to understand human experience from the individuai's
petspective" (p. 108). Phenomenology describes the Lved experiences of the subjects.
Although + h smethod would provide informative, interesting and insightful data, it would
not be the type or kind of information that is required for ihe devetopment of an
understanding of what it is that male nurses do to decrease feelings of disconifort in femde

patients when they provide personal or intirnate c m .
Another design considered was ethnography as the method of inquiry. More
specifically, a descriptive mini or microethnognphic basis for data collection while
incorporating some exploratory aspects was considered. An ethnographic study provides
"the emic perspective - the insider's or native's perspective of reality" because "the insider's
perception of reality is instrumental to understanding and accurately describing situations
and behaviors" (Fetterman, 1989, p. 30). However, since 1did not utilize observation of the
participants, and the method of data collecting involved interviewing, 1 used the approach of
person-centered interviewing as the method of data collection. By using this method of
inquiry 1 was able to maintain the basic premise of ethnography by obtaining the
participant's emic, that is, their perspective of reality, but 1 did this using person-centered
interviewing.
Person-centered interviewing involves interviewing the participants and using hem

as both informants and respondents (Levy and Hollan, 1998). When king questioned the
participants are used "as an informant, as an expert witness (albeit with a lirnited and special
perspective) about some community procedure" (Levy and Hollan, 1998, p. 336). in this
study the participants were expert witnesses because of their past experience with providing
personal and intimate c m with female patients. With person-centered interviewing the
participant is also used "as a respondent, as an object of study in him- or herself; it explores
what he or she makes of the procedure. The relation between the hvo sets of answers is
directly informative" and, "person-centered interviewing moves back and forth between the
informant and the respondent modes" Gvy and Hollan, 1998, p. 336). The interview
questions and the abiIity to veer off of the suuctured aspect of the interview will enabled me
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to utilize both informant and respondent information to better understand the perspective
of the participants.
The advantage of person-centered interviewing is t h t "person-centered interviewing
generates a field of often new phenomena, of reports and behaviors, that are then subject to

interpretation" (Levy and Hollan, 1998, p. 336). Person-centered interviewing identifies the
importance of addressing the needs and concerns of the participants. This method of inquiry
also considers the interviewers' influence on the interview. The general stance of the
interviewer, the need to self-monitor, guivding against wished-for responses, exaggerating
the fragility of the interviewee, using open and cIosed probes, the aspect of sensitive topics
(of which this study is based), and ending the interview are identified as important
considentions (Levy and Hollan, 1998). The descriptive nature of this study dlowed me to
describe and classify the data while the exploratory aspect of the design provided possible
factors that influence the behaviors or stmiegies used by the participants (Polit & Hungier,
1991).

The goal was to develop patterns and eventuaI thernes extncted from the data that
would provide information as to what behaviors. strategies or interventions male nurses
utilize when providing personal and intimate care with fernale patients. These strategies and
behaviors are incorponted into the care of fernale patients in an attempt to decrease the
discornfort that may be experienced when k i n g exposed and touched by a male nurse in
personai and intimate areas of the body. Eventually this information could be used in
nursing education to assist beginning students in how to ded with the issue of sexuality and
the handling of the human body.
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Sample Selection

This research study utilized a convenience non-probability sample consisting of 15
male registered nurses who work in tertiary and secondary care hospitais in the city of
Winnipeg. The participants were registered with the Manitoba Association of Registered
Nurses with the minimum educational attainment of a diploma or baccalaureate of nursing
degree. These criteria were essential as registered nurses in Manitoba have the education
and legal authority to perform al1 aspects of nursing c m . The participants dso had to have
worked in an area of the hospital that required them to perform actud "hands on" nursing
c m that would include, but not be limited to, the provision of nursing interventions of a

personal and intimate nature (for example: basic hygiene, assisting with elimination and
catheterizations). The participants had to have worked with patients older than the age of
sixteen (from the age of sixteen patients have the legal ability to make decisions as to the
health care provided to them), with no upper limit of age restriction. The participants had to
work with, or have worked with, female patients and had to provide, or have provided,
personal and intimate care with these patients.
Sample Demographics

The level of education of the 15 participants was viuied. Twelve of the 15
participants achieved their original nursing education h m a nursing diploma program. Four
of the pdcipants had their Registered Nurse Diploma (RN). Three participants had their
RN and had taken additional courses related to their field. Two participants had their RN

and had additional university degrees. Two participants had their RN and wete cutrenriy
enrolled in a post RN degree program. Three participants had their Bachelor of Nursing
(BN). And one participant had taken his RN, then his BN, and was currently a candidate in
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a Master of Science in Administration program.
The participants nnged in age from 29 to 54. TweIve of the participants were
married, one was engaged and the other two were single. The participants' yem of nursing
experience ranged from 2 to 23 yem. Al1 of the participants were Caucasirin. All but two of

the participants had worked in different occupations before entering nursing. Only four of

the participants had any previous hospital or hedth care related experience prior to entering
nursing. The reasons that the participants entered nursing ranged €rom having farnily
mernbers encoumging their enuy, to having male ruid fernale friends who were nurses, to

having an interest in heaIth cm,
to accidentalIy "falling into it" and, to needing a more

secure and perrnanent employrnent.
The participants worked in many varied areas of nursing - from surgery and

rnedicine to the intensive c m unit, to special procedure departments or speciaity mas. All

of the participants were currently working in an acute care setting although one panicipant
was in administration.

Research Setting

Because some of the questions asked and some of the information gathered wris of a
sensitive nature, the research was conducted at a mutually agreed upon place of meeting that
provided for privacy and participant convenience in a quiet setting. The preferred choice of
setting was at the participant's home on a day and tirne of his choosing. Altemate settings
were al the participant's workplace or the mearcher's workplace. The preferred choice, or

the alternate setting had: a room or area that provided privacy, an electricd outlet for the

audiotape recorder, a room or area that could be utiEzed for the duration of the pm'cipant's
input without interruption, and a m m or areaquiet enough to aliow forease of discussion

and ease of the audiotape recorder to pick up al1 of the conversation.

Recruitment of Participants
The chairperson of the Access Cornmittee at the Health Sciences Centre (HSC) was
approached to determine the feasibility of utilizing the HSC for the pool of possible male
participants. A letter of explanation and invitation to participate was forwarded to the unit
managers of potential participants through the chair of the Access Cornmittee (Appendix
C). The unit managers then gave the letters ofexplanation and invitation to the participants,
1 at no time knew who was king contacted and who was accepting or not accepting the

opportunity to participate in the study. The participants were invited to participate in the
research study and were asked to contact me via tetephone within one week of receipt of the
letter of invitation. When the necessary number of participants did not respond within two
weeks, a second, reminder invitation to participate in the resemh study was sent to the
nurses through the siune chrinnels iis the first letter (Appendix D). The two letters sent did
not provide me with an acceptable numberof male participants. 1 therefore used a
"snowball" sampling technique whereby the participants who agreed to the study were
asked to approach their male colleagues in an attempt to recruit them into the study. The
participants who agreed to contact their colieagues were requested to forward a letter of
explanation and invitation to participate to male nurses that they contacted (Appendix E).
The HSC and 1did not know whom the piirticipants contacted. A second reminder
invitation was not sent, however, the process of participant recruitrnent by colleagues
continued until the require sarnple size was obtained. The actual data collection began as
soon as a participant agreed to participate in the study.

Data Collection
Data was collected utilizing a combined stnictured and serni-structured interview
technique (Appendix F) that took approximately one hour to conduct. The participants
understood and consented to the possibility of a second interview if additional information
or clarification of information was required. A second set of interview questicns was not
developed, as the potential questions to be asked in a second interview were not elucidated
before the initial interviews. A second interview did not occur with any of the participants.
The stnictured component of the initial inteniew provided the necessary
demographic information about the participants which: "is useful in securing comparative
baseline data" such as "qualifications and experience" (Fetteman, 1989. p. 48). Fetterman
(1989) believes that stmctured or serni-structured interviews "are rnost valuable when the

fieldworker comprehends the fundarnentals of a comrnunity from the 'insider's' perspective.
At this point, questions are more likely to conform to the native's perception of redity than

to the researcher's" (p. 48). Although 1 did not work with the male participants; I am a male,
and a nurse, and therefore, the questions and conversation that occurred during the interview
could be perceived as corning from the perspective of an "insider" and thus be more in tune
with the reality of the situations discussed. Using the semi-structured interview approach
allowed me to keep the interview focused, while allowing for exploration of tangentid
information resulting from the interview.
Another consideration in the decision to utilize interviewing as the method of data
collection is the fact that as a male interviewing mother male, 1may have been provided
with information that would not be as accessible to a female interviewer. AlternateIy, there
was also the possibitity that the participants could have chosen to not reveal information to
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me, again, because 1am a male or also because I am a nurse. As Fontana and Frey (1994)
comment "the sex of the interviewer and of the respondent does make a ciifference" (p. 369).
Williams and Heikes (1993) aiso discuss the importance of the researchefs gender when
utilizing in-depth interview techniques.

The interview guide wris based on information extracted from the literature, my own
experiences, discussions with my cornmittee chair and male nurses not in the study, the
reseltrch question itself and the other questions genented from the research question.
Additional questions arose from the interviews and I had no sure way of knowing where or
what bent the interviews were going to take thus confirming the need for a semi-structured

interview process.
One of the concems that researchers have with qualitative research is the need for a
method to ensure rigor (Sandelowski, 1986). The next section will describe the established
rigor of the research study.
Criteria for Rigor

Sandelowski (1986) cornrnents that it is inappropriate to "evaiuate qualitative
research against conventionai scientific criteria of rigor" (p. 27). The establishment of
tmstworthiness for qualitative research as discussed by Guba and Lincoln (1989) was
utilized in this research study. The criteria for rigor: credibility, transfenbility and
dependability as described by Guba and Lincoln (1989) will be separately addressed.

rrrtrlihilitv
Credibility is the qualitative equivalent to internai validity (SandeIowski, 1986;

Guba & Lincoln, 1989). The term "tmth value" has aiso been used when discussing the
credibility of a research study (Sandelowski, 1986). "Credibilityoccurs when the people
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(participants) involved in the research read descriptions and irnmediately recognize the
lived expenences to be their own" however, "the description may be of another participant,
but it is believed it could be that of the reader himself' (Yonge & Stewin, 1988, p. 64).
Because "a study is also credible when other people (other researchers or readers)
can recognize the experïence" (Sandelowski, 1986, p. 30). 1 planned to use objective third
parties to establish credibility of my interpcetations of the data. Although 1did not actually
canvas objective third parties 1did receive feedback from my cornmittee chair.

"Transferabilityrnay be thought of iis parallel to extemal validity or genemlizability"
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 241). This criteria has also been described or called
"applicability" or "fittingness" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Sandelowski, 1986; Yonge &
Stewin, 1988). Research on fernale patients acceptance of male nurses when providing
persona1 care has focused mainly in the area of obstetrical nursing and rnidwifery
(Mynaugh, 1984; Newbold, L984; Sweet, 1974;Tagg, 1981). The majority of the concern
expressed in the literature focuses on the aspects of the provision of personal and intirnate

care. No literature has demonstrated the mate nurses' strategies in those or any other areas,
but the potential for transferability cannot be negated. Thick description is necessaty to
ensure trmsferability (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). The interviewing procedure provided for the
necessruy thick description, which enabled me to extrapolate the findings to other situations.
The findings were to be considered transferable by member checks and peer review which
demonstnte applicability to the vastiy different areas in which nurses work. This was
accomplished by discussions with my committee chair.

"Dependability is parallel to the conventional criterion of reliability, in that it is
concemed with the stability of the data over time" (Guba & Lincoln, 1989, p. 242). This
criteria is also called "consistency"or "auditability" (Sandelowski, 1986; Yonge & Stewin,
1988). Auditability is accomplished when "another researcher can clearly follow the
'decision trail' " and, "could arrive at the srtme or comparable but not contradictory
conclusions" (Sandelowski, 1986, p. 33). To enable ihis criteria to be met 1used field notes
and mernos to describe any observations of non-verbal behaviors that may have or may not
have dernonstrated congruence with the verbal answers provided by the participants. This
method ensured adequate and appropriate documentation of the ovenll research process.
This will allow "another researcher to follow the thinking, decisions and methods used"
(Yonge & Stewin, 1988, p. 64) by myself to corne to the conclusions put fonh. Once the
criteria for rigor was established, 1began the process of data anaiysis.

Data Analysis
As Fetterman (1989) suggests, the data analysis section began with the first
interview and continued throughout the research study. 1transcribed verbatim the data from
the audiotape recordings. This allowed me to become intimately knowledgeable about the
responses provided by the participants. 1looked for patterns of behaviors, strategies and
interventions that the participants utilized when providing personal and intimate care with
fernale patients. After a few interviews tmk place this information necessitated a slight
revision of the interview guide in that 1added questions as new and unexpected avenues of
exploration opened.
1looked for key events ihat occurced with the participants that provided an avenue
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of exploration to focus on dunng the analysis (Fetterman, 1989). An example of a key
event that occurred with the participants was when a situation arose where the female
patient did not want the subject to care for them because of their gender, but had no other
alternative. The behaviors, strategies and interventions utilized by the participants during
these key events stimulated further discussion, questions or understanding by myself.
The threat to the tmth value of a study lies in the closeness of the researcher-subject
relationship (Sandelowski, 1986). Because 1am a male nurse who has provided persond
and intimate care with femaie patients, it was a little difficult for me to separate my feelings
and experiences from those of the participants. During the interview process I tried not to
fdl into a "conversation" and sharing of experiences with the participants. It was important
to focus on the information provided by the participant and allow the interview to flow fmm

the participant's experiences.
Bumard (1991) provides fourteen stages in the analysis of qualitative interview data,
from the iirst initiai steps to take after the interview, to the wnting of the data and linking it
to the literature. 1used an altered version adopted from Bumard. 1andyzed the data as
follows: 1) 1 reread the interviews (after transcription) Iine by line and identified ideas,
thoughts or concepts that I believed to be significimt. 2) 1then paraphnsed identified
segments of the interview that gnsped the concept of the discussion. 3) Each paraphnsed
section was then identihed by a few words. 4) Those few words were then categorized into
single tems or words, which were then grouped into themes or concepts. 5) My cornmittee
chair was consulted and the findings confmed, Writing the data analysis began at this
point.
My own past experiences dong with discussions with rny cornmittee chair and other
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male nurses (not participants) dlowed for the technique of triangulation to occur.
Fettermân (1989) describes triangulation as "the hem of ethnographic vdidity, testing one
source of information against another to strip away aitemative explanations and prove a

hypothesis" (p. 89). In addition to helping demonstrate the validity of the information,
utilizing triangulation supports the aspect of interna1 consistency (Fetterman, 1989).
The next section discusses why the data analysis is not necessarily a tme explanation
of the strategies. behaviors and mannerisms used by male nurses when providing personal

and intimate cm. with female patients.
Limitations of the Study
As with dl reseiirch, there are iirnitations to this study that prevenis the findings and

concIusions drawn from king considered the definitive explanation or understanding of the
resexch question. The limitations of this study are as follows:
1.

A major limitation is that 1 analysed the data only as the participants

described it. 1could not verify the participant's infomatioo because there
was no simuitaneous observation of the described behaviors, mannensms or

strategies. Observation of the participants in the actual situations is essentid
to provide for documentation of congruence between the perceived reality of
the participants and the actual reaiity of observed behaviors (Brink & Wood,
1991). Non-participant observation was mled out as a possible method to

utilize because of the sensitive nature of the research. It would be
inappropriate for a researcher to observe the participants performing these
personal and intimate nursing interventions because of the need and Rght for
pcivacy of the female patients. In addition, the idea of having not one, but
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two males (one king myself) present during these intimate procedures
solely for the purpose of research would not have allowed the normal nursepatient interaction to occur thus nullifying the resuits of the study.
2.

Another major limitation was that even if the participant believed he had
ken successful in ensuring that his femaie patient was not emotionaily or
psychologically uncomfortable with the personal and intimate care king
provided, there was no way of knowing if indeed the participant was
successful without actually asking the patient. This would require further
information and data gathenng (possibly having a qualitative and
quantitative component) that was beyond the scope of this research study,

3.

Another limitation was the inability to assess whether or not the female
patient would have k e n just as uncomfonable with the cm if a female
nurse had provided it.

4.

A final group of limitations was the fact that the level of health, culturai and
religious beliefs. personal preferences and perceptions of the patient may
influence the emotionai and psychological comfort level of the patient.
Therefore, in one situation the patient may have felt uncomfortable with a
male nurse providing personal and intimate care while at another time, or in
another situation, this may not be a factor.

The limitations of this research have provided possible explanations as to why the
findings of the study may not be transferable, however 1believe that the findings are
credible and dependable. The iast and possibly most important aspect of this research
rnethodology is the section on the ethical considerations utilized throughout the study. This

aspect will now be discussed.

Ethical Considerations
An application was subrnitted to the University of Manitoba Faculty of Nursing
Ethics Review Committee for ethical approval, Appmval was also sought through the
Access Committee at the HeaIth Sciences Centre (Appendix Ci). The reason for the study, as
w e l l x a complete description of the study and the expectations of the pacticipants was

thoroughly explained tù the potentiai participants.
The participants were informed thet they had the right to refuse to participate in the
study for any reason, without cause or concem of repercussions from me or the institution to
which they belonged. The potential participants were informed that they were able to

withdnw h m the study m any time without prejudice. Participation was entirely voluntary.
Questions about the study were encouraged at rrny time throughout the course of the study.

The participants were provided with a written consent fom (Appendix H) that was read to
them prior to the signing of the consent thus ensunng infonned consent occurred.
Confidentidity was assured with myself k i n g the only person aware of who
pziriicipated in the study. AIthough the institution provided the names and forwarded the
letiers of invitation, they were unaware of the participant's participation or non-participation
in the study. The "snowball" technique of participant recruitment was required. 1however
did no[ know whom the participants agreeing to forward letters of explmation and

invitation to participate contacted. The FISC was unaware of these participants. The
participants were idormed that excerpts frorn the interviews may be utiIized rrs examples
within the context of rny thesis or any possible future publication, with the knowledge that
individual responses will be unidentifiabIe, Confidentidity of the participant and any patient
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that he may have cared for was of utmost importance. Any identifiable characteristics
were altered to ensure that neither patient nor participant could be identified.
The only identified il1 effect resulting from participating in the study, was the
possibility of a potential risk of psychological or ernotional discomfort arising from the
sharing of personal information. My experience as an educator, dong with rny ability to
effectively cornmunicate minimized the possibility of the prirticipants experiencing any
discomfort. 1 believe that participation in the study rnay have ultimately k e n beneficial to
the participants and their future patients by making the participants more aware of this
aspect of their nursing life. This awareness could cause him to alter or continue with the
current behaviors he uses, in the situations discussed, that ultirnately will affect the patient.
Methodological Surnmry

This chapter has discussed the methodology that 1 plan to utilize during the study
that 1have chosen to embark upon. A descriptive qualitative process using concepts
associated with ethnography while using person-centered interviewing as the rnethod of data
collection was chosen for the design of the study. A convenience non-probability smple of
male nurses will provide the data utilizing a semi-structured intewiew approach to data
collection. Data collection will be analyzed using an adaptation of Bumard's (1991) fouteen
step method of qualitative data analysis. Limitations of the study were recognized and
provided potential future resemh questions. Finally, ethical considerations of the study
were addressed ensuring the principles of ethical research were maintained.

C H A r n R IV
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter will provide the results of the qualitative analysis of the fifteen
interviews conducted. The andysis discusses the issue of male nurses providing personal
and intimate c m with female patients. The andysis inchdes: 1) Factors Influencing the
Comfon of Female Patients When Receiving Persona1 and Intimate Care with Male Nurses;

2) Factors influencing the Provision of Personal and Intimate Care with Male Nurses; 3)
Factors Dealing with Societal Considerations and Expectations Relating to the Provision of

Personal and Intimate C m ; and 4) Factors influencing Nursing Education as it Relates to
the Provision of Personal and Intimate Care by Male Nurses.

It must be noted at the onset that this study was accomplished by interviewhg male
nurses regarding their provision of personal and intirnate care with female patients. The data
received was based on the male nurses' p s t experiences in criring for femde patients
therefore any information provickd by the participants is based solely on the pxticipant's
beliefs, values, feelings, perceptions, understandings and recollections of the situations
discussed. It is also bnsed on the participant's own perception of the femaie patients.

Factors Influencing the Comfort of Female Patients When Receiving Personal and
Intimate Care With Male Nuises
The concept of comfort is a priority for nurses in the provision of nursing care. Of
al1 the questions presented to the participants, the responses relating to patient comfort were
by far the most frequently expressed thought VUtuaily every participant indicated that
comfort of the patient was of paramount importance.
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Factors influencing female patient comfort when receiving personal and intimate
care with male nurses were: 1)the femaie patient's feelings and perceptions; 2) mt,
confidentiality and privacy, 3) the age and body image of the femaie patient, 4) sexuality, 5)
previous experiences of the patients, 6) the patient's condition or level of acuity, and, 7) the

amount of control or choice held by the patient. Each of these factors wilt be addressed
separately.
A major component of comfort that the participants expressed as being important

when providing personal and intimate care with female patients was the patient's feelings
and perceptions. This cornponent of comfort is initiaily assessed cognitively, intuitively, or
emprithetically by male nurses prior to the commencement of providing personal and
intimate care (sometirnes within a niatter of moments) and then continuously throughout the
provision of al1 care provided.

Taking the fernde patient's feelings and perceptions into account is an important
aspect of developing the nurse-patient relationship. The development of a positive nursepatient relationship "allows" the nurse to do what needs to be done within the context of a
therapeutic relationship. It is aiso important to take the patients' feelings and perceptions
into account if the nurse wants the female patient to be emotionally, psychoIogically and
physically cornfortable. However, gender differences do corne into play when providing
personal and intimate care. As one of the participants stated:
1mean you're a nurse, you're a nurse. You take care of patients. Again it's an issue of
how does the patient feel with a male taking care of them? 1think that's what's most
important, is, how does the patient feel about it? ...The ultimate issue is how does
the patient feel with a male taking care of them. (3,282)
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The male nurse tries to mess the patients' feelings and perceptions and takes this
inro account when providing personal and intimate c m with a female patient. Very often
the patients' feelings result from how or what the patient perceives to be occuning in a
particular situation. Patient perceptions were frequently mentioned in regards to the comfort
of the patient. As one participant expressed:
What are their perceptions of a male doing a catheterization? Are they
going to perceive this as me touching them? Can you make them
comfortable enough to think this is just a procedure that is being done and
that's al1 it is? You separate those two things. With experience you l e m it
is a procedure but you can do it in a caring way. Give the person comfort
and help them through their perceptions of whatever you're doing. It's not
just intimate care, but persond care, like being with a person, holding
them through a very difficult time. (10,577)

Ln another sceniuio it may be critically important that the male nurse be able to
assess his patient's feelings and take them into account. For instance, the nurse rnay be the
same gender as the petpetrator of an assault upon his patient and therefore could potentially
create a negative influence on the comfort of the patient during a t h e when they are already
emotionally and psychologicaily dismssed. One participant described a situation where a
young female had been assaulted:
1 felt sad for what happened to the girl. 1 didn't feel that myself king a stranger, a
male and from a different race, that she needed me at that moment you know. She
wasn't in a life-threatening situation, it was more of an emotional thing at that
moment with her. 1thought 1might have just compounded things or the experience a
bit longer in essence. You know, another part of the process for her. (6,203)

At these times, and whenever the male nurse is providing personal and intimate care
with his patients, he has to mess the level of cornfort his patients are experiencing and react
accordingly. As demonstrated above, patients' feelings and perceptions play a factor in how
a male nurse provides personal and intimate care with his female patients. Another factor to
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be considered is the importance of trust, confidentiality and privacy that a femaie patient
has to have in the male nurse related to the provision of personal and intimate c m .

The participants indicated that the patient's comfort often depended on the
patient's ability to trust the male nurse. The participants also indicated that patient
cornfort would be enhanced if the male nurse preserved their female patient's
confidentiality. During these discussions privacy was also identified as an important
cornponent in the provision of personal and intimate care. As one participant expmsed, it
is about:
people feeling self conscious about exposing themselves. About providing those
kinds of information to people that they don? know. Wondenng whether or not you
can trust this person not to tell somebody else who might in tum know you. 1 guess
ultimately, the confidentiaiity issue is in there as well. (4,665)
And another participant stated: "1 suppose that the female patient might be concerned. Can
she trust the caregiver? And 1 think it's an issue of trust. They're tnisting you for more
than just persona1 hygiene" (5,635).
The participants believed that to help ensure the patient's comfort they would have
to have a relationship based on trust. The patient had to tnist the nurse not only with the
physical hands on care that was k i n g provided, but also had to believe that the male nurse
would maintain her pnvacy and confidentiality. This privacy and confidentiality not only
related to what the male nurse did with the patient, but also what they observed and what
they knew about the patient. For example, knowing that a person has just been sexually
assaulted; or that someone has just been physically abused by their spouse or guatdian; or
knowing how many abortions, miscarriages or sexually transmitted diseases one may have
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had are very personal and private matters. This information is not normaily disclosed to
anyone other than ones' closest and most tmsted friends, relatives or significant others, if to
anyone at d l . And yet nurses (male and fernale) are privy to this personal and intimate
information and are therefore uusted COmaintain confidentiality and privacy.
The perceptions of the nurse will be discussed more fully later in the analysis.
However, it was in this section that the participants' own definition of what persona1 and
intimate care entailed, that identified how complex and arnbiguous the concept of
personal and intirnate care actually is. What was consistent throughout the interviews and
was exprcssed by the majority of the participants was the idea that personal and intimate
care was much more than just the provision of physical "hands on" care.
1 rnean intimate c m could be tdking m e on one. ...Being intimate with somebody
you're being private with them. They will discuss things that they don't discuss
normally with other people, strictly because of the context of the situation. ...They
may discuss certain feelings they have. It couId just be how they're doing at home.
How they're coping at home. They will discuss certain issues with you that they
would not necessarily discuss with other people. (5,329)

While trust, confidentiality and privacy are important considentions in the comfort of the
patient receiving personal and intimate c m from a maie nurse, another factor thai can
influence the patient's cornfort is the age and body image of the patient.
Aue

The participants believed that the comfort of the patient could be influenced by
how modest the patient was, as weIl as how self-conscious or embarrassed the patient was
in a particular situation. Modesty, selF-consciousness and embarrassment often result
from one's body image. As one participant stated:
Wornen can be very uncornfortable if they're feeling that a man is there watching
them be incontinent of stool or urine or that they have an infection going on. They
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don't feel good about themselves and they feel a man is seeing hem weak and
unclean. (8,262)
Another participant spoke to the patient's self esteem.
If someone was obese you may find that they're constantly explaining why they
are and apologizing for it or may be even angry or defensive about their own
body. A lot of their own concept of their body image or how they feel about
themselves, self-esteem wise will make a difference. (1 1,276)
In analyzing the data, numerous references were made relating to the age of the

patient and how cornfortable or uncomfortable the female patient felt when king provided
with personal and intimate care by a male nurse. The following excerpts indicate that
younger female patients experience greater discomfon when a male nurse provides personal
and intimate care.
It seems to be harder for younger patients. Younger female patients, and I'm not just
too sure why actually. Simply put, a lot of men may not have seen them naked. For
the most part older people are not as self-conscious.They've had a number of life
experiences. (1 1,î 10)

Younger females tend to require the female nurse more than older people do. As you
get older you have seen more of the world and see things from a bit of a different
aspect. Younger people have more guidelines. They say well it should be female
nurses for female patients and male nurses for male patients and many would prefer
to have femaie doctors. (15,137)
It seems to be harder for younger female patients. For the most part older paiients
are not as self-conscious+Younger female patients probably are not even al1 that
cornfortable with their own body or their own sexuality. (11,210)
A number of the participants identified that if a female patient was older, there was

Iess of a tendency for the patient to feel uncomfortable with a male nurse providing personal
and intimate c m . As well, some of the participants comrnented that patient's feelings and
self-consciousness relating to their bodies might be related to their age. For exarnple:
Age is one thing i've noticed as a big difference. Older women donTtbecorne as
embamssed as easy. Comments such as 'Oh, you've seen this ahady' and ''i m
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this old, it doesn't matter any more'. While the younger ladies, welf sometimes
they' re a little jittery and you can sense it. (9,158)
Older people cm rniike p u feel cornfortable due to their easy ricceptance of their
body. They're used to their M y . (14,207)
Comments made by the pmicipants also indicated that elderly femaie patients rnay

or may not be entirely cornfortable with having a maIe nurse provide them with persona1
md intimate care. For example sorne older women rnay have difficulty with male nurses

providing personal and intimate care while others may not. This could be due to the
patient's own perception of the situation or it could be due to their upbringing. As one
participant expressed:
Some people corne in and they're in their eighties or nineties and they're from the

oId ükraine and this was their religious and moral beliefs. The only one who sees
me is my papa, rny hubby and mornmy and that's it. (12,505)

While yet anorher participant expressed it this way:
It depends on the patient's age and expeïience. Elderly women tend to be very shy
and are not sure if it's correct for men to be involved with this type of cm. But i've
met older women who think it's wonderful. Younger women can be very
uncornfortable. if anyone will refuse c m it'l t be a younger femde in her twenties or
thirties or ri teenager. (8,578)
It was while discussing the age of the patient that most concems seemed to be
expressed by the participants. It was in this area that most participants comrnented on the
concept of sexuality and how sexudity can affect the patients' and the participant's
perception of the situation. This brings us to the concept of sexudity and how the provision
of personal and intimate c m by a male nurse affects the c o d o n of the fernale patient.

As the term implies, the provisionof personal and intimate care is just that personai and intimate. The provision of personal and intimate care can be psychological,
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emotional or physicd of which any or al1 of these aspects can take on a sexual nature or

connotation. To cieny the fact that people in genenl and society as a whole tend to sexuaiize
the male and female reproductive systems would be tantamount to denying a whole facet of
being human. Because of this, there is an underlying sexual connotation to the provision of

personal and intimate cm. It is this sexualizing of c m that has to be overcome when mde
(or female) nurses provide personal and intimate ciire with their patients. As one participant
stated:
Generally most wornen are quite open to having a male nurse c m for them. But
there m the sexuality issues that corne into play depending on the age of the patient,
especialiy if they rue younger. (10,58)
Another participant stated:
1 think it is a concern. It's something one has to be aware of. Sometimes it's not easy
dealing with fernale patients in their personal m e . It's something that has to be
looked at. There is such a thing as sexuality. (L4,43)

And another participant staied:

i think it's important because as nurses we're taught to trike a holisric approach
rawards the patient. The one m a that seems to be lacking is the sexuai m a .
Nobody feels cornfortable to bring up that type of topic or tdk about it. if patients
do talk about it, it sort of catches me a little bit off guard, but 1am able to talk in a
Frank and informative manner. You know, when to resume sex after cardiac bypass
surgery, thar type of thing. (2,115)

Participants were questioned if there was less of a concern when female nurses provide
personal and intimate care with male patients. One of the participants responded as follows:

I don't know if there's less of a concem. Again 1 think that it has to do with a lot of
individuai factors in how they feel about themselves. How they feel about the
opposite sex. How they feei about sexuaiity. And how they kind of work that into
their professiond lives. So 1 think it's probably m issue also for them but I don't
think it was sornething that was addressed in terms of like how do you undress. How
do you touch another person. And how do you do things that are more than touching
such as inserting tubes or manipdating people's genitds or things like that in a way
that is professional. 1don't think that's addressed. (8,62)

It was previously mentioned that perception of a situation has a lot to do with the
comfort experienced by the patient. The participants believed that patients might perceive

personal and intimate cm as having a sexual component or connotation. One of the

participants expressed it this way:
When 1 First thought about giving or doing a catheter or perineal care or whatever,
you have it in the back of your rnind that they will think of it as sexual. 1don't think
I acrually thought of it as king sexual but you still think, Iike what is this person
going to think that I'm doing this. You know what 1 mean? Lke it becomes like
whnt are their perceptions of a male going in and doing a catheterization. What are
their perceptions? Are they going IOperceive this as me touching them or whatever.
Or can you make hem comfortable enough to think no, that this is just procedure
that is being done and that's d l it is. (10.585)
If indeed the perception of the patient is that this is a sexual experience then this could

create extreme emotional or psychological discornfort for the patient. This discornfort may
be a result of the patient's p s t experiences and history. As one participant stated:

There will be some people that you wi11 never aileviate that feu, for whatever
reason. Often 1think it's from their past. They've had uaumatic experiences or
something rhat's ulggered this fear in them. Or it's just their upbringing of their own
sexuality. And their comfort leveis with let's say, let's say they've always gone to see
a female doctor, you know, for whatever reason, that's probably because they do
have a reason. Tbat they dont feel comfortable with males Iwking after them. (10,
690)
Nurses have to deal with the whole patient. That includes sexudity and al1 issues
pertriining to sexuality. Nurses aIso have to deal with the patient's perceptions regarding
the personal and intimate care they receive from the nurse. If nurses do not identify or

address the concerns expressed by their patients r e g d n g the sexudizing of the personal
and intimate c m that they provide, they will have difficulfies in ensuring that their

patient's psychological, emotional and physical comfon levels are maintained. The
concept of sexuality and the sexualizing of providing persund and intimaie c m with
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Cemale patients will be more fully explored later in the analysis.
One of the other factors that can affect the patient's cornfort level when king
provided personal and intimate care was described by the participants as the patient's
previous experiences. This component will now be discussed.

How or why a patient accesses the health care system can play a major factor in how
comfonable or uncomfortable a patient may feel when king provided with personai and
intimate care. A Young, hedthy female who gets into an automobile accident that requires
hospitalization versus an elderly woman living in a personal care home may have two
totally different perspectives on the care that they receive. The unexpected need for
hospitalization does not prepare one for the care that will be required, let done the concept
of that care being provided by a member of the opposite gender. As one of the participants
commented:
Younger females tend to be a little more self-conscious unless they've had a chronic
illness. That requires them to get adjusted to that kind of thing. But the task you
have to accomplish, such as inserting a catheter. Sometimes the age - the eiderly
may have had it done before. They're kind of used to it. Compared to a twenty-five
year old femde trauma victim. 1mean she's uncomfortable and you know that she's
embarrassed by you having access to that kind of situation. (4,76)
Alternately, a female patient who has had personal and intimate c m provided to
them in the past by a male nurse will most likely be less concemed (provided the experience
was a positive one) the next time they encounter a male nurse. As one of the participants
commented:
1think the number of hospital experiences prior to you encountering them rnakes a

difference. They know that they need to check their dignity and self-consciousness
at the door and pick it up when they leave. (11,225)
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The same participant also comrnented that: 'Tt helps if they've k e n in the hospital

system. They realize that people dealing with them will be professional and will be focussed
on their area of expertise" (1 1,266). Another participant stated:" Lf the patient has already
hrtd a male nurse they know what to expect. 1think that they know that there is no

difference" (13, 124).
While yet another participant stated that:
1 think some patients feel uncomfortable having male nurses because they're just
not used to the idea of having a male in that role. 1 think that's changing. A lot of

fernale patients after they've had a male nurse would rather have another male
nurse Iook after them. The one's who have previously had male nurses don't have
a problem with it. (13'52)
It appears that if a patient has had care provided to them in the past by a male nurse,

they are more accepting of the idea of having a male nurse provide personal and intimate
care to them in different or future situations. Also, the more expenence a person has in the
health c m system and the more exposure they have to personal and intimate procedures
seems to increase the cornfort level of the female patients when they have personal and
intimate care provided to them by male nurses. As one participant commented: "if they've
had it done More and they know that it was part of something, that was easier for them.
They knew it had to be done, they had no reai choice in the matter" (IO, 436).
There is however another component of this section that can affect how
cornfortable or uncomfortable a femaie patient will be when provided with personal and
intimate c m by a male nurse. That component is the patient's condition or level of
acuity.

Providing nursing care, and therefore personal and intimate care, is canied out in
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every imaginable setting and context. Anywhere where there is a patient requiring
nursing care there is the potential that a mde nurse may be the one providing that c m .
Although ail of the participants currently work in urban hospitals 1 was amazed with the
varied areas of nursing that these men had worked. Upon M e r reflection, 1 was struck by
the similarities of their approach to patients regardless of the siniation or context of their
interactions wi th female patients.
When 1 analyzed responses related to the patient's condition or levet of acuity, the
setting or context of the situation appeared to influence the comfort of the patients
experiencing personal and intimate care with male nurses.

The setting or context of the situation plays a factor in the comfort level of the
patient. In some situations the patient has more control over when or how their cm will be
provided as well as with who will be providing the c m . In other situations the patient hris
little or no conuol or participation in the decision making process as to when, what or how
the procedure will be done, let done who will perform the actual nursing intervention. The
reasons for this are varied, however, the most frequently expressed reason for the
differences is the acuity level of the patient.
Some of the participants expressed that the more acutely il1 the patient is, the less
iikely there will be concern expressed by the patient as to who provides personai and
intimate care with them. As one participant stated:
1guess that in a way the patients in ICU are probably the most vulnerable patients.
They don't have too much say in their care. You're basicaüy their care leader and
you decide when it's time to be turned, if they need to be suctioned, if they have to
go down for a special test, when it's time for personai hygiene. These and many
other aspects of care are decided for them by the nursing staff. Whereas on the
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wards i t's a collegial or you're negotiating with those patients on the ward about
when it's time to do this or when you're going to do that procedure. Or 'You're
having your lunch right now, Ill come back later'. Those type of things. (2,384)
Another participant stated that:
It depends a little bit on how sick this person is and they don't care anyrnore. When
a person is really ill, critically ill, 1think that becornes the Iast thing on their rnind.
But when a person is not seriously il1 and has lots to tirne to think about these types
of things that can rnake it as a factor too. (10,698)
While yet another participant stated: "I've probably undressed hundreds of women in the
last couple of months because they were too il1 to help thernselves" (15, 101).
At times it is not the acuity IeveI of the patient, but rather the situation that the
patient is in that can define whether or not a male nurse will provide persond and intimate
c m for ri female patient. One of the participants had experience with wornen in labour and

his comment wu:
When they come into the labour floor that's the last thing on their rninds. 1s that they
have a male or femaie person looking after them. They just want care and somebody
that's going to be compassionate. That's the key to providing good care where
somebody will not worry about it. (10,3 16)
Another nurse expressed the sarne thoughts but added in his personal feelings on the topic.
1 think its okay for men to be there. A femde in that situation is in need and they
don't care who it is. For me it's not the most appropriate place to be, but 1don't
have an interest in that area. (7,394)

One of the participants gauged how il1 his patients were based on his assessment of their
cornfort level with hirn taking care of them.
1 used to be concemed about how cornfortable patients were with it. But their focus
is usually on what they're going through, not your presence. Ifthey were sudâenly
self- conscious by the fact that I'm there, that probably tells me that they're getting
better. (11, 147)

As the cornments above demonstrate, the comfort level relating to the provision of
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personal and intimate care for the femaie patient often depends on how il1 the patient is
and whether or not they are in any condition to express their lack of cornfort. if the patient is

intubated, unconscious, sedated or for my reason not in compIete control of their faculties,
then it would be difficult if not impossible, for hem to express their concern or Iack of

concem related to the gender of their care giver. Another aspect that was ailuded to in this
section, which play a factor in the cornfort level of a fernale patient receiving personal and

inrimate c m from ri maie nurse, was that of control.

Seven of the participants identifieci the importance of choice or control when caring
for their patients. The need for the patient to have as much control as possible in the context
of their heafth care experience was an important consideration and aided in the cornfort

experienced by the patient as well as the devetopment of the nurse patient relationship. One
participant strited that:
1 try to mrike 2i point of asking them 'If you feel uncornfortable with this you let me
know.' And 1 try to let them know that i'm open to them telling me what they feel
comfortable with and what they dont feel cornfortable with. I try to rnake a point of
letting them know that, yes, if you wmt to tell me that you are uncornfortable with
me then by al1 means tell me. And 1 think just telling hem that makes them
comfortable. 1mean, they have a certain aspect of control. Just by you dlowing
them to be able to tell you when they feel uncornfortable, 1 mean 1think that puts
them at ease. (3,780)

Another paticipant stated: "1explain what's going !O take place over the day. What's going
ta happen. I ask them right up

front if that's okay. 1know that I'm a male nurse. I give that

opportunity to refuse" (9,378). He then continued with: 'l)epending on the time situation,
depending on the personaiity and what's going on in the unit and everything. Tt's not the
ided way to approach it but 1do believe in giving [hem that chance right up front"(9,389).
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The control that was provided to the patient could be anything from when the
actual c m was going to be perfomed to whom would be performing the care. As one
participant stated:
1usuaily say 'Look, if you're reaily uncomfortable with this, for me doing this, I can
have someone else come and do it - and then it's their choice. People should have a
choice. I'd like to give them the option because that builds trust. Because you are
putting it into their hands.' (10, 178)
Another participant explained that: "Everyone has a right to control some aspect of their
care and if that's something that cm be controlled by the patient and it's something that they
feel is important, then you have to offer it to them" (8,525). While yet another participant
comrnented that: 'The patient should have the right to pick if they don't feel cornfortable
with male cxe. They should have the right to have a female caregiver" (5,206).

As described by the participants it appem that control or at least the perception of
having control in one's care provides a measure of comfon for the patient. Having this
control enables the patient to decide whether or not she will accept the provision of personal
and intimate care by a male nurse. Even though the patient may feel uncomfortable with
having a male nurse perform certain personal and iniimate nursing interventions, the patient
knows that if they so choose, they cm have a femaie nurse provide the necessary c m . That
knowledge and control provides the patient with enough comfort and trust to allow the male
nurse to provide the necessary care.
In this section 1have identified seven factors that male nurses report influence the
cornfort of the fernaie patient when provided with personal and intimate care by a male
nurse. The areas discussed were: the female patient's feelings and perceptions; trust,
confidentiality and privacy; the age and body image of the female patient; sexuality;
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previous experiences of the patients; the patient's condition or level of acuity; and, the
amount of control or choice held by the patient. The next section of the anaiysis was the
factors that influence the provision of personal and intimate care with male nurses.
Factors Influencing the Provision of Personal and Intimate Care With Male Nurses

In this section of the analysis the participant's own beliefs, values, perceptions, self
reflection and characteristics come into play in the ovedl understanding of providing
personal and intimate care with female patients. In this section, 1discuss the personhwd of
the professional male nurse that includes 1) the persond and professional comfort of the
nurse: 2) his perceived role as a pmfessional; and, 3) his competence. Threaded throughout
this section of the analysis is the concept of sexuality of both the patient and of the nurse.
The analysis will dernonstrate how sexuaiity affects the nurse patient relationship, and piays
a role with the provision of personal and intimate care.
1 will also identify the nursing interventions and strategies that the participants

utilize when providing personal and intimate c m with femde patients which include: 1)
communicative; 2) cognitive; 3) emotional; and, 4) behaviourai aspects. As well a separate

-

aspect entitled workplace setting or situational factors will also be identified. The first area
of discussion is the personhood of the professionai maie nurse.

The p

p

m h=

In the previous section, the cornfort of the patient was identified as the major focus

of the participants when ihey provided personal and intimate care. The nurse-patient
relationship needs an element of trust IO be able to develop into a therapeutic relationship.
One aspect that allowed this trust to develop was ensuring the physical, emotiond and
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psychological comfoct of the patient.
The nurse's comfort, however, is also important when considering the nurse-patient
relationship and the provision of personal and intimate care. If the mde nurse is
uncomfortable providing personal and intimate care, then the nurse-patient relationship is
affccted and ultimately the comfott level of the patient rnay also be affected. The
participants were asked how they felt or what they were thinking the first time they had to
perfon personal and intimate care with a fernale patient. The following staternents provide
some insight into the perceptions, feelings, and thought processes of male nurses dunng
their initial exposure to providing personal and intirnate care with female patients.
I was scared, 1was redly nervous. Just seeing a naked body. It was sornething
totally new and 1didn't know what to expect. I'd never really seen a naked body and
1 think it was embarrassrnent. The anticipation of being in a very embamsing
situation. The whole thing about k i n g embamssed. 1 don? know what's the word,
ernbarrassing or king very uncomfortable. 1guess washing a femde patient, there's
something about that that was very hard to do at first. (7,450)
I think 1probably sweated away half rny body weight and it was very awkwiud. 1
think in sorne respects my own lack of experience with seeing wornen naked
would have been strictly the sexual nature in the form of a relationship (sic). And
1think 1 was, and the patient seerned to be a little bit uncomfortable. But they tend
to see how uncomfortable you are and suddenly it becornes this whole issue of
both people being uncomfortable with what's going on. It's exuemely difficult and
1don't know if there's any way to get past it except just keep plugging away and
geiting cornfortable with it yourself. Yes, 1rernernber as a student it was weird.
It's certainly not second nature to do that. (1 1,519)

Oh, my God! That wasn't one of the things 1was thinking when 1 was going into
nursing that 1would have to be doing. The very first bed bath 1 ever had to do just
sort of blew me away. It was a tough struggle the first couple months getting used
to providing intimate care to patients. Doing complete c m on males and fernales.
It's something that you don't do. 1 mean this is an unusual thing. 1 never babysat, 1
never looked after children so 1never had to do any of that. 1 mean the closest 1
ever got to providing care was handing out rneals to people and then they asked
me to go wash someone head to toe. Well I cm do rny own body thank you very
rnuch but getting to do someone else's, that's something that you kind of have to
adjust into. You can't just jurnp in and say, 'Okay 1can do this'. 1think that part of
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that is upbringing. You know, you look after yourself and you look after your
own body and that's it. You dont go out and wash anybody else, or look after
anybody else. (13,275)
As the above quotes illustrate, the provision of personal and intimate care does not
come easily or naturaily to male nurses. Part of the reason for this is that the care is personal
and intimate for both the nurse and the patient. Because of this, the male nurse's own
beliefs, values, morals, ethics and upbringing play a factor in how the male will feel about
and deal with the innate sexuality that is a part of the provision of personal and intimate care
with a femnle patient.
One of the ways that the participants dealt with this issue was by having a good
understanding of their role as a professional. This understanding was based on their own
perceptions, feelings and attitudes towards the provision of personal and intimate care
with female patients. It was also based on the understanding that sexuality and the
sexualizing of personal and intimaie care needs CO be acknowledged and dealt with.

The participants were candid in their responses regarding this aspect of nursing.

Their responses potentially could give rise to concern regarding the appropriateness of male
nurses providing personal and intimate care with femde patients, however, as the analysis
will demonstrate it is their very professionaiism that ensures the patient receives only the
most moral, ethical and professional care. The foIlowingquotations provide an idea as to
the range of thoughts, feelings and emotions that male nurses have when providing personal
and intimate care with female patients. What will also be readily identified is the

comrnitment that male nurses have io ensure that their patients receive the care that they
deserve.
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whatever kind of attraction. (3,400)
The participant identifies and acknowledges that physical attractiveness
and the concept of sexudity plays a factor in the provision of personal and
intimate care with female patients. What he is admant about, however, is the
need to maintain a professional cornmitment to the nurse-patient relationship.

The need to acknowledge the feelings surrounding the sexualizing of providing
personal and intimate care with female patients was also identified by other participants as
well. One of the participants commented that:
Physical attractiveness is always a difficulty. We have a memory you know. And we
have probably a stereotype of what is beauty, of what is the firmness of the flesh. if
you're mind is wandering to those channels then of course it's going to be more
difficult. 1 mean then it's a matter of knowing your own state. And it does change. 1
mean, I'm sure there's some people who completely overcome those things but I'rn
not one of them. (14,222)
As the above quote demonstrates, this particular participant had a good understanding of his
ability to deal with the provision of personal and intimate care. He went on to sriy that:
1 don't think a nurse is a nurse is a nurse. t mean 1 think people have different skilis,
different abilities to deal with things. 1 think you're always pushing or tempting if
you put especially young males and females and doing intimate care with male nurse
to a femaie patient(sic). Because there's a sort of an attraction that always happens.
And 1 think it could take many different forms. And of course, the more intimate the
care that's going on, the more the chances are that it cm go across boundaries that'd
be unethicd. 1 think ultimately we have to judge those boundaries ourselves. (14,
129)

He continued with:
When you're dealing with other people's feelings you're dealing with your own at the
same time. You always are. So the better handle you have on your own feelings the
better it is. And sometimes 1don? have a good handle on my feelings. (14,579)
What this participant identifiedwas the dificulty that a male nurse may have in deaiing
with the sexualizing of providing personal and intimate care. This sexualizing of the
provision of personai and intirnate care can create a feeling of discornfort. As one of the
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other participants commented:
Sometimes I guess when it's a reaUy young lady let's say in her early twenties or
your own age. For me it's a bit more difficult. It just, it's closer to home, to my age 1
guess. And that's probably the only time 1ever get a little bit embmassed. ï'm not
sure exactly why that is. 1guess i'm scared and nervous that they rnight think i'm
thinking sornething about them. if I'm supposed to give someone a p s t op bath and
I'm supposed to give it and it's a 25 year old young lady 1 wonder if she's thinking, '1
wonder what he's looking at?' or 'Oh is he looking at my boobs?' or '1 wonder what
he's thinking?' 1 feel self-conscious doing it. (7, 262)
Another participant acknowledged that he too could feel uncomfonable when providing
personal and intimate care with a female patient.
I think the rnost uncornfortable situation you can get to is actudly encountenng
someone who is fairly close to your own age of the opposite sex. Because apart from
the work situation this may be technically a person that you rnight have dated or
have found attractive in a social setting. So 1 guess for me personally that might be
the only time that you would actually feel in the back of your brain a bit selfconscious. (1 l,3O 1)
Another participant identified how he at first had difficulties with the provision of personal
and intimate care with femde patients but had resolvcd those issues:
in general. 1 don't have any hang ups with providing any type of care to any fernales.
1 did at first because king new and not having to do a lot of that in the past. 1 mean
when you grow up you're a teenager and a lot of the stuff, anything to do with
femdes is genenlly sexually related in a lot of ways because you're going through
that uansition period. (10,267)

Although "deding" with the issue of the provision of personal and intimate care may indeed
be something that has to be overcome by male nurses, one participant addressed the issue

from a different perspective. He stated that:

if a male nurse ever feels that the relationship developing with the patient is
anything but professiond they should recognize that there's a confiict there and bow
out. But unless they encounter something of that nature, either initiated by their own
feelings or coming from the patient's side, there's no reason why they shouldn't
provide intimate care. If they have some pniblems dong those lines, if they find
thernselves 1dont know, having thoughts that are less than professional then they
should excuse thernselves from caring for that patient. If they find it's becoming a
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chronic problem they should seek counselling. But those types of people don't
usually get too far into nursing. 1guess the possibility exists but 1tiunk the fact that
they've actuaily gone into nursing probably would suggest to me at lem that they're
somewhat mature enough to handle ail those types of experiences and so it shouldn't
be a problem (11,326)
This same participant took the concept of the nurse-patient relationship one step further and
acknowledged that if indeed a relationship appem to be developing that is anything other
than professional then the nurse needs to deal with that situation appropriately. His
comment is as follows:
Weil 1 rhink the worst thing you can do is probably deny that it's there. 1think you
nced 10 acknowledge that these thoughts are in your head and then, if anything pay
scnipulous attention to the professional aspect of your relationship and make sure it
doesn't interfere. 1 think to not be aware of it and to not acknowIedge it could steer
you into situations where you might be compromising your job. Cornpromising the
nurse-patient trust relationship. Sa the minute you stm acting in ways that aren't,
have nothing to do with what you rire as a nurse, then you're walking on dttngerous
ground.
1 think at the very least if you are a male nurse and you find you're attrricted to a
femnle patient you should definitely get out of that assignment ASAP. If you plan at
al1 to take up that experience make it very clear to the other individual that you
cannot have a relritionship within the hospital setting. Cve worked with nurses that
have married patients Iater. Kou know, after they've been out of hospitd. so it does
happen. 1 mean Tm not about to siiy that you cm never ever have a relationship with
a patient. But 1think you have to be very dear that it cannot happen within the
balance of the hospitd. (1 1,616)
Just as the male nurse brings his sexuality io the situation so too does the fernale patient. As
one of the participants cornmented:
One time, 1guess iis sort of reverse sexism, when 1hadjust graduated a woman had
made a comment about my bum (laughs). ' M a t a cute ass he ha.'and this type of
thing. So it's sort of Iike the constniction workers Iooking at the cute girl walking
by. That sort of stmck me, 1 mean 1 didn't think too much about it at the time, but in
reuospect its something that 1think about md now 1cm understand how a femde
would feel given the same situation with men. There was an older woman 1
remember who tried to gab my penis but she was confused and hdlucinating. So
that was sort of a reaI s m g e kind of experience as wel. (2,261)
Another participant brought in both the male nurse's perspective and the fernale patient's
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perspective with his comment.
An older wornan knows that you're not looking at them that way and that you don't
expect them to be looking at you that way. Working with somebody in your own age

group, it's like, she rnight be 'Geez you know this is some hot looking maie nurse.'
and you rnight be looking like 'Oh, this is red nice looking young girl'. (12,337)
One of the pmicipants cornrnented how allowing male nurses to provide personal and
intimate crue with female patients might crertte unnecessary discornfort for the patient.
1 think itrsjust what the fernate patients have COgo through psychologically in
having a male when it has to do with your reproductive sysiern and that. You know
doing breast e x m s and al1 that sort of thing. Asking those questions and 1think a lot
of females are uncomfonabte with it. (7,4û9)

One of the ways that nurses have dealt with the need to provide personal and
intimate care with female patients is by de-sexualizing the situation. However, if the patient
sexualizes the provision of personal and intimate c m then the nurse has to deal with that
issue also. As one of the participants stnted:
And you know that they're kind of uncornfoctable but you know if you do your job
professionally that can often pass. For example when you have to listen to their
lungs or observe their abdomen or whatever, they're very careful to make sure iheir
private areas are covered to the last possible second. That kind of muses me
because 1 haven't even thought of them as a sexual k i n g to that point and you have
to sometimes remind yourself that to them this mighi be a very in a sense sexud
encounter even though to you it's not. But for them sexud in the sense that T m
covenng rny private parts. I don't let just anybody see that part of intimate care.' So
differenc things like thiit c m show ihat they're slightiy uncornfortable with it. (4,
507)

One of the ways in which the participants dealt with sexuality and the sexuaiizing of
the provision of personal and intimate care with fernale patients was to identify the need to
provide this care as king a requirement of the job. This Perceived Role or (A Man's Got to
Do What A Mm's Got to Do) section of the anaiysis identifies the mde nurses' perception
that the provision of personal and intimate care is an important aspect of the job.

As the previous section identifieci, there is a belief or perception that providing

personal and intimate care with fernale patients has a sexual connotation to it, and is
therefore something that cannot be denied. What is atso important however is how the
participants deal with the sexual connotation behind the cm that is provided. One of the
ways that they do this is by knowing and understanding that everything they do is based on

the fact that it is part of their role as a nurse. The nurses do not try and deny the sexuaiity of

the situation, but rather understand that it is their awareness of their feelings and their
responsibility to provide the necessary c m that allows them to do their job. As one
participant stated:
1 mcan if there's some 25 year-otd girl that's very beautiful and shapely or whatever,
somebody might think you know, why are you doing this intirnate cm with this
person? But to me it's part of my job. It depends on someone's perception of a
situation rhat they think that there's some sexual connotation to doing something like
this. Or having exposure of their bodies to somebody that's similar in age or just a
bit older and that they might see it in that sense. That's the only thing 1can really tie
together. (10,203)

Another participant introduced the fact that male nurses miiy not always be thinking
professional thoughts, but then provides an idea as to how males deal with sexualizing the
provision of personal and intimate care with femaie patients.

I've had occasions where people have made comments and you end up joking about
somebody after you've provided personal ciire. 1 think that's a very poor way of
sharing things and thoughts that you've had. For example somebody mentions the
lady who you've just provided personai care with,a very attractive lady, or rnakes
some sort of comment about that and you might a p e . I guess that's one way of
saying that you've noticed these things. That you're not just a machine. Because you
can't ever be a machine. You can't help but notice these things. 1 mean if Cheryl
Tiegs or the equivalent model came in and you had to provide c m . You'd have to
be a cornplete machine not to notice some of these things. And in some ways it's a
recognition of the fact that you notice them that you're W n g to deal with them
interndly, but at the same time you're having to kind of block out the fact that this is
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not considered to be acceptable. 1mean you're supposed to block it out. You're
not supposed to notice these things. You're there to do a job you're not there to
notice anything else. And perhaps ifs a heaithy way of trying to maintain your
professional distance. But a lot of people you know, you wouldn't be able to admit
that to, that you notice these things. Because that would be rude, viewed as
unprofessional. Even though it's kind of impossible not to notice these things. (4,
841)

This same participant also identified that it is not just caring for a young female patient and
the underlying sexuality involved that can play a factor in the provision of personal and
intimate care. But rather, a patient that reminds you of someone could dso make the
provision of the necessary care difficult, but it is done because it is part of the job.
One of the scary parts is when you have to admit a 22 year-old patient who cornes in
thnt normally on the beach you'd be looking at her, gawking at her in her bikini.
Then al1 of a sudden you're supposed to be providing intimate c m . And you're
supposed to mat this as something tike an inanimate object aimost without any of
those typical types of male perspectives. You go about doing your job and you just
more or less block it out. You just do your job and that's it. But 1 don't know if it's
much different when you have somebody who's 85 years old and reminds you of
your grandma. You have to go in there and do penneal c m and stuff like that. But
in both cases you have to kind of do some blocking out and treat this as just a job.
(4, 173)
Most of the participants deait with the need to provide personal and intimate care from a
rnatter-of-fact mode of thinking. That is, they beteved it was a part of their role and of
being a professionai. There was no need to turn the provision of personal and intimnte c m
with female patients into anything other than it actually was, and that wu, a necessary
requirement to provide needed nursing interventions. As one participant comrnented:
It's necessary for me to be present to observe the wound drainage and the condition
of the burn. 1have to be there so i'm mandated to be present at a time when patients
are naked. (11,138)
Another participant identified the situation in the context of delegated roles.
When you're in there, when you're dealing with a patient it's supposed to be, and for
most part is, on a professional level and there is no sexual orientation or overtones
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to it. It's just the nurse is doing a job and the patient is not well and they both
respect that. One is there to get weIl and one is there to provide the care for him. (12,
70)
While yet another participant reitented this idea.
Because I'm a nurse. That's what i'm supposed to do and 1do it with a professional
manner. And 1think as long as it's done with a professional manner and a proper
approach, there shouldn't be any problem with it at aH. (15, 172)
One of the participants described how he dealt with providing c m to patients, when
the case created an uncornfortable feeling within him self. He did this by not personalizing
the situation. in essence he was able ta detach himself from the situation. He provided
insight into how difficult it can be for a nurse to provide c m to an individual in a given
situation, and how some nurses may ded with difficult situations.
What you're doing is you're taking c m oisornebody. It's nota male or a female. It's
not ri young person or an old person. It's a penon that requires something to be done
that you as a nurse are knowledgeable about and you have to go in there and do it.
Over time you get better at king able to realize that what you're doing is important
and not the person behind this, Kind of a depersonalization. And this probably goes
against a whole lot of things that you're supposed to be talking about in ternis of
caring for the person. But 1 think in a lot of ways by depersonalizing the person to an
extent you can often c m for them better. Because if you're not so worried about
what they rnight think or feel, it means sometirnes being able to do what's necessluy
a little bit better. This issue goes beyond providing personal care in that sense. For
example when we tum the ventilator off on a lady who was watching soaps in the
moming and we couldn't wean her from the ventilator. She couldn't go home so she
decided that's enough. 1 rnean if you can't depersonalize that to an extent, 1
personally have to because 1can't imagine what it would be like to be cogent to have
the machine tumed off. 1can't imagine what that would be like. So that kind of goes
al1 the way down to some of the smaller things. if you felt the modesty of every
person that you did perineal care to you'd be worrying about that more than making
sure that people got the kind of care that they needed. (4,692)
This nurse understood the necessity to acknowledge one's thoughts and feelings about the
provision of any type of care. He expressed how he personally and perhaps many other
nurses, male or female ded with situations that for the most part are not an everyday
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occurrence for the majority of the population. This could include something as serious
as tuming off a ventilator on a cogent patient who has decided that this would be better than
living on the ventilator, to providing personai and intimate care with a rnember of the
opposite gender.

The next participant sumrned up the concept of providing personal and intimate care with
patients.
My way of looking at it is 1 think there is fartoo big of an issue k i n g made aboutit.
1merin, there's too much stigma on this sexual thing like male-fernale. We're not
male and female. We are registered nurses. We've been trained for that, hopefully
very well. We take ourjob and our responsibility seriously and that's it. (12,627)
It is that belief and value that we have as male nurses that provide us with the

necessary determination to continue in our rde as a nurse. Another way that we deal with
the provision of personal and intirnate c m with female patients is by k i n g knowledgeable
and competent in our practice. This brings us to the 1 s t section in the personhwd of the
professional male nurse and that is competency.

Nursing is a hands-on profession. To provide safe, effective, competent and holistic
c m requires the nurse to be knowledgeable and technically competent. It is an applied

profession that requires technical expertise and theoniicai knowledge in conjunction with
empathetic and compassionate understanding of the feelings, attitudes, fears and worries of
people when they are il1 and most vulnenble. Patients deserve c m that is appropriate and
safe. They expect their caregivers to have the necessary skills, knowledge and expertise to
provide the care that is their nght to receive,
Participants expressed this professionai need, and personal desire, to be comptent
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particularly in the area of providing personal and intimate care. The participants
expressed that their cornpetency with the skills necessaxy to provide personal and intimate
care helped determine their own comfort level. This in tum had a direct impact on the
patient's comfort and trust in their nurse. One of the participants comrnented about the
provision of persond and intimate care with femde patients as follows:
1 think that it's an area where male nurses have to be very comfortable with wornen
and sexuality and also have to be very comfortable with the procedures of intimate
care, be it washing or catheterization or anything. If you get into a skill that you're
not comfortable or adept at and then you start trying to practice or perform the skill
and you're not cornfortable with the whole situation to begin with then it becomes a
disaster. So I think that it's important to redize the importance of having skill, of
knowing what we're doing and how we feel about it. (2,547)

Another participant also expressed the importance of feeling confortable with the provision
of persona1 and intimate c m . By king comfortable with providing persona1 and intimate
care the nurse is able to "normalize" the situation and in so doing increase the emotional
and psychological comfort of the patient.
A big thing is that you yourself have to be cornfortable in giving that care. Once
you're comfortable with it yourself, you show a different viewpoint on doing that
aspect of care. You know what 1 mean? Like if you'd be redly nervous about doing
it and you are thinking you know, '1s this person thinking it's sexud?' you might
seem really nervous and kind of jittery about doing sornething. And 1 think right
there you'te setting off feelings in this person about you doing it. But when you're
reaily comfortable and explaining it and it doesn't sound like a big ded to this
person, well they'll think it's not that big a ded. It's how you present yourself to the
patient. if you exude confidence and that this is just part of work and it's something
that you do, 1think that the patient sees it differently. (10,650)
in the "Old Wild West" there was a saying among gunslingers 'First you get good,

and then you get fast'. The thought ôehind this was that no rnatter how fast you were, if you
could not hit the target that you were aiming for, that is if you were not comptent, then ail
the speed in the world would not help you. That same concept applies to providing any
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nursing skill. if the nurse does not know how to perform a skill accurately and correctly
they will be unsafe no matter how quick or efficient they are at performing the skill. One of
the participants identified the importance of k i n g quick and efficient in the performance of
skills of a personal and intimate nature, but dso commented on the need to be comfortable
and cornpetent. The participant stated that it was important to:

Be comfortable and adept at giving physical care quickly and efficienily. Having
excellent skills in terms of, like if you need to do a PV exam or if you have to assist
with a PV e x m or if you have to do a catheterization. Having had the experience of
actually doing that and doing it easily and comfortably really makes it easier. mean
if you corne in and you look anxious, you look nervous, you're kind of already
giving messages that you dont want to do this, you haven't done it very often, you
don? know if its going to work and its a bother and al1 that kind of stuff. But if you
can focus on the patient, their needs, what's going on and know how to probtem
solve yourself a skill that may be complicated such as the catheterization of a
pregnant woman who's about to deliver and is in retention. Those are the things that
are going to make giving intimate care easier. (8,464)
Later in the analysis the importance of communication will be dealt with
extensively. However, at this time it must be pointed out that communication between the
nurse and the patient is of the utrnost importance. The participants expressed that it is not
just personal and intimate c m of a physical nature that they have to deal with. The
participants also have to cornrnunicate with the patient about personal and intimate details
of their lives. As one of the participants commented: "Once 1introduce myself to that
patient that to me is personal care. So once I'm introduced to that person it becomes intimate
because I'm accessed and privy to al1 the information" (9, 121). Another participant stated:
There is a lot of things we talk and deal with that could be regarded as intimate and
personai. Sometimes people explain their marital problems to you or problems with
the5 past life and what's going to be happening in the future. You laiow al1 sorts of
things. Their death wishes. (12, 119)

The information and situations that nurses are privileged to c m be overwhelming if one
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actually considers for a moment just how personal and intimate health care situations
can be. [t is only the ability of the nurse to develop a rappon with their patient rhat dlows
for these extremely personal or intimate moments to be shared with someone who only a
short time earlier was a complete stranger. And it is during those times that nurses have to
be competent in their ability to develop the necessary rapport. One of the participants
described a situation that he had experienced that encompasses the concept of rapport
building and intimate shating between a nurse and his patient.

I have one that redly sticks out in my mind. It was a patient who was going through
transplant and was very sick. Or just before they got very sick and they knew their
prognosis was not that great and we were talking and 1had looked after her for a
number of days already in that week and we had done the rectal swabs and al1 that
kind of thing. And it was no big deal. But during that period of time we seemed to
really connect for whatever reason just in talking in general and she started to share
her fears and different things like that. And 1was there able to listen to her and to
support her through this very difficult time. She didn't have a lot of farnily around.
The following week, she came back to me and said how much she had appreciated
that 1was there for her and able to talk and just be a friend and share in that intimate
moment of connecting with something that's very serious in her life. That she could
possibly die from the treatment that she was receiving because of just the
circumstance that she w g in. To me that was very rewarding, like a pat on the back
that 1 am able to care for female patients and to provide hem with excellent c m .
Regardless of the gender, just that i'm able to do that. It'll always stick out to me,
cause 1just started nursing and that was a tremendous boost. (10,327)
As the above comment illustrates, male nurses need to be comfortable with cornmunicating
with the patient about personal and intimate information or situations and not just the
provision of personal and intimate c m of a physicai nature. Another participant descriôed
this aspect by stating:

You have to be fairly confident about how you're going to deal with asking those
questions whether it be about their sexuality, about events that occurred to hem, and
what your comfort level is and what their response is. So 1think it's doing a lot of
assessing, deciding where this person is at, where you're at, what the information is
that you need and how badly it has to be gotten. If it's in terms of like you h o w
needing to fmd out if this person has k e n in contact with someone with a sexually
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transrnitted disease and that it's been tmsferred or something like that. So 1
think you have to have al1 those things lined up in your mind in tems of where
you're going to go. (8,337)
The ability to feel comfortable providing personal and intimate care with female
patients, was directly related to the participant's experience. The more experience the
participants had in providing personal and intimate care of any type, the more confident and
comfortable they were. The participants were asked to remember back to their student days
and describe what it was Iike when they had to provide personai and intimate care. As
students, the participants remembered focusing on the task nther than the patient. As one
participant expressed:
1mean you're so involved in 'Okay, am [ doing this properly? Okay this is what we
got taught.' so 1 mean you're not even thinking about intimate c m . Al1 you're doing

is being like a robot and doing what you were taught and that doesn't even come into
your head. 1 was thinking about other stuff. (3,560)
This thinking about "other stuff' had to do with the student wanting to do things right. As
students, al1 skills are important and getting them right is a requirement to pas. This need
for competency is important for ail skills, but when you factor in the gender issue and relate
it to the provision of personai and intimate c m it is important to be comptent. As another

participant stated:
1guess the worst part was irying to get it correct. Thinking of the procedure itself.
That was about it actually. 1dont now have qualrns or quirks about it at dl. 1guess
technique was my greatest concern. h i n g it properly. Once we get passed it's okay
with her it's okay with me that's the halfway point. Doing it properly is definitely it.
(9,295)

Another participant also focussed on the task, but even as a student he realized the need to
ensure that the patient is comfortable with the care being provided
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1just went about it in a focussed direct way and tned to demonstnte
cornpetence and security. If the patient was feeling insecure 1did not want to feed

that insecurity. (1,208)
Even as a student with the added personal discornfort of king nervous, there was an
innate understanding that providing personal and intimate care requires the nurse to deal
with the patient's feelings and that many factors have to be considered during the provision

of personal and intimate care. One piuticipant hmdled providing personal and intimate c m
as a student by king quick and efficient. This participant remembered:
Trying to do it as quickly and efficiently as 1could. You know with limited
embarrassment or uncomfortableness for the client. 1 tried to rnake sure that 1had
everything with me when 1went in to do it. (6,332)
While yet another participant rernembered his student days as follows:
1 tried to provide as much privacy as possible. 1 tried to be as gentle possible. 1think
it had to do with the catheterization of a female patient. 1 was nervous. 1 felt quite
nervous about it. 1 uied to be as informative as possible. 1tried to be as professional
as possible. 1 tried to be hopefully as quick as possible. (2.3 15)

As mentioned earlier experience tends to provide nurses with the knowledge and expertise
to deal with the provision of personal and intimate c m . One of the participants expressed
how he would have done things differentIy as a student if he had known then what he now
knew.
1 would probably show a lot more confidence than 1did then. Being one of the first
times 1 probably appeared pretty unconfident. 1approach it with a lot more
confidence now than 1did before. Each tirne you get more confidence1guess. And
I'm more professional now than 1was then. And I'm better at it. 1can get it done
quickly and get it over with and keep them covered up as rnuch as possible so they
dont feel that they're totally exposed to my maleness. (lS,28 1)

The last statement by the participant identifies the crux of the matter. It is the maleness of
the nurse that rnay cause disconfort in the FemaIe patient when there is need for personal
and intimate care or information to be provided As one of the participants identifie&
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Femnle patients have fears about what they're going into. And not dl of them
are at the same case taiking to a male as they are talking to a fernale about whnt's
going to hapippen. Or they feel that we might not be as knowledgeable about these
procedures because we don't have the sarne anatomy that they have. (13, 106)

Cf you factor in the above explanation dong with the Ixk of experience and incornpetence it
is no wonder that some fernale patients may feel physically, emotionaily or psychologicaily

uncomfonable with a male nurse providing them with personal and intirnate care. As one of
the participants comrnented:

It'lI put a question into their mind you know, does this guy know what he's doing? 1s
he competent? And then I'm going to pick up on that anxiety and it is going to be a
vicious circle. (9,360)

And another participant suggested:
If you can get the skill down it shows a certain level of cornptency on yow part. It
sets the person at e s . You know that they know that you know what you're doing.
Lf you're bhndenng mund with a Foley for two or three times, it's not going to
make mybody happy. For me my main concem throughout was technique. (9,539)

Continued ex perience allowed the participants to feel contident in their ability to
provide personal and intimate care to the point that the provision of the care became

"second nature". Once that cornfort Ievel is reached, the nurse is able to move on to other
important aspects of nursing such as emotional and psychological c m .
1 mean right now it's dl mechmicd it's something you do. It's no longer an issue.
Okay 1got to clean the right leg and now 1got CO clem the left. 1mean, once you get

good at something then it just becomes second nature, so providing physical c m is
nat a problem with me. Now because I got my skills down, providing intimatecare
in the sense of emotional c m or psychological care, 1have more tirne for that.
Because al1 the skills becorne second nature you have more tirne to discuss
questions they have. Concems that they have. Whether they are private concems or
social concems or personai concerns. If they just want to shoot the breeze with you
for whatever reason, you have more time to do that. Because ail the other skills are
second nature you have more time to provide intimate or personal c m . (3,635)

Nurses are empathetic toward heir patient's feelings. They know that the provision of
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personal and intirnate care can cause emotional, psychologicd and even physical
discomfort. They know this because of the nature of the care that's involved and how they
themselves would feel in the situation. As one of the participants expressed:
1 mean if 1 was buck naked €rom the waste down with somebody putting the Foley
in me, you know it's a personal thing. And 1like to think that the person would act
professionally and quickly and try to mdce it as less discodorting for me, so 1 like
to think that's some of the things that the patient might be going through. Maybe

some people feel embarrassment. You know some of the things that clients come in
with, you know you see d l sorts of things and sometimes it can be an e m b m s i n g
thing for a patient. (6,550)
But it is not just empathy that provides the nurse with the knowledge that the patient
nppreciates competent care. Some of the participants expressed how the patients told them
how important it is for them to be confident in the cornpetence of their nurse.

Patients have told me it many times, that they can see the difierences in nurses. And
they said they really appreciate when sornebody cornes across, not only exuding
confidence, but showing that they know what they're doing and they know how to
explain something to you. People really appreciate that. Especially on our ward
where people get very sick. They really appreciate good continuity of c m . That they
know they're in good han& with whatever's king done. People want to know that
they are safe. They want to have that comfort zone. And when you can show them
that you care. That you know what to do, and you can explain why you want to do it,
logically to this person and on their ternis also, not just medicdly, but on their level,
whatever it may be, 1 think chat gives a petson a p r i t comfort in knowing, yes,
everything's okay. You know thete's no womes. (10,669)
Another participant said it this way:
You have to feel relaxed with what you're doing. if you're not comfortable doing
that type of care, that person will not be comfortable, because they're going to sense
it. 1think that would be the most important thing. You have to be comfortable doing
personal c m . If you're not comfortable they are going to sense it. i've just heard it
too many tirnes. People cm tell when somebody's nervous about sornething and
they're not cornfortable doing a certain aspect of something. i've had patients come
and tell me that about other nurses that are new on the ward. And they said, 'Oh that
nurse last night, she was reaity nervous about doing X and X Y Z or whatever and
you cm tell the difference in care'. And 1think that's an important thing, and that's
something that you don't just get overnight. That's something that cornes with
experience. You know that's something you have to build on. (10,793)
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It is important for the patient to think that their nurse is competent. If the patient

believes that their nurse is competent it helps in the development of the nurse-patient
relationship as well as the building of trust that the nurse is doing their job. As one of the
participants explained:
1think it leaves the patient or the client with the feeling that you're doing yourjob in
a professiond way. Also that you're knowledgeable. You know what you're doing,
be it a dressing change or changing a Duoderrn or something. You know the
information you provide verbdly to the patient as to what you're doing and you do
your job efficiently and as fast as you can. No one wants to sit there with their legs
up in the air or their backside exposed for a longer penod than need be. You're just
king courteous to hem in the sense that they redize you have to do it and it ha to
be done. But you know we can doit as quickly as we can and then get them back
and cornfortable. To make them feel at ease. (6,514)
By demonstnting competency, knowledge, compassion, understanding,empathy and
professionalism the male nurse cm demonstrate to his patient that the provision of personal
and intimate care in just one facet of his job and there is nothing about the actual doing of
his job that is in any way inappropriate. When describing how he would handle providing
personal and intimate care with a female patient one of the participants expressed it this
way.
1 would establish the relationship and of course you leam to do that quickly. The
next thing 1would do would be IO demonstrate competence and secunty. So that the
person cm have confidence in me. And when you get those things going you cm
c a q out the care, because then the patient and you are looking past a gender thing.

(1,267)
Another participant expanded on the above by cornmenting:
When you deai with a patient of the other sex, professiondism and confidence in
what you're doing, and king able to do it efficiently, helps the patient get thtough
the procedure a lot easier than if you were hmble fingers or dropping stuff on the
floor. And 1think the rapport tbat you have to establish helps put the patient into a
state of mind where they're wÎlIing to accept you as the nurse that's doing it and not
as a mde or femde. (15,294)
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Throughout this section on competency the importance of king comptent and
knowing what you are doing as a nurse appears to be the focus of male nurses when
providing personal and intimate c m . However, what 1hope has also come through was the
importance placed on the patient's cornfort. Also the importance of develo~inga nursepatient relationship cannot be minimized. The need to be comptent is important but it is the
overall relationship that is required to be developed to enable male nurses to provide
personal and intimate care with female patients Perhaps it was said best by one of the
participants:
But in my experience now, over three years, I've redized that anybody cm be taugh
how to do this. It's caring that cornes into play. It's that personal relationship that you
develop and the rapport you develop with each patient. And 1 think it's a good thing
because you reaiize that there's much more to nursing than doing skills. It becornes
relationships really with the person that you do help. And that's where the caring
cornes in and I think al1 those bruriers can disappear very quickly if the person
redizes that this is a caring role and that you care for them. It's not just doing
something. You care about this person and you're helping them through something.
It kind of changes the aspect of c m . (10,446)
It is the fact that male nurses care for their patients that is important to understand,

The developrnent of the nurse-patient relationship provides the nurse with the ability to
overcome barriers that may anse when providing personal and intimate c m with female
patients. These barriers cm result from the patient's perception and feelings about the
situation or the nurse's perception and feelings about the situation.

In this section the personhood of the nurse included the nurse's personal and
professional cornfort, the professional role of the nurse, and the nurse's competency in the
provision of persona1 and intimate care. Threaded throughout the section was how the
sexuaiity of the patient and nurse and the sexudizing of the provision of personal and
intimate cm affected the nurse patient relationship. The next section of the analysis deds
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with the strategies and interventions utilized by maie nurses when they provide
personal and intimnte c m with fernide patients.
Nursing Interventions and Strategis Used by Male Niirses When Providing Personal
and Intimate Cam With Fernale Patients

In this section 1identify strategies and interventions used by the participants when
providing personai and intimate care with female patients. After the strategies and
interventions are identified 1 wilt describe the consequences that c m resuft €rom the
participants not attending to the patient's comfort during the provision of personal and
intimate care with ri male nurse.
The participants believed that the strategies and interventions they utilized enabled
them to provide the necessq personal and intimate c m required, while ensuring that their
female patients' emotiond, psychological and physical comfort were maîntained. in
addition to the comfort of the femafe patients, some of the smtegies and interventions were

used so that the pqticipants themselves felt cornfortable when providing personal and

intimate care with female patients. The strategies or interventions have been categorized
into four main sections: communication, cognitive, emotive, and behavioural. A fifth
separate and distinct, yet pertinent section will aiso be presented. and that is, workplace

setting or situational factors. (see Figure 1). Each section is presented separately.

Communication Strategies and Interventions
a) Rapport Building and Explanation Giving
b) Seeking Permission
c) Humor Utilization
Cognitive Strategies
a) Detachment
b) Distraction
Emotive Strategies and interventions
a) Respect
b) Empathy and Caring
Behavioural Strategies and Interventions
a) Maintaining Privacy
b) Trading Assignments or Providing a Female Alternative
Workplace Setting or Situational Factors
Figure 1 Categories of Strategies

Many of the participants cornmented on the importance of communication. My
anaIysis revealed three main components of communication as a strategy or intervention
when male nurses provided personal and intimate c m with fernale patients. The three

components were rapport building and explanation giving, permission seeking, and humor
utilization.

Al1 of the participants comrnented on the importance of developing a npport with

their female patients. To be able to develop a trusting nurse-patient relationship, building
rapport is a prerequisite. As one of the participants stateâ, "You have to establish a bit of
rapport first More the patient will accept you as k i n g their caregiver" (10,114).
Developing rapport is even more important when personal and intimate c m needs to be
accomplished. The same participant expressed the need to develop rapport before
attempting personal and intimate care.
Female patients may be at fmt, a bit timid, but once they get to h o w you and you
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develop a rapport, 1think it's with anybody, even a male patient, cornes that
trust between you. And that to me is a redly important thing to have before
something like that takes place. (10,171)
Another participant also comrnented on the importance of developing rapport and how that
can help in their assessment of what the patient may be feeling or thinking about the
situation.
1use a vety friendly approach technique, 1just try to build rapport before 1initiate
anything. 1just get to know them. You get a sense of where you c m go and where
you can't go with them. And then just go fmm there. (9,372)
The dynamics of male and female interactions play a factor in the interventions used by the

male nurses. Participants were asked how they dealt with having to intrude into the personal
space of their female patients. One of the panicipants explained it this way.
Mostly a lot of talking. Trying to tell hem that you can appreciate their concem.
Just by giving them the option. 'Do you need a hand getting into that gown? Should
1corne back in a few minutes after you've got your gown on? i'm just going to take a
look.' Telling them ahead of times what you're going to do so that they know what's
happening so that it's not like an unexpected intrusion. it's something that they can
say 'Okay, i'm doing this because I have to Iisten to your to your lungs'. You cm
only hear the rniddle lobes from the front so you tell them what to expect and why
you're doing things. Explanations, so that ifs an expected event, as part of a task, as
opposed to an intrusion. 1think that is kind of a significant way of trying to help deal
with it. (4,556)
As the above quote illustrates the importance of cornmunicating and providing choice is
important. Providing rationales and education is also an important strategy for the male
nurse to use. Another participant also identified communication and rapport building as
important.
You cm talk to them about k i n g a male and that you c m let them know that you
looked after many femaie patients. You c m right away see if people are anxious or
whatever. It's not hard to tell, generalIy you know, at Ieast rve found that people
when they're anxious they show it ail over, it's like, 'Get away!' (iaughs). So 1think
for me the biggest thing would be is to try and develop a rapport with them before,
talk to them about what's going to happen. Don't even bring anything in the rwm.
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Just say 'Look, this is what we're going io do'. Explain it to them properly and
then kind of get a read on them to see what they're like and talk to them about it.
Say, 'I've done this many times and if you're uncornfortable Pd like to talk aboutit'.
You know, 'What are your thoughts or whatever'. And build again that relationship
that you cm build with the rappott of the patient. (10,480)

In addition to rapport building another important communication technique used by
the participants was providing information to the patients. This information or explanation
giving enabled the participant to provide the female patient with the necessary knowledge to
make an informed choice as to whether or not she would "allow" the male nurse to provide
the necessary persona1 and intimate c m . As one of the participants expressed,
What makes it easier is if you develop a rapport with the patient prior to the
experience. What makes it easier is to explain what you're doing and why you're
doing it. Always explain whiit you're going to do before you touch a patient in any
respect. 'We're going to wash this area now.' Or, 'I'm going to examine, for example
a patient had a breast reduction, Pm going to undo the top off your gown. i'm going
to check for bleeding and make sure your dressing is okay.' Always explaining what
you're doing. You're not just going to take off a patient's gown and start staring at
them and them have no idea what you're doing. 1think it's very important you
explain what you're going to do step by step. Certainly the same goes with a
catheterization or any other experience. (1 1, 198)
Once again the importance of ensuring that the patient's feelings are taken into riccount and
that the patient remains cornfortable during the procedures was demonstrated as important
to the male nurses.
1 think if you can make them feel at ease. Try to develop that even though it rnight

be the first time you've met them. Try to develop that personal contact with them

through tdking. Acting in a professional manner. Explaining what you are going to
do and the purpose. Why you have to do these things. Provide information to the
client like, 'Your urine output has not k e n what we'd like to see. Are you having
trouble voiding? We are going to put a catheter in. This is what we are going to do.
Have you ever had one before? We wilI tK doing this.' And giving them
information and acting in a professional manner, (6,156)
This sarne participant went on to explain the importance of talking with the patient, getting
to know them and preparing them for what wiII be happening to them.
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Just be open and provide the patient with information as to why and what you're
going to do. And act in a professional manner, And if you cm, develop a bit of a
communication with hem, be it on a personal level or you know just in generalities
about the weather. Trying anything to just put them at ease. Explain to them that
'Sm the nurse i'll be on tonighi. We work 12-hour shifts so 111be here seven to
seven. i'll be in every hour to check on you. if there's anything you need the call bel1
is here, don? hesitate to call. I'lI be back in 20 minutes after 1see everybody to have
a look at your incisions and listen to your chest'. And then follow up on that. Corne
back in 20 minutes and go proceed with your assessment. You've sort of prepared
them for it when you come in to do the assessrnent you are not the stranger you were
the fmt time. So maybe they feel a IiuIe M e r . (6,456)

The participants believed that just as it is important to present oneself
professionally, it is also important to explain what is going to happen and to follow through
on what they said they would do. Another participant explained it this way.
1think the biggest thing is just explaining what you're doing properly. And that it's
something that needs to be done. And if you're professional and caring in the way
you're saying it and you tell them everything that's going to happen, then a person
understands what's king done and why it needs to be done, 1 think that's an

important thing. Like that leaming aspect of the patient knowing, okay this is what's
going to happen, this is what you're going to do, and you know, if it doesn't involve
pain often, that's another good thing (laughs). (10,639)
Another participant expressed the importance of king tnithfut with what hrid to be done
particuliirly if it was going to be an intrusive nursing intervention.
You have to identify that you're going to be intrusive. You have to already have had
a feeling of what's going on. And in what space the person is at already. 1think you
have to identify that the situation is going to be inuusive if its not clear that you're
going to be eiiher asking intimate questions or touching someone in an intimate
way. So 1 think that the most important thing is that you have to let them know right
off the bat exactly what's going to be happening. (8,332)
Another strategy or intervention that the participants used when providing personal
and intimate care with femde patients was seeking the patient's permission to perfonn the
necessary c m .

Asking the patient's permission to perform personal and intimate care was an
important strategy or intervention. Along with asking permission to perform the nursing
interventions, the participants aiso incorporated other communication strategies at the
sarne time.
1 go in there and 1explain what's going to take place over the day, what's going to be
happening. 1 ask thern right up front if that's okay. 1 know that I'm a male nurse. 1
give that opportunity to refuse, and then just go frorn there. It becomes technical and
most of the tirne I'11 come back later and try to get a personal aspect. Get that
psychosocial thing going. (9,378)

Another participant stated it this way: "What does help is just asking permission whenever
you're about to do something" (4,92),However, another participant indicated that it was not
always possible to obtain permission. He described how he tried to get permission
whenever possible, but at tirnes he was unable to do so. He still maintained, however, the
importance of continuing to communicate with his patient.
1 would try to make it a point of telling them what 1 was going to do before 1 did it.
Asking permission before 1did it. 1tried to make a point of it. 1 would not always do
that just because sornetimes it gets busy. You know it's busy, you don't really have
tirne to, you should make time but in reai life you don't always. Or you don't think
you have time so you just go ahead and do it. Where I work now, these people are
ventilated, they're sedated and that kind of thing. You just don't talk with these
people. 1 rnean you talk with them but there's no social conversation. You, don't ask
permission to do that. You just do it because it wouidn't make sense. 1mean a lot of
the times 1 try to rnake a point of teiling them what I'm doing, while i'm doing it.
Whether it's perineai care or whether i'm suctioning or something like thik You tel1
[hem what you're going to do. Even if they are comatose. It has kind of become
second nature to tell them what you're doing while you're doing it. Even if they're
ventilated, even if they're heavily sedated and they're not aware, you just kind of talk
to somebody who's lying on the bed. Even if there's no actual physical talking, you
just tdk to them. While you're caring for them. That's become second nature now.
13,663)

Another participant did not actuaily state that permission was sought, but nther
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indicated that permission was received by king "invited" into a situation. This was
particulrü-lyimportant when the nurse needed to attend to the patient's "emotional space".
in terms of invrtding emotional space like Cor example where the patient was having
a difficult time with sippearance. 1 think you have to let the patient know chat you are
available to do that. 1 don't think you enter into these areas uninvited. Sometimes
you find yourself having a very dcep conversation with a patient. But that normdly
evolves naturaily, you don't force it. And you let the patient know, 'Hey listen, you
know, you're awfuflyquiet, you need to talk about this'. Or T m here, you know, i've
got some time this afternoon'. You need to be available to that. In terms of physical
space, 1 guess I'd explain what you're going to do, why you're doing it, so that there
is no surprises, and it goes a lot srnoother. But like 1 Say, for the emotional and
psychologicd, you've got to invite yourself in or you have to let it evolve naturally,
you can't force yourself into situations. ( 1 1,666)
Another strategy relrited to permission seeking is contracting. By contncting with the

patient, and the patient agreeing to the "contract", there is the presurned consent or
permission to c a r y out the nursing procedure.
1 think the strategy would be conmcting with patients and trying to decide what did
they see as being important, as a priority. What 1saw as being a priority and needing
to be done and then trying to come to agreement about how things needed to be

done. What would make them feel better? How would the situation work better for
thern? How the situation is working for me right now in the context of like you
know,where 1 can fit this in. if they just dont feel comfortable right now and want
me to come back in 15 minutes after rhey've thought about it or if they just redly
need to have somebody else do it. (8,444)
One of the participants spoke to the need for both the patient and the nurse to be
comfortable with the situation. This particular nurse indicated the importance of
reassuring the patient, but in doing so he was also able to reassure himself.

Okay, first of dl 1give them some prior wming. That's important. That 111be
there and 1 ûy to do it on a casud bais. And then I dways Say is that okay? And
that gives hem an opening tm. You know. And the other thing is that when I'm
prepaing things around there I usually talk, 1talk to hem and try to reassure them
in different ways, And 1 suppose it's also reassuring myself because you pick up
on the person's nervousness, But i've learned to pretty weil walk through it now.
But sometimes 1 get somebody else to do it. (14,505)
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Previously, many of the nurses indicated that their role as a nurse included the
responsibility to provide whatever care the patient required, including penonat and
intimate care. There was, however, an unstated tension between their role as a
professional, and the gender issue of k i n g a male nurse. This "tension" was perhaps best
illustrated, when one of the participants was asked what he would have done differently
when he was first leaning how to provide persona1 and intimate citre with female
patients, compared to what he did now. His comment was:
Ask them. 1 never asked them. (pause) if it was okay if 1 did this. 1 would ask hem
if it was okay, if 1as a nurse did something. But 1 never asked a patient if it was
okay if 1, as a male nurse, did something. Because that isn't the way 1 thought. I
thought of myself as a nurse period.(1,218)
Many of the nurses indicated that they used humor as a way to "lighten up" a
situation where personal and intimate care needed to be provided. The 1 s t component of
communication is humor utilization.

The 1 s t main communication strategy or intervention that was used by a number of
the participants when providing personal and intimate care with fernale patients was humor.

Hurnor "lightened" the situation, thereby making the provision of persond and intimate care
easier.
Sometimes 1use humor to try and lighten the situation. 1mîght have said something
1might have seen on David Letterman or some sort of current event. Or if there was
a newspaper lying on the table, say for example if there's a National Enquirer sitting
there I'11 say, 'Well its got to be tme if they print it.' You know al1 that stuff. Giant
Bat Kid on the front page. (2,347)
The participants were asked to identify chatacteristics that they believed male nurses shoutd
possess to enable them to perform personal and intimate care. One of the participants
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commented as follows:
1 think any nurse should be adaptable, should be flexible to deal with varying
situations. 1 think they should have a good sense of humor. 1think that's a very

important thing to put patients at ease. (13,620)
As the above quote demonstrates, humor was used to put the patients at ease. When the

participants were asked what made the provision of personal and intimate care with a
female patient easier humor was a coxnmon thread as evidenced by the following excerpts.
What rnakes it easier? 1 find, what makes it easier for me is 1tend to joke a lot with
my patients. And 1 find this sets them at ease. (12, 145)
Humor makes it erisier. Humor. Humor (laughs) yeh. Definitely humor setting
people at ease. (14,189)
The participants, however, stressed that it was important to use humor appropriately. The

humor was used as a strategy to enable them to perform certain nursing interventions while
maintaining the physical, emotional and psychological comfort of their patients. They felt
that using humor was a way to develop rapport with the patient.
Myself i find that if 1establish good rapport with them at the very beginning like,
you know a little witty and joking type thing. And address them properly with
madam or missus or miss or whatever they prefer. It tends to sort of relax them.
Be very professional in your aititude towards them and there's no real problem
with that part. (15, 121)
The same participant expanded on the need to develop rapport with the patient. He believed
that he was able to develop this rapport by using humor. He also beiieved that it was humor
that enabled him to provide personal and intimate c m on people that he knew.
Well first of ail it's the rapport. You've got to estabiish the rapport. Speak to them,
get them happy, srniling or laughing or sorneihing like that there. I've even done
people that 1know. Fellow employees have k e n in the hospitai, in the emergency.
i've taken care of them. I've had to help them get undressed. Protect their privacy as
much as possible, If it was someone 1know 1might Say 'Okay, go into the m m ,
take off your clothes, I11 get your phone number later.' And the little joking thing,
she laughs 1laugh and that's fine. 1dontdo that with a regular patient but people 1
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know yes. And that kind of joking type of attitude and at the same time
remaining professional with what you do. It's al1 the sarne thing. It's rapport, it's
professionalism, it's efficiencyand it's respecting their privacy as rnuch as possible.
And that seerns to work very well for me. Maybe not for other people but it works
welI for me. (15,365)
Using humor demonstrated to the patient that the nurse was a person. However, it was also

important to maintain their professiondisrn, but not at the expense of king seen as "too
professionaI". As one participant stated:
1don't know. Some people take their professionalism to a limit. To the point where
you're drnost not being professional, you're king snobbish. 1 like to go in thece, and
I'm just like off the wall, you know. 1 use a little bit of humor and cornedy in there
and joke around and try to be a person first. If they like you then, great, 1showed
you my side now 1will show you how professional 1am and they have no problem.
Because if you show them that you're a person and that you are professional, hey,
they have no problem. No rnatter what you want to do. If you explain things to them
and treat thern with respect. It makes the job a whole lot easier. (12,403)
Another participant discussed the importance of having the ability to assess the patient and
to know whether or not humor would be appropriate. His experience and "style" allowed
him to be able to identify which patients he could use hurnor with.
Well 1 use a lot of lightness, cornedy type thing when 1see them. Like 'How are
you? And you're feeling really well. Then if you're feeling that good how come
you're here?' type of thing. Things like that. And over the years I've developed 1
guess a bit of a sort of a idea when 1walk in a rwm what 1can say to a patient and
what 1can't Say. Depending on the patient of course but a lot of tirnes I've
established the rapport very quickly. 1guess its expenence and what i've done over
the years. And I've built up almost a sixth sense on how to speak to them and just
how to son of get on their good side right off the start. And it works most of the
time. 1don't know, 1can't explain how 1do it. 1go in the m m and other people go
into the roorn and this patient wiIl be growling and 1go in and the patient will be
happy. 1don't know, it's just the way 1am 1guess. Srnile, srniling nurse. (15,32@
The participant suggested that he used a sixth sense to determine how to speak to his

patients. He identified that he did not know how he did it, but he knew when, or if, he could
use humor as a stntegy, and that when he did, it usually worked. Another participant dso
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commented on the need to use humor appropriateIy and to properly assess the patient.

ff it appears that humor is not appropriate then using another intervention is required.
Well 1 will say humor is by far most effective. For me it is anyway. And when 1say
humor 1 mean you have to size up the person. And sometimes that's not always the
right way. Because sometimes you'd be very gIib or superficial and or they can
interpret it as king flippant. I'm quick to see how they respond to the humor. And if
they don't, then if 1 think touch is appropriate and 1think they're receptive to it, then
I'11 use touch. (14,587)
As mentioned previously there cm be an underlying sexual connotation to the
provision of personal and intimate cm.By using humor the participants try to "normalize

or de-sexualize" the provision of personal and intimate c m . As one participant stated when
discussing how he handled providing personal and iniirnate care: "You know, joke mund a
little bit, like it's noihing 1 haven't seen before" (12,442). By stating that it is nothing that he
had not seen before, the participant was able to normalize the situation. By stating it this

way, the patient would understand that it was a normal occurrence for the participant to
partake in the particular nursing intervention and that it was nothing to become
uncomfortable with.
A situation that another participant had recentIy been in illustrates how the

utilization of humor can provide the necessary "ice breakei' required for the nurse to
provide the care the patient needs.
A couple weeks ago I had a patient and she had an ulcer on her coccyx and she was
fairly dert and orientated. When she found out 1 was her nurse for the day, and 1told
her that 1wanted to take a look at her coccyx m a and 1wanted to see how
everything was developing thm. And she says she wouldn't let me. 1say wow, you
know. 1 mean I'm rushed for the day and 1 need to see this, this is very important.
Weil she says 'You're a male.' I Say 'Well dear, 1mean, if you have something that I
haven't seen 1dont want to see it.' So that sort of broke the ice. (13,452)

Although not mentioned by 0 t h participants, one participant identified that he used humor
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when he himself was uncomfortable in a situation. This participant described a clinical
situation he was in as a student. He had to insert a catheter into an obese fernale patient and
his instructor had some of his classrnates corne in to observe the procedure.
So it was a very, it was very public humiliation. Because it was extremely difficult, 1
think by the tirne 1was done, 1think she actually had about four or five catheters in
her and the issue was no longer intimate cm, the issue was 'My Cod let's just get
this done and get me out of here!' So 1tend to handle things with a bit of a sense of
hurnor. (11,570)
As the above quote illustrates, the maie nurse used humor when he himself was
uncomfortable with providing personal and intimate c m . Both the patient and the nurse
have to be comfortable with the provision of personal and intirnate care.
Whether it is rapport building and explanation giving, permission seeking or humor
utilization, communication with the patient is of the utmost importance. It is the male
nurse's ability to communicate that enables him to cany out his responsibility of providing
personal and intimate care. The following two excerpts cm best express this:
1 have had some people who I wouidn't say smngIy objected to me giving them a

bath or doing care on them, but did object. And through a littie bit of gwd solid
communication, and setting thern at ease I was wentually allowed to conduct my
job and look after the patient's well k i n g . And they had no problem with it after
that. It's just that initiai bmier. Ii's that first meeting. It's you know like the first
impression lasts forever and if you go about it the right way and go in slowly and
calrnly and you know let that professionaiism show, there's no problem usually. 1
mean if you go in and get mugh and while you know Sm doing my job and that's ail,
don't give me such a rough time, you're going to have a hard tirne. But if you go in
and remember that's a person there and you're not just going in to shovel dirt into the
hole and get the job over wiih. It's a person you're dealing with. They have feelings
and they have wants and needs and you have to look after those. (12,464)
And, as one participant described how, as a student he obsewed an experienced male nurse
provide personal and intirnate care with a fernale patient:
It was just - 1found it unique. He had been working in this area for quite some tirne
and 1found it unique the way hc did it. It was iike his hands were detached h m his
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body and he was doing this. And it was like his head was taken off and his head
was Sitting there talking to the patient and keeping them totdly occupied while he's
just washing. And before the patient ever knew it, they were wrished, cleaned and
had a nice conversation and nobody was aware of anything. And you know it was
done very professiondly and 1 never forgot that one lesson. That first time, i never
forgot that. It comes down to the art of communication. If you can speak to the
people, and 1think a matter of fact that's the most important issue. if you can tdk to
them and relate to them and make them cornfortable that way there is no problem
with male and female gender. It's basically if they like you as a person it doesn't
matter. (12,354)

The next section addresses cognitive strategies and interventions used by male nurses while
providing personal and intimate care with female patients.

Some of the strategies and interventions that male nurses use when providing
personal and intimate care with female patients have a cognitive aspect. Mde nurses use
techniques such as detachment and distraction when caring for their female patients. Each
of these techniques will be presented separately.

A number of the participants indicated that they occasionally felt uncornfortable
with having to provide personal and intimate care with female patients. Altemately, on
occasion, the participants' patients dso felt uncomfortable with having personal and
intimate c m provided by a male nurse. This may result because of the male nurse's own
history, beliefs and values, or the patients'. Or, it may be the situation in which the nurse

and patient find thernselves. R e g d e s s of the reason for the discomfort, the participants
needed to use a strategy or intervention that would enable them to complete îhe required

One of the strategies the participants utilized was detachment. Although the tenn
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detachment could be construed as somewhat negative, as it can be an unconscious
reaction to stress, in this situation the term detachment was chosen because the participants
made a conscious decision to focus on the task or the intervention nther than the patient.
That is, the participants did not detach themselves from the situation, but nther, detached
the intervention from the patient, thereby bringing the skill or task to the foregound, One of
the participants described using detachment by "blocking out" something whenever the
patient or he himself felt uncomfortabk.
She's uncomfortable and it makes you a little bit uncomfortable and you just kind
of block it out of your rnind. Some of those things make a difference, at least to
me. A lot of those things 1 think though that make it more or less difficult, 1 try
and block out so it's not something that's actually an issue. I'mhere to do a job. i'm
doing it regardless of any emotions or anything 1 feel. 1just block it out. It's not an
issue. (4,160)
The participant identifies that he is there to do a job and that he has to perform the
procedure because it is his job, regardless of how he feels about the situation. The same
participant went on to describe how in addition to "blocking out", he "depersonalises" or
detaches himself from the situation.
1corne in, 1ask if 1can do things and 1do it. Agitin you notice that there is a
difference but you just kind of block it off kcause you're there to do something
and you do it. It's a person. It's not a male or a female. You know,like standing
back of course you think, 1 mean a person can't help but notice sexual differences.
They're pretty blatant. But when you go in there to do a job, you approach your
task and the things that you have to do. As you're doing it at least to me it's a
person. It's not a male or female. It's kind of like in some ways 1guess aimost
detach yourself from it. You know it's h d of the example that (laughs). Can't use
this part in your study but it's like when you tell your wife you know she sees you
looking at a good looking girl in the bikini on the beach. And you say it's like
looking at a nice car or something like that. You detach yourself from it. (4,465)
The participants reponed that many of the nursing interventions that are performed
with patients have an emotional or psychological component, Because of this, some of the
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participants believed that it was easier to perform the technicai component of the skilk
rather than attempting to "deal with" the psychological or emotionai component of the
intervention.
Though it ail depends on how technical it is. You know. Providing cornfort
measures is much more difficult than providing a technical skill. 1 mean, if you're
doing a catheterization that's easier because there's a certain detachment to doing the
technique or whatever it is that occurs. But if it's providing a comfort mesure,
washing the perineal area, even rubbing a back. Matter of fact that's one of the most,
probably the most intimate moment, the most 1felt more out of control in that
situation than in any other. (14, LM)
This same participant described how he hmdled providing personal and intimate
care when he hirnself felt uncornfortable with having to perform the care. "Oh, well, I hurry
it. 1 huny it. 1 get myself into astate and srty 1 got to get through this. And 1just probably put
it as object. you know. This is, or a task,task to be done" (14,482). Another participant

expressed how he felt when as a student he had to provide personal and intimate care. Even
as a student the participant used the strategy of detachment in the situation.
Well 1 panicked quietly inside and tried not to show too much Fear or whatever.
But 1 basically, 1just went back to the basics. What we were taught in school and
just thought in my mind,step by step what 1wanted to do. And 1 wasn't, that
person wasn't even there. You h o w it was just doing a task. That's what it
became. (10,423)
A previously quoted participant dso identified how situations or Factors during your
life can affect how one handles the need to perform personai and intimate c m with patients.
Life experiences or events can affect us deeply and play a factor in how we perform the
necessary interventions with Our patients. This pmicular participant was a w m that
"blocking out" certain reaiities would enable him to provide care to anyone. However, it
was the knowledge that even though the nurse in him could provide the care, it would not
necessarily be appropriate in some situations for hirn to actually participate in the c m .
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There are certain things that are associatedjust with king male and your
position in life. For example, my grandmother died of stomach cancer and had
problems with incontinence, and we had to help keep her clean. 1 mean that brings
back certain mernories and you feel certain things for people that are in certain
situations because of your situation in life. A girl that 1know, 1 was her camp
counsellor for years, came in and 1went to help with the log roll. And 1was
assigned to her and she was the victim of an accident and paraplegic. Well you
have to go and, more for her sake probably than for yours, reassign yourself.
Because again you get used to just blocking it out and you could, 1could aimost
probably do that kind of care on my rnother without thinking twice about it. You
just learn to just do your job. So your situation in life sometimes brings about
things or mernories or associations thrit you have to kind of try and keep out of the
way sometimes. (4, 18 1)

This same nurse also described how it is important to "block out" other types of personai
and intimate care that nurses have to ded with.
There seems to be recumng things when it comes to intimate care. A recumng thing
in nursing is you block it off. You just say okay this is something 1have to do and
you do it. It's like the first few tirnes when 1started nursing, 1mean within the first
few months of nursing between working in emergency and elsewhere seeing people
die regularly. 1found that to be excrernely difficult because 1mean it was significarit.
You saw the families dying, you saw everything happening. And what happens is
that if you felt that intimately with the family, you know empathy versus syrnpathy.
If you were that involved i don't know if you could go on a long time if you really
truly saw-itas you would if you weren't doing it on a regular basis. It's like a normal
person having to try and do an autopsy. 1 mean, it would blow the mind of a normal
person but if you do it every day you kind of wall off the typicaily perceived
enormity of what you're doing. And 1think that's the same kind of thing that
happens at least with me in nursing. For the most part you're there to try and do a job
as sensitively as you cm, as well as you cm. And that's what you're going to do. (4,
39 1)
No matter what strritegy or intervention the maie nurse uses when providing
personai and intimate care, it has to be done with cxing and concern for the patient. As one
of the participants said:

I'm having a problem wiih professionaiism Iately. 1see the major reason people use
the word professional is a way of, 1was aimost going to Say, not caring. But that's
not it. Of detaching themselves. And you have to have a certain detachment but
you have to have concem, And of course that always runs in a balance. Cause 1
mean you can't do everything. (14,775)
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Another strategy or intervention used by male nurses when providing personal
and intimate care with female patients is distraction.

By "distracting" the patient's focus away from what was actually k i n g done, the
participants were able to complete the necessary care without causing discomfort to the
patient. The foIlowing excerpts illustrate the use of distraction.
When you start, make them feel comfortable. Always talk to them. Always keep
talking to them. It's, 1 guess you're sort of using what would be cailed distraction or
whatever. You know you can sit there and you can work on them and distract them
with your conversation and keep them comfortable that way. And More you know
it, it's over. And they're like 'Wow, that wasn't so bad.' (12, J48)
1 talk. 1have to explain it, explain exactly what i'm going to do first and then i
basically talk to them. Try to put them at ease. Talk about different things. Talk
about families. Where they're from. Try to get their mind off of what I'm doing. (1,
334)

By taiking with the patients during the process of providing personal and intimate
care the participants used distraction as a strategy. The participants believed that in so
doing, they were able to perform personal and intimate care with their fernale patients,
without having their femaie patients feeling uncomfortable.
The participants also expressed psychologicai or emotional components that were
used as strategies or interventions when providing personal and intimate care with femaie
patients. The next category highlights emotive strategies and interventions.

The participants believed that respect and, empathy and caring were important
strategies and interventions when providing personal and intimate care with femaie
patients.

The participants believed that it was important to have and demonstrate respect

for their patients. Respect was viewed as important for building trust in the nurse-patient
relationship. One of the participants commented how he would not consider having a
patient refuse care from him as a negative experience, because of the need to respect a
patient's wishes.
So I wouldn't even view king refused to care for people as being a negative
experience. That's just that's ttieir own personal space. That's how they want to ded
with it and 1 think you have to honor that. 1 think that's as much of the trust
relationship, is stopping and listening to their wishes and not forcing the care upon
thern. ( 1 1,485)
Another participant commented on how important it is for everyone connected with the
health c m sysiem to demonstnte respect for everyone corning through the doors of a

facility.
I like to think that when a person cornes in through the door of a facility they are
treated equal from dl the staff members. Be it medicd staff or the housekeeping, the
kitchen, whatever the staff. 1 hope that no matter what the gender or background or
whatever it is of the patient. That when they corne in the daor it equdizes everything
and we treat [hem al1 with the s m e and proper respect. And are open to their
concems and issues. (6, 103)
The participants also commented on how providing the patient some conml over their
health c m ilIusinted respect for the patient's wishes. It was important, however, for the
nurse to be able to "allow" that control only if the patient's hedth was not adverseIy
affected by it.
1 mean you still have to respect their wishes. If they wish for whatever reason care
not be provided to them, anything, giving pills or whatever, and it wiii not affect the
safety of their king dive, assuming that these peopIe want to stay dive. And it will
not affect thern, what's the word I'm looking for, in a negative way, then sure you've
got to give them some control. If they don't want that medication and it's reaily not
going to h m them then I won't intrude. 111respect iheir wishes. (3,701)
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The importance of demonstrating respect towards patients is rnuch more
pertinent when the care that needs to be provided is personal and intimate. As one
participant comrnented: "You have to respect their privacy. Respect their personai areas as
much as you cm" (15.3 19). The participants believed that demonstrating respect dso
helped the patient feel more at ease or comfortable with the situation.
When there was Foley catheters to be put in on the wards, the nurses would ask me
to do it, to put in the catheters for males. And 1would ask if they weren't busy for a
female to do it. Just out of respect for the person. And not respect but just so they
wouldn't have to feel uncomfortable (7,323)
On the ward that 1 primarily worked on it hasn't been a very big issue, There have
been times when female patients have requested that certain things be done by a
female nurse. And I've respected that. Just because people are cornfonable with
some things and sorne others aren't. And 1 try to respect that and give them the
option, not that 1 would force the issue. 1 rnean 1can tell them that I've done this to
many other fernale patients and 1 if they start hirnrning and hawing i'll let them
know that 'Hey, you know this isn't that big a deal. That somebody else can do it.'
But if it can't be done then 1 guess 1have to try and work around it. But, it hasn't
been the case so far. (10.65)
The importance of demonstrating respect for the patient was perhaps best stated by one of
the participants when discussing personal and intimate care. This particular pruticipant
identified the body as a temple and that some aspects of personal and intimate care invade
the patient's temple.
To me the most intimate thing is when you're invading somebody's body. 1don't care
whether it's with a needle through the skin or through an opening in their body. That
is, that's like they're showing their temple that you're entenng. You're going into
their church. And you know it should be done with respect, with caring and
tendemess. 1 know some people just look at it as 'Aw geez, it's just another
procedure.' you know. But you try to remember that this person you're sticking a
tube into or you're finger, checking something, as in checking for stools or
something like that. 1mean, that's a person there. And you are entering their church.
You know. And you can't violate that. You have to have a lot of respect for it. (12,
381)
The respect that the participants have for their patients is important in the nurse-patient
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relationship. What is also important is for the nurse to be able to dernonstrate ernpathy
and caring for the patient and their situation.

The participants believed that it was important for a nurse to be ernpathetic and
caring. Several participants stressed the importance of king empathetic and cating
particulrirly when providing personal and intirnate care. Being empathetic and caring
enabled the nurse to properly assess the patient's feelings or comfort level regarding the
procedure being performed.
Again it's always valuable to as much as possible get to know the patient as a person
before you start into the intirnate mas of care. That way you c m gauge, okay this
morning this person was light and everything was relatively easy and quite
conversational. Now they're suddenly very quiet and quite tense. You sort of get a
feel for what they are as a person and if their demeanor changes then it's best to
canvass 'You seern kind of quiet now, does this make you uncornfortable?' And it
may be what you're doing and it may be something that's happened to thern and it
may have been a conversation they've had with the physician or it may have
something run through their minds. So you need to be sensitive to what they're
normally like and if that changes, make sure that it's not related to something that
you're doing. And there's always a certain amount of natud tension involved
anyway. You can insert a catheter or tube into my body, excuse me if 1dont get a
x anything else like
little bit uptight about this or, are you going to swab my c e ~ or
that. You tend to have to be sensitive io that. (1 1,696)
1guess it's good to be empathetic. Be able to empathize with people. It's good for a
person to understand how the human mind works. It's good to have a psychological

background. It's good to be a caring person, someone who really cares. If you don't
c m about the person it's just a duty to get the bed bath done. It's not going to corne

across very good you know. 1think if you really care about what you're doing, if
you're dedicated. 1 mean dedicated is committed to nursing. Cornmitted to the
principles of nursing, ofcaring. That rnakes a huge difference. (7,859)
The above excerpts identify that nurses have to be continually assessing their
patients on not just a physical IeveI, but also on a psychologïcd and ernotionid level as well.
Nurses have to be cornpassionate, empathetic, sensitive, caring, understanding, respectful,
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comrnitted to nursing, and communicative so that the patients remain comfortable
when having interventions such ris personal and intimate care performed with them.
The participants were asked whether or not they believed that they were able to
alleviate any psychological oremotionai discomfon experienced by their fernale patients
when providing personai and intimate care. One participant strited how he believed that he
was able to do this because males working in nursing have a good understanding of women.
And, it is this understanding or empathy that allows male nurses to care for fernale patients
as well as they do.

Yes 1 seem to be able to do that. 1think a lot of what 1 do is probably now
unconscious. 1 think in part, deaiing with women is something you do on a daily
basis, the male nurse. Chances are your unit manager or your boss may be a female.
Certainly you're surrounded ail day long by female CO-workers.if you don't have a
rapport with women you can't function effectively in many areas of nursing. So if
you don't have respect for women, if you dont like women, 1 don't know why you'd
work in nursing to tell you the truth. You're better to go into a different field. And so
1 think for that reason you're already sensitive to feminine issues. You already have
your own philosophy and your own feelings about wornen. And for that reason I
think it makes it easier, that you actuaily have your own definition and philosophy
and your own rapport with women already. Based on the job and then basically what
you do is you just twedc it a little bit and adjust it to women. So if 1go in and tdk
about kids and talk about fashion and soap operas, you c m sit and you quite often
know what the cornmon ground is. And you just basically use that to get to know the
patient. And 1 think, as a result of k i n g a male nurse, if you worked in the
profession for any length of time, you probably genuineIy like women. if you didn't
before you certainly do after nursing for a while. You had to corne to your own
tenns with the feminine gender and you've obviously got your own way of deaiing
with it. 1think if you work with women day in and day out in situations that are
sometimes very tense, very stressful, 1think you become quite adept at dealing with
female patients that are also in situations that are very intense. Sometimes they're
angry, sometirnes they're upset and so you're very comfortable with the way that
wornen deai with stress and so it doesn't make you uncornfonable and so 1 think that
shows too. You basicaily are able to ride that wave. Sometimes 1think, actuaiiy
dealing with male patients might be more difficult. There's more extrernes and more
anger and sometimes you rnight find that actuaiiy your ateas of contention are not
with the female patients. It's weii, the testosterone on both sides of the equation
kicks in, that there's a more volatile rnix for patient care than the male-female one.
Actuaily that sometirnes goes a lot better naturally, 1 would suspect. (1 1,793)
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This particular participant identified an important component of being a male
nurse. And that is that by working with women on a dkly basis one has a tendency to
develop LI better understanding of how a woman may react in a given situation. The maie

nurse, because he wurks in a stressful environment with femdes, is often privy to observing
how females react in diiferent situations. Also by continudiy comrnunicating with his
cohorts, the maie nurse is also able to develop the ability to comrnunicate effectively with
women. Male nurses utiiize this knowledge to provide the n e c e s s q care that their patients

require, while maintaining the psychologicai and emotiond comfort of the patient.

In order for male nurses to provide persond and intimate care with femde patients
appropriately, gender diiferences and sexudity issues surrounding personal and intimate
care have to be considered. The participants were asked what made the provision of

personal and intimate care with femaie patients easier. One of the participants identified that
developing rapport is the most important considention to make the provision of personai
and iniimate care easier. Developing rapport was seen by the participant ris a rneans to show
the patient that he too was just a person. And that he was there because it was his job to be

there and to c m for that person.
What makes it easier? I think the biggest is rapport with the patient. if there is a
rapport and understiuiding that 1am just a person, this is my job to care for you and 1
can show this person that 1am a carïng person and want to look after [hem to the
best of rny ability. Once that is established, 1 think a lot of these fem cm be
aileviated because the rote shifts. It's not me as a rnaie, it's me as a caregiver. It
changes. It doesn't matter what gender, it's a care giver role. (10,257)

This same participant summed up the impurtance of caxing. And how caring can
overcome gender issues related to personal and intimate c m .
A gentle caring attitude, 1think to me that wraps it up in a nut shell. You have to
show that you're caring. You have to surpass that gender thing and show that you
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genuinely care for this person and that you're concerned about their welfare and
their wellbeing. It's not just a job or task which involves something that may be
perceived as sexual or with the opposite sex. But that trûnscends thai. Like you just
float over top, you don't have to worry about that. Because once that relationship is
built, that you are a caregiver, and that you reaily genuinely care about their
wellbeing. And that you're looking after hem, and you do the job to the best of your
ability. 1 think that transcends al1 those other issues. Once that is established. (10,
910)

The last category of strategies and interventions used by male nurses is the
behaviourril strategies and interventions.

This final category of strategies and interventions includes the behavioural
components of maintaining privacy and trading assignments or providing a female
alternative. Each component will be discussed separately.

The participants believed that maintaining privacy was an imponant strategy or

intervention when providing personal and intimate care with female patients. One of the
ways privacy was maintained was by physically ensuring the patients were exposed as little
as possible. The following statements illustrate the importance placed on providing privacy.
Discretion is very imponant. So that if you're changing sorneone's gown you put
the other one on top and slip the other one off. Or if you're doing a bed bath, you
don't strip everything off and let a naked patient lie there. You cover everything up
except for what you're doing and then you aiways cover it up and that sort of
thing. But just covering up has a lot to do with it. Just k i n g reaily thoughtful in
what you're doing. (7,528)

Try to maintain as much coverage over the patient. Allowing for sterility and stuff
like that, asepsis, keep them so they feel that they're not lying out there with al1 their
clothes off in the rniddle of nowhere with you know some guy in the m m and
they're just lying there totaily naked. Coverage as much as possible even when
putting a gown on a female patient. Even slipping her arms out of the bras, 1have
the blue coat over top of her chest anyway so you can just put her a m through
after. Things like that there you have to respect their privacy. Respect their personal
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mas as much as you can. And ûy and show that to them, that you do that kind
of thing and E think they accept that better. (15'3 19)
As the above comrnents illustrate, male nurses believe not just in the importance of privacy,

but also are keenly aware of the role that gender plays in the provision of personai and
intimate c m . But it wrts not just physical care that male nurses consider when discussing
privacy. One of the participants expressed the importance of mriintaining privacy when it
was related to situations other than the physicd exposure of the body.

Some people feel embarrassment. You know some of the clients that corne in, you
see a11 sorts of things, and sometimes it cm be an e m b m s i n g thing for a patient.
You know what has happened to them or you know what caused their problem. And
so, acting in a professionai manner and respecting their privacy and the
confidentiality of the situations hopefully will put them at ease. (6,56û)
The above excerpt illusuates that it is not just physicdly viewing or manipulating a

person's body that requires privacy. Peuple k i n g people occasionatly create cenain lire
events or situations that on occasion result in a need for medical intervention. In these
circumstances it is important that the patient know and understand thrit their privacy will be

maintained. Another participant expressed it best when he discussed the importance of
maintriining privacy while once again expressing how important it is for male nurses to be
sensitive to the patient's feelings sumunding personal and intimate c m .
Always be sensitive to what the patient's needs m.Recognize that they may be
different from your own. I mean some people they get home, they chuck their
clothes and they rnay wdk around the apartment nriked. For some people, they may
undress in the dark. I rnean ail patients have their own level of çomfort with intimate
care. Some people are very confident about their bodies. Some people iire extremely
self-conscious about their body image. And it may not dways be the people you
think should be, You know youlre beautiful or youk hmdsome or yourretotaily buff
or whatever. Why would you be worrîed about it? IL'SbasicaIly the patient's concept
of how cornfortable they are with th& body and with intimate care or with any
portion. I mem some people are quite verbal about you know,or quite honest about
their emotions as weU. Everyone holds back a certain amount. So you have to
respect what the patient's leve1 of cornfort is with intirnate care. And then respond
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accordingly. Not to the point that you can't provide c m at ail because if some
people had their choice they would not be in hospitai. So 1think if you're
cornfortable with that, 1think if you're sensitive to that and honor their need for
privacy as much as possible. Regardless of whether you think it's ridiculous or not.
It doesn't matter what you think, quite frankly. It's sort of like the pain concept. 1
mean the patient's pain is what they Say it is. 1think you have to recognize that the
patient's need for privacy is what they Say it is as well. And you have to act
corresponding to that. You canït ridicule it. You can't downplay it. You have to be
sensitive to it and respect it and try and make the experience as cornfortable for
them as possible. For some people, i mean they're in hospital, and they're scared.
Their life's been tumed upside down. And then for you not to give them some
control and some acknowledgement how they feel just makes mûtters worse. 1think
the type of person that you need to be is sorneone who's sensitive to what the
patient's going througfi. (1 1, 1004)
The above excerpt illustrates an important aspect about people. And that is, that
everyone is different. And because of these differences one can never assume how a patient
will act or react in a given situation. Because of this it is imponant for the nurse to properly
assess the patient's level of comfort in a given situation and utilize the appropriate stntegy
to be able to complete the necessaty intervention. Another strategy or intervention used by
the male nurses was to exchmge assignments or to provide a femaie alternative if requesied
by the female patients.

One of the many stmtegies or interventions that the participants used when
providing personal and intimate care with fernaie patients was to have a femaie nurse
provide the necessary care. The participants did this by either outright changing assignments
or by trading nursing tasks with female nurses.
Participants expressed an understanding that sorne female patients felt
uncornfortable with having a male nurse provide certain personal and intimate nursing
interventions. It should be noted, however, that not one participant felt that it wodd be
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inappropriate for a male nurse to provide care of a personal and intimate nature with
female patients. As one participant stated:
To me there's nothing wrong with a male giving c m to a femaie. if the female
patient doesn't want that then that's okay, then make m g e m e n t s to have a femde
nurse take care of a femde patient. 1mean it's ail how the patient feels. If they feel
uncomfonable, then make arrangements in order to mdce them feel as cornfortable
as possible. (3,232)
Occasionally, a participant would encounter a patient who did not want to receive
persona1 and intimate c m from a male nurse. Although these situations were infrequent the
participants acknowledged the patient's feelings and respected their wishes. One of the
participant's comments expressed how he deait with the situation, but also demonstrated
how infrequently this situation had occurred for him.
If the patient then said 1 don't want you, then 1 would indeed respond to that in a
supportive way. And that's probably happened. 1just don? have any recollection of
it. It probably hrippened. There would be patients who'd say you know, 'I'd rather get
somebody else doing it'. And 1would say fine. And 1 would go tnde some
responsibility with acolleague. At least that's the approach 1 would take. And I'm
sure it happencd, 1just don't recall. (1,236)
Another participant, when asked how he felt after having a female patient request a female
nurse, described how he believed he could have provided the care himself with respect and
professionalism but that the patient's comfort level was more important than his feelings on
the topic.

I felt that 1could have suficed and done the job properly and respectfully. But 1
respected her wishes and didnt want to make her feel too uncodortable with her
hospitd stay, so Sd ask one of my cohoas to wash this patient for me. (2,285)
When providing personal and intimate care with female patients, male nurses are
always assessing the patients' comfort level with the care that is king provided. As
mentioned previously, the male nurse watches for behaviours or rnannerisms that would
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indicate discomfort on the part of the patient. One of the participants expressed it this
way while also acknowledging how infrequently this occurred.
Occasionally i've had a patient that will display behaviours that tell you chat the
femde patient is uncomfortable with the cm.In which case 1would have a
colleague, a female colleague you know, take over or be present. But it's usuaily a
non-issue. in d l my years in intensive care, that rarely happened. Very rarely was
there a situation where there was a problem. (5,87)
This same participant went on to express that not ail patients express their discomfort
clerirly so it is important to be aware of the patient's c o d o n level.
1 have been in situations where the patient perbaps didn't express clearly that they

didn't want the care. But they lwked uncomfortable with a perineal exam or
catheterization that sort of thing. And because there was another caregiver available,
a woman, 1 would cal1 on them to do that and try and do a task for them. 1can't
remember any specific instances where a patient had a pruticularreason, although in
training 1 remember in obstetrics and gynecology the first patient that 1sort of went
in to do an examination on, told me to get lost. But I think that was just frustration
with being seen by so many people, being in a teaching centre. Maybe not so much
the fact that 1was male. (5,226)
Other participants expressed the importance of not only assessing the female
patients for discornfort, but also reinforced what has previously been mentioned regarding
the importance of providing the patient some choice in their c m . By doing this, once again,
the tmst issue is addressed. The following two cornrnents illustrate what the participants
believed to be important.

If 1 detect that somebody is very leery about me doing swabs, you know 1c m sense
the distancing quite easily with most people. At that point I usudly say 'Look,if
you're really uncornfortable with this, for me doing this, 1cm have someone else
come and do it'. And then it's their choice. 1think people should have a choice if
you see that they're squirming about something and they feel very uncomfortable
with you doing something. Then I'd like to give them the option because that builds
the trust again. Because you're putting it into their hands, not that you're forcing
something that they have to do. (10, 178)
if you find yourself where you feel you have a conîlict of interest or there's a conflict
where the patient is uncomfortable, give them the option if at al1 possible, of
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providing a same sex nwse. Sornetimes giving thern the option is enough. That
they'll say you know, you give me the option and on that bais 1now trust you.
Sometimes that's enough to get it done. That option is available to them and if at any
point during the procedure they get unconifortable with what you're doing then
somebody else can corne in and usually the rest looks after itself. (1 1,759)

The participants identified chat trust was important to develop between the patient
and nurse. By properly assessing the patient's comfort level and providing the patient with a
choice of care giver, the male nurse was able to strengthen the trust the patient had for the
nurse and therefore was able to perform his duties as a nurse. The participants also
expressed that sometimes the trading of assignments or providing a female alternative
depended on the task to be performed. It appears that the more personal or intimate tasks are
the ones that male nurses would mde off. As one participant expressed:
The nurse has to be flexible. You can't just be ngid and Say, 'Well this is what's
going to happen'. 1mean you have to allow for a certain arnount of adaptability I
guess. If the patient doesn'i want a certain thing done then fine, I'II have someone
else corne in and do that certain aspect. (13,149)
Another participant was more specific as to the type of intervention that may miike hirn find
a female alternative. He stated that it was during a cathetenzation and usually a vaginai

packing that he would have a female do it. T&e it out and repack it or whatever needs to be
done. (14,532)
The final section is workplace setting or situationai factors.

This component is somewhat different from the other sections discussed previously.
The reason for this is that the workplace serting or situational factors in and of themselves
are not actual strategies or interventions. But rather, they are one cationaie as to why female
patients may receive personal and intirnate care by maIe nurses. The need for particular
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nursing interventions to be accomplished in these settings and situations is understood
and therefore is justified when a maie nurse is the one performing the care.
Some of the participants discussed how the setting, patient's condition, or, context
of the situation, made the provision of personal and intimate care with fernale patients easier
to accomplish. These factors either made the provision of the care psychologically or
emotionally easier or, made it logistically easier for the nurse to complete the care. For
example, one participant suggested how the setting's routine made the provision of personal
and intimate care easier.
1guess the decision when to do certain things wiih patients that are personal and
intimate has the onus on the nurse when they're in [CU.It's easier in K U because it
was your schedule. You were the director of how things were supposed to go. It
rilmost became part of a routine. For example on nightshift, part of our routine was
to bathe dl the patients. You usually liked to do it before midnight. So we would be
giving patients baths at around eleven o'clock eleven thirty at night. Before we
would go off on our first break. So you didn't want to stray too far away from that
type of routine in order to complete dl your tasks for the rest of your night shift.
And that had to be done at that certain tirne. So to me that was easier than if the
patient was on the ward and they've gone off for a cigarette or their famjly's visiting
with them and there's a lot of intrusions and other things going on that can delny or
alter the experience with the patient. (2,394)

ïhis same participant went on to discuss how the patient's condition or factors surroundhg
the patient made it easier or more difficult for him to perform personal and intirnate c m
with his patients.
A lot of the patients that Pve looked after were unconscious so there would be no
faciai expression. There'd be no sort of body language to sort of say '1 don't Ii ke
what you're doing.' or, 'Can you wash my back?' or, 'Cm you get my bot?' or
whatever the case was there. On the ward it's quite a bit different because the
patients are quite a bit more animated. And 1think there's a lot of extnnsic factors
on the wards that contribute to what goes on. You know if the patient's family
members have corne in and they've had a fight. The wife's had a fight with the maie
patient. We had an incident this past week where a husband and wife were having
an argument and the feiiow had by-pass surgery three days prior. And he had an
anxiety attack and so on and so forth. So these types of things cm occur. Whereas 1
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guess the ICU is a bit more controlled. So that it made it easier for me to go and
do these types of things. You had your list of things to do and this is the time to do it
so let's get it done. (2,431)

Another participant discussed how certain charactenstics of the patient, or the
busyness of the area. made the provision of personai and intimate c m easier. This pmicular
participant's comments also allude to the previously discussed idea that the sexuaiity of
providing personal and intimate c m has to be considered and dedt with.
1 find intimate care easier right now in my area of surgical intensive c m . Intimate
care is much easier if it's very busy. To be honest 1 would find it easier if the female
patient was married or if the female patient was elderly. 1 find intimate care more
difficult, not physicaily diffïcult but emotiondly difftcult if the person is younger, if
the person is single, and if it's not busy. Because when you're busy you dont have
time, you don't really have time to let personal feelings get in the way. You're just
busy. You don't think of that. You get the job done and that's it. But when its more
laid back you have tirne to let your feelings kind of interfere a little bit more with
your care. Well, not interfere, but the feelings corne out more. (3. 193)

The participants also discussed how at times they just had to get the intervention done. That
is, the need to perform the c m was what was important. The following excerpt describes
how one participant handles situations requiring caring for confused patients who do not
want personal and intimate care performed,
i've had confused patients tell me to get out of the rwm and this and that. And then 1
try to calm them down and 1explain t~ them that we'll we do this to the minimum.
'We'll do yow bed bath, and the procedure that we're doing is a necessary thing that
the doctor's ordered. And that whether 1do it or another nurse does it doesn't matter
it's still going to get done'. And usuaily in those situations it's not so much the
person, it's the procedure that's happening that the patient's objecting to. (13,363)
Another participant described how it was important for the procedure to be accomplished
and that unfortunateIy there are times and situations where it is more important to perfonn
the procedure rather than wony about the patient's permission or comfort level.

1 mean, sometimes you have to intrude. Whether they like it or not. You try to be
compassionate. You try and get their permission. 1don't think intnrding on
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somebody who doesn't want to be intruded upon is okay in any respect. But
sometimes you just have to do it. And 1mean you just try and make a point of
making sure that it's okay with the patient prior to you doing anything. Whether it is
personal or intirnate care. Thattshow 1deaI with it. And if they're not cornfortable
with it you deai with that when it cornes out. But, intmding on someone's privacy i
personally don't have any problems with that. (3,717)

Another participant described a situation that illustrates how sometirnes pharmaceutical
intervention is the only alternative to be able to provide the necessary personal and intimate
care.
i've had ngitated patients upstairs in the intensive care who you do use sedating
dmgs. They're agitated about them king touched in a certain place or something
like that. When you're wiping them up or whatever. It's part of their general thing
and if it's a closed head injury you use sedation. And so in that sense it's part of a
more general uying to relax things. But that is something that 1guess could be
viewed as a technique. (4,6û4)

Perhaps the most frequently expressed aspect relating to situational considerations
when providing personal and intimate care with female patients was when there was not
enough tirne or staff to be able to provide a female alternative. It was during these times that
the participants acknowledged the patients' feelings, but the necessity of the intervention
had to take pnonty over the patient's feelings. As one participant expressed when
discussing finding a female alternative:
It's not always possible. Like for exmple when there's a trauma and you're in
emergency and we've got three people and a possible spinai situation. 1mean there's
nobody else and we're doing the intimate care. Like it or not thatts going to be done
because we have to do it. if you can't give them the option to have sornething
different, you try and preserve their modesty whenever possible. You know, iike
giving them a towel to cover up when you're checking something. You try and
maintain their modesty as much as psibIe. Kind of recognizing that for them this
is something that's happening even though it's not anything like that for you. (4,529)
Another participant discussed how at times the male nurse has to be assertive in his need to
provide the necessary personal and intimate care. When asked what types of strategies or
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interventions he had used in the past his response wax
Sometimes just king very firm and business like with situations. Again it comes
down to kind of the necessity of the situation. 1mean we had a lady that came into
the hospital. She had been stabbed several times antenorly with a paring knife. And
we were womed about hem0 and pneumothoraxes. And because of the time
constraints or patient load you just go in there. And you're very busy. And this
person is extremely agitated which is not hard to imagine, you know, king
assaulted by your boyfriend, king stabbed. She was under the influence as well and
extremely agitated. And you end up just k i n g very business like saying Tm going
to do this. i'm going to be Iistening to your chest here. I'm going to be taking a look
at the wounds on your front here to see what's happening with them'. And you just
don't even give them the option because that wouldn't be in their best interest. And
well, it might even be in their best interest, but there are constraints that don't alIow
you to do that. So again, there's constraints on you that make you have to approach
things differentlythan you would in an ideal world, where you ultimately respect
every little feeling a person has. ( 4 , W )
The data analysis provided the strategies and interventions used by the participants
when providinp personal and intimate care with female patients. The analysis also identified
the consequences resulting from not attending to the patient's feelings of discodort when

receiving personai and intimate c m by a male nurse.

The participants were asked how they knew if their female patients were
uncomfortable with the care that was king provided. The responses fell into two main
categones, verbal and non-verbal behaviours or responses.
Participants indicated how the verbal cues or behaviours expressed by the patients
could be overt and easily interpreted. As one participant stated: "Verbally they could
make cornrnents like 'Oh, I've never had a man do anything like this', and then you know
that they're kind of a little bit uncornfortable" (4,503). Alternatively, the verbal cues may
be subtle, as one participant expressed how sometirnes patients may say: "Do most male

nurses do this?" (1,245).
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One participant, however, did acknowledge how difficult it is to assess something as
subjective as a patient's level of comfort by stating that:
Ultimately 1 don't know. Unless they come right out and tell me, Tm uncornfortable
with whac you're doing'. 1rnean interpreting body language you know, nervousness
or that kind of thing. 1mean that's rny subjective reality so ultirnately unless they
corne out and say it, then 1dont know. (3,731)
Verbal cues or behaviours appeared to make the assessment regarding patient comfort
easier. However, it was not as prevdent an assessment tool as was the observation of the
patient's non-verbal behaviours.
Many of the participants discussed how the patient "looked uncomfortable" when
it came to identifying non-verbal behaviours exhibited by the female patients when

personal and intimate care was k i n g provided. As one participant stated: "1 rnean,
sometirnes you would assume that they are uncomfortable just because of the way they
are reacting" (3,736).
There was no singular non-verbal behaviour, reaction or response that could
undeniably inform the nurse that the patient was uncomfortable with the care k i n g

provided. What was consistent throughout the interviews was the idea that the patients had a
certain "look"about them that the participants were able to assess as discomfon. Som of
the comments related to "the look" expressed by the participants are as follows:
if they have that 'look' on them. (7,542)

Look at the expression on their faces. Where there's l e s time - look at the facial
expressions. (8,396)
And you cm see it. 1can see it in their eyes and just the expression on their face.
(IO, 612)
It's the physical presentation. And when you work with people as much as you do as
a nurse you get there pretty fast. (11,683)

Thece's the typical facial expression. 1look at the face and try to figure out what the
patient's thinking. (13,425)
The male nurse, very often assessed this look, intuitively. As one participant cornrnented:
"Look at the expression of their faces. You cm tell imrnediately from people's responses
whether or not this is something they feel comfortable with" (8,371). While another
participant stated: "You have to read the person. They way they look at yod' (12,414).
This intuitive understanding of the comfort level of the patient experiencing the
provision of personal and intimate care by a male nurse is based on the assessrnent of the
non-verbal behaviours and responses of the patients. The behaviours or responses that the
participants perceived as being an indication of patient discornfort with the care being
provided have been categorized as facial cues, emotionaVpsychological cues, withdmwing

cues, and protective motions cues. Table 1 lists the behaviours or responses that reveal the
discornfort experienced by the participant's female patients.
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The comfort of the patient is of utrnost importance to nursing and nurses
regardless of the type of care being provided to patients. The consequences of not
attending to the female patient's comfort results in psychological, emotional and physicd
manifestations that ultimately can affect the nurse-patient relationship. If the care
received creates or results in an ernotional, psychological or physical discomfort, then it is
of paramount importance to identify the source of the discomfort and take measures to
either alleviate the discomfort or to prevent its occurrence in the first place.
This section of the analysis presented the behaviourai strategies or interventions
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used by male nurses when providing personal and intimate care with female patients.
The components of maintaining privacy, trading assignments or providing fernale
alternatives and workplace setting or situational factors were presented. Consequences of
not attending to the femaie patient's feelings of discomfort during the provision of personal
and intimate care were also presented.
This completes the analysis of the nursing interventions or strategies used by male
nurses when providing persona! and intimate care with female patients. In this section the
participants identified communication, cognitive, emotive and behavioral strategies or
interventions ris important tools in the provision of persona1 and intimate care with Temale
patients. Also identified were the consequences of not attending to female patients'
discomfort when receiving personal and intimate care with a male nurse. The next section
of the analysis discusses factors dealing with societal considerations and expectations
relating to the provision of personal and intimate c m .

Societal Forces Reiating to the Provisionof Personal and Intirnate C m
in this section 1 present factors addressing societai considerations and expectations

regarding the provision of personai and intimate care by male nurses. This section is divided
into three sections. The first section highIights participants' societal beliefs surrounding the
provision of persona1 and intimate care to female patients. The second section addresses
societal considerations influencingmale nurses in this regard. The impact of nursing
education on the provision of personal and intirnate care is reviewed in the final section.

Societal beliefs, values, mores and expectations influence how one acts and or
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responds to social "rules". Because males in generd are not genemlly seen to be the
caregivers in society, male nurses rnight be perceived by some people wirhin society as
bending or breaking the rules of role expectations, Pmicipants were asked if there was an
issue or concern with male nurses providing personal and intirnate care with femde
patients. The participants themselves had no substantial issues or concems with the
provision of personal and intimate c m ivith Fernale patients as evidenced by the following
excerpts:
1 don't think there's much of a concern. Occasionaliy rve had a patient that will
display behaviours thac teII you that the fernale patient's uncornfortable with c m . In
which case 1 would have a femaie colleague take over or be present, But it's usually
a non-issue. Zn al1 the years in intensive c m that rmly happened. Very rarely was
there a situation where there was a probtem. (5,83)
1 haven't encountered anything Iike that. Sve been receptive 1 think to patient
concerns and their wishes. But on the other hmd l've never felt out of place doing
things with femaie patients. 1dways think I've been a professional, and I've never
heard contrary to that. Just on my experience 1 don? think it's a big issue. (6,83)
1 think it's acceptable. 1don't have a problem with it. I think it's a valuable time and
opportunity For you to share with patients that maies cm look after femaies and
provide a good example of it. And make it less of an issue for people. Just by doing
it you know,jus&by king the best you cm. Try and set an exampte for them to be
left with the thought '1had rnde nurse which hasn't happened to me and 1redly
enjoyed it.' You know,to leave a good impression. (7,390)

Because society in general can influence our thinking, values and behaviours there is
always the possibility that someone may not agree with the participants' perception that

there is no substantial concem with male nurses providing personal and intimate care with
femde patients. One participant idenrified ihat not oniy should it be a concern. but the issue

of pnvacy is of imponance regardless of the gender of the c m giver.
It should be a concem because when you're in the hospital you're sick, Your privacy

is in the han& of other people. So yes it is a concem because your privacy is
enmached upon. Yes it should ûe a concern because basically you're invading
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someone's privacy whether ifs a male or female patient. It should be looked at
because it's part of nursing c m and it affects people's lives. 1 mean, they are in a
hospital, you invade their privacy and it should be a concem. (3, 106)
Sornetimes it was not the patients who had an issue or concem with a male
providing them with personal and intimate care but rather, a family member expressed the
concern.

I know that in some cases there are some patients who are on the receiving end of
that c m who have concems about it. In my experience it's been predominantly the
family who have concems about it. But 1do believe those concems can be
effectivcly addressed. (1,71)
This same participant described a situation when he was a student caring for a young
woman during his obstetrical clinical rotation.
1 would have to go back to the same incident with the young unwed mother when 1
was a student. 1believe that her mother initiaily had some trepidation about my
performing that kind of intimate physicai c m . But 1 went ahead in a business like

and comptent way and then at the same time was able to deal with some of the
psychological and psychosocial issues with this patient. The response that 1got
aftenvards and the feedback 1got was extremely positive from the patient, but
particularly from the family member. (1, 161)
Another participant stated that it was not so much the fact that he was male that the patient
had a concem with him providing personal and intimate c m . Sometimes not ail patients
and nurses like each other.
And it's al1 part of intimate c m . Personal care, 1 mean, because they're femaie.
Sometimes you just don't get dong with the patient. They don't like you for
.whateverreason. It's never been an issue whether they're male or female. It's just
sometimes you and the patients just don't get dong for whatever reason. They don?
Iike the look of you. They don't like your voice or whatever reason. They don't like
the care that you're giving hem for whatever reason. (3,498)
One participant acknowledged that some femde patients have a concern with maie
nurses providing personal and intimate c m and feel uncornfortable having a mde nurse
care for them. However, the same participant also identified that some female patients
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prefer having a male nurse.
Some patients feel uncornfortable having male nurses because they're just not used
to the idea of having a male in that mle. 1think that's changing. 1 found through my

experience that a lot of female patients after they've had a mde nurse, would rather
have another male nurse look after them. 1don't know why that is, but, it's been rny
experience thar the one's who have previously had male nurses don? have a problem
with it afterwards. (13,52)
Although the participant indicated that some femde patients prefer king cared for by male
nurses, he stated thnt he did not know the reason for this preference. The following excerpts
may provide o possible ex planation for this preference.
We're new into ie so Ithink we stiIl have to prove ourselves. We're still sort of
walking on thin ice. So we sort of have to tread softly and do everything a little bit
more with kid gloves. And because they expect men to be so rugged and rough and
man handle everything, we try to be a little bit more gentle 1guess. Plus 1think men
have a better sense of humor (laughs). (13,223)
I've heard from a vasr arnount of patients thar males tend to give more
compassionate c m . Caring c m , sort of thing. Whereas the fernales have a tendency
to make it a routine or something like that. But in my sense, 1 have no probtems with
it. 1 guess i t's more my personality. i'm a citnng person. I don't care if you're black,
white, male or female. if you need heIp, if there's any way that [ am able to help, i'll
do it, within my bro. scope of practice. (9, 175)
1mean from the feedback I've gotten h m female patients, and not belittling my

femaie counterparts, but for the most part i've heard of a lot of femdes after they've
had a male nurse, Say that they prefer the mde nurses to the fernides. Where they
find the men sometimes seem a littie bit more patient and caring and tender than the
fernales. That the femdes tend to be a little bit rough on the handling. (12,213)
The participants were asked what their thoughts were about mde nurses working in
areas specificdly requiring the provision of personal and intimate care with fernale patients,

for exarnple, in labour and delivery. A previousty quoted participant mswered this way:
I've never had any problem when 1did a rotation in there. 1think guys can do just as
good as women given the chance and miiking sure the client is comfortabk with it.
Never reaily thought of it. 1think that the guys cm do just as good if not better.
From w hat 1heard from the women, that ï've talked to in regards to male care. They
sense that there is a littie bit more caring, sensitivity. Males were a littie bit more
sensitive when it came d o m to caring. (9,228)

While another participant responded it this way:
In a setting like obstetrics and gynecology 1don't think that there should be a
specific restriction. 1think for the most part my experiences have ken, that, fernale
patients in those areas just wwt good care. Going back to training 1actually can't
remember one of the specific instances. I've had fernales express that they prefer
male care over female care. For some reason maies are more cornpassionate. There
was some sort of a comment like that. We had a different perspective. Maybe we
didn't have the same types of symptums and the s m e anatorny. Maybe that was a
reason that they felt that males actuaily provided a different type of care. Comments
like that of course rnake you feet good about giving care to female patients (5,258)

One participant suggested that, in general, the public is becoming more accustomed to king
cared for by male nurses. However, the participant went on to suggest that it depends on
what point in the labour and delivery experience that a male nurse cares for a female patient,
that will determine if there is a concern expressed or not.
1 think the public is getting more and more use to the idea that there are male nurses
and they will be ciring for Fernale patients. 1think the one exception rnight be 1

know that sorne wornen have refused to have male nurses involved in the early part
of their L&D admissions. But once they get advanced into labour and there's X
number of residents exainining them then it becomes a non-issue. 1think there's
k e n a long sociai understanding that women c q e for men in a hospital setting as
nurses. Having said that, there are still some men that rire uncornfortable with
women doing certain procedures on them. But until the last few years when maie
nurses have actually entered into the hospital situation, there often wasn't a choice.
So they didn't rnake an issue of it because they redized that I'm going to have this
procedure done, the chances are about 99% that rrn going to have it done by a
female. In some hospitals only mate orderlies will perform catheterizations or
certain procedures on men but 1 think that that's probably an exception now and
unusual. (1 1,100)
Although the participants believed that it was acceptable and appropriate that male
nurses be able to work in any area of nursing, one of the participants acknowledged ttiat for
he himself, the labour and delivery area would not be an area that he would chwse.
1think it's okay for maies to be there. Often a woman in that situation is in need and
they dont care who it is. rve heard îhat so many b e s b m different people. For me
1don't think it's the most appropriate place to be. But then again 1don't have an
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interest in that area personally and 1 missed that rotation because of the nursing
strike six years ago. 1never got that rotation, obsteîrics and gynecology. 1 think there
probably would be more appropriate places for males to be and we'd leave that one
for the females. That's my opinion. (7,394)

AH of the participants believed that there was no reason for male nurses to not
provide personal and intimate care with female patients. They did, however, acknowledge
that there was rt possibility that the provision of personal and intimate care could become a
concern or issue for some patients and their families.
Societal Considerations Influencing Male Nurses Provision of Personal and Intimate
Care With Female Patients

In this section 1 present societal considerations that influence male nurses when
providing care with fernaie patients. Areas addressed include stereotyping; legalities; and;
culture, upbringing and religion.
1 dont think it should really be a concem because here is somebody that needs care,

and this is your assignment at work and these are your duties and your tasks ihat
need to be done. And 1think a lot of people when they're in that sick role, it
becomes a different modality. When you look at who's caring for me, does it really
rnatter? 1 rnean now that there are so many male and female doctors and more males
coming into nursing 1 think that it's changing. People's attitudes are changing
towards who cares for you. They don't make as big a deal about it. (10,93)

I have not experienced any negative reactions towards it. It's the nineties. Times are
changing. People have to realize as women are getting into men's areas of work it's
vice versa where men are starting to explore some of the areas that were
traditionally women's jobs. (12,53)
The above two excerpts provide some insight as to why male nurses believe there is
little concem if they provide personal and intimate care with female patients. Although
tirnes are changing, the reaiity of the situation is that for the most part rnaies entenng
nursing are stilI going against the traditional societal expectation of who perfoms what rote.

Because that's something that when somebody asks you why are you going into
nursing. Like 1was a truck driver before this, part tirne, and you tell them, a truck
driver, that you're going into nursing. 1mean look at the huge chasm you're crossing
there, frorn this rough tough image to king a nurse and doing these intimate things.
1 think that was part of it, is that 1had to get over that, get out of this male stereotype
and get into aimost a neutral role of k i n g a c m giver. Like 1never thought about it
that way but it's kind of become that where you're a care giver and yes you are male,
but that doesn't mean you can't perform these things and do it professiondly and
caringly to whoever it is. (IO, 51 1)
In this section 1present data that demonstrate how societal stereotypes of traditional
roles and expectations influence a male nurse when providing personal and intimate care
with female patients. As previously mentioned males in nursing are to sorne extent still
considered 3 novelty. Previously quoted participants indicated that males are "new" to
nursing and people are just not used to the idea of a male nurse. One stereotypical societal
belief is that for a man to enter nursing he must be hornosexual. As one participant
commented,
And especially in the context of heaith c m , but also building from a background of
North American society ruid what the expectations are. I think that frequently in rny
erirly practice people were more suspicious or more questioning of mde nurses'
sexunlity and what was going on. There was kind of anything from the fact well you
could be hornosexual or you could be totally safe with a female patient because
obviously you were gay. Whereas male patients weren't quite too sure what to make
of you. And femaIe nurses weren't quite too sure what to make of you. So 1 hink
there's that whole specwm of trying to understand. (8,748)

Another participant, when asked if there should be a concem by male or femde patients in
being cared for by a male nurse expressed it ihis way.
For myseif it's not a concem. 1can't say it shouldn't be a concem for someone if it is.
From my perspective it shoulddt matter to me if it's a male or female taking care of
me. 1 think I'rn more open to it. rve had a lot of exposure working with people. It's
not a big deal to have femaies or maies look after you. At work here 1 was working
with males and fernales. Whereas a lot of my friends are in construction or whatever
and 1think it would be harder for them. 1think they would have dificuity with a
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male looking after them, just the macho image kind of thing. And they're not
used to even deaiing with any of these issues. When 1tak about this mate-fernale
thing, it doesn't have to do with interacting it has to do with when there's a bath and
al1 that sort of sniff. The other stuff, interaction and that, doesn't matter so much.
But when it has to do with the physical body 1think that the macho image they
would have a hard time with that. (7, 121)
If the male entenng nursing is not hornosexual then the "altemate" societai
expectation is that whenever maies work with femaies, an environment is created which is
conducive to flirting. The sarne participant went on to Say:
You can't come from a Western Society where men and women's interactions cm be
quite stereotyped in terms of like you know, men are on the rnake and women are
flirting and that kind of stuff. But obviously as men working in a profession which
is mainly women, you can't work in a day to day environment with the dynamics
where you're working with women and people are flirting with each other and men
are making a corne on with people. 1 mean obviously it has to be a level pIaying
field where everybody understands why you're there and what you're doing and what
the job is. And 1 think a lot of those things dont get soned out sometimes before
people start work. And those can be issues which then can cause problems for some
people in terrns of their work dyarnics. And they can also cause problems with
patient dynarnics and c m dynamics if they don? feel cornfortable with where they
are at work and their relationships with women and with themselves and then have
to go and give intimate care to the opposite sex. Even for women it's n big problem.
(5,759)

The participants were asked if there was less of an issue or concern, when female
nurses provided personai and intimate care with male patients. Some of their responses
are ris follows:
Yes, 1do believe that, because it's k e n the standard. 1mean for as long as anyone
can rernernber there's always been femaie nurses. That's just the way it's ken. 1
mean you go into a hospitai, you have a female nurse there. That's who's going to
take care of you. (13,64)
tt's an area that males are moving into and they havent traditionally k e n in that
area. Whenever you move into a new area it's kind of suspicious. It's the saine as
when females rnove into an area that's been a male domain like engineering or
anything or a sports reporter or something. (14'83)
The following excerpts reinforce the above statements while providinp a possible
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explmation for these stereotypicai considerations.
1 think women, especially the older women, are more conservative and it's an

expectation that they wouldn't have a male nurse. That's just from my experience
what I've noticed. Because several patients have corne up to me and said, "Oh my, a
male nurse. This has never happened to me and 1didn't even h o w it existed." and
that sort of thing. People don't know out there. Just like 1didn't know when 1 went
into nursing. (7, 104)
1think men frequently haven't k e n involved with giving physical care to people
perioci. Whereas women, young women frequently have been involved in giving
child-care such as babysitting, so they're sometimes more used to giving physical
care to people. (8,3 13)

North Arnerican society still has expectations as to what are considered appropriate
gender roles. Because of this, the participants also had to contend with their king
considered something other than a nurse. Males working in the health care system have
traditionally been seen in the roles of porters and orderlies or doctors. It is only when we
identify ourselves as nurses that the patients realize that the male in front of hem may not
be in the role that they expected. The following two excerpts illustrate the roles that the

participants have been identified with.
To this day 1 still get a lot of people who think I'm the orderly. And then when 1tell
them I'm the nurse it's like disbelief. Like "Yeh, but you're a guy. You can't be the
nurse, you're supposed to be the orderly". I say, "No, no, I'm the nurse". And "Oh,
okay, well then let me taik to yod' (12,581).
1think a lot of patients equate male nurses rightly or wrongly with doctors and see

them in the same light. And the procedures that are pecfonned by doctors and by
male nurses are seen in the same way, as appropriate and rnedicdly necessary and
professional in nature. We sort of basically ride the coattails of that profession 1
think sometimes. Not intentiondly, 1rnean it's done in the patient's mind. We don'i
present or hold ourselves up as king physicians when we do things but I think in
the perception of a female patient it's like 'Okay, well my gynecologist is a male so
this nurse is a male, what's the big deal'. (11,379)
Some of the participants believed that there was occasionally a double standard with
how they were treated differentiy by patients because of their role as a nurse. Because males
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are not expected to be in a pacticular role, the participants felt that they had to prove
themselves with the patient before the patient would accept them in the role as nurse.
Femde nurses dont have to prove themselves. They go in, they do the job and it's
expected of them. Maie nurses have to prove that they have that same ability to
perfom the job. 1had a patient recently - she came in about a month and a half ago.
She'd never had a male nurse before and there was a lot of ribbing and she was a
very sarcastic individual and we hit it off. 1 mean it took a couple days before she
was comfortable with me looking after her but we had a very good relationship. It
just sort of progressed from there. (13,133)
Another form of the double standard is when patients equate the participant with
physicians. That is, if the physician can do this, then it is ail right if a male nurse does the
same procedure.

There is a double standard 1 believe. 1think that men have understood for a long
time that women are nurses so some of the care that is delivered to them would be
from women, in terms of king catheterized, or washed or in any respect. 1think that
women wi Il Say, "Weil you're a male nurse, that's sort of li ke a doctor and I've gone
to my gynecologist." So a lot of them equate it as king appropriate if they connect
you somehow with the medical profession. But 1 think there are some women that
are somewhat surprised and perhaps a little bit uncomfortable with it. Especially
when you're just getting to know a patient. (11,80)
Some of the pdcipants suggested that mde nurses wony about providing personai
and intimate c m with female patients. One of the reasons for this may be explained by the
belief that males are typicaily the aggressors in today's society. The following excerpts
illustrate how males have k e n stereotyped as the aggressors in society pruticulrirly in the
media.
Maybe it's a stereotype but typically the maie is the aggressor. if anything happens
it's easier for the female nurse to Say this is just a horny old man coming on to me, 1
didn't do anything. Whereas if a guy was ever accused of something, 1think an
institution would take the accusations much more seriously. Maybe I'm incorrect in
that but that's a perspective that you get. Just from reading the news from media. If a
male's accused of sexual impropriety it's taken much more seriously 1think initially
than if a femaie is. (4,229)
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Patients that have never had a male nurse before don't know what to expect.
Maybe a little bit of fear. Because, well it doesn't help them, what you've been
seeing on TV. i'm pretty sure some of the older patients think, "Oh, my God i'm
going to be molested or something temble is going to happen to me". And 1don't
know whether or not that's unfounded because there's a lot of realiy sick individuais
out there and TV does play a large part in the way we think. (13,520)

The above statements suggest that there is a societal belief that male nurses may
allow their aggressive tendencies to carry over into the care they provide for their female
patients. Because of this, male nurses are aware of the need to be cautious when providing
personal and intimate care with femaie patients. This need for caution may be due to
society's perception as to what is appropriate or it may be due to the nurse's own perception
of what may be construed as appropriate. One participant identified that it was not

necessarily a public issue, but the provision of personal and intimate c m should be an
individual issue for the nurses themselves.
1 don't know if it's a public issue. But 1 think it should be an issue with every

individual who's providing the care. You have to be aware of your own limitations.
You have to be very aware of yourself and of course you have to be ethicai. So there
is an issue, but more than that, it's dealing with intimacy and so that always requires
reflection on your own motivations. (14,55)

Maie nurses believe that they need to be cautious because of the potentid for king
accused of impropriety. Many of the participants expressed concern that this could indeed
happen to them because of the nature of the work that nurses do, particularly during the
provision of personal and intimate care with femaie patients. Since society assigns males
with the characteristic of aggressor, a number of the participants identified concerns that

they had when providing personal and intimate care with femaie patients. Some of the
concerns expressed by the participants were the inability to provide privacy while ensuring
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that they themselves are protected from inappropriate accusations and the need to be
wary when providing personal and intimate c m with younger patients. The following

excerpts present some of the concems expressed by the participants regarding this issue.
1think male nurses in this day and age feel a little more wary or pehaps

uncornfortable from a medicai legal standpoint in terms of younger female
patients. 1 guess with some male patients in certain cases because of the news
media, books, things that are out about sexual abuse and the types of things that
are going on in the cornrnunity and xound the world in terms of intimacy and the
respect of others. (2,64)
1 think it should be a concem. I have friends who are teachers and they leave their

doors open to their classrooms every time there's somebody in, opposite and even
the same sex, just to protect thernselves. And t h ' s something that you cannot do as
a nurse. 1 mean in terms of privacy issues, you can't have a person undress or
unclothe in front of you and maintain a way for other people to observe what you're
doing. Just doesn't work. So 1think that's kind of a significant issue in terms of
things. It's to protect yourself. Because you never know when accusations will
happen. And it sounds bad, but i've seen very good people get screwed around by
accusations that are false. Regardess of whether or not the fact that matters that this
patient is a psychiatric patient. 1worked in psychiatry one time. A girl told another
guy that 'if you do anything 111say îhat you were trying to hurt me or whatever'.
And so you have to be careful of things like that. There are psychiatric patients in
the general hospital that will do things to get back at you. They're borderline
personalities. They don? like you. So you have to be careful to protect yourself
because it's your livelihood. You have a good life ahead of you, looking forward to
things and it can al1 be jeopardized by somebody rnaking accusations. Regardless of
whether it's true or not. 1mean you do things to make sure that if there's something
going on, you don't lose everything that you've worked hard to accomplish. (4,83)
I know it's happened within the facility that 1work at, is that the odd person, the odd
male 1think in most cases the orderlies, but in some cases male nurses, have found
themselves in situations where it's k e n suggested that they've done something
improper during intimate care. Which is devastating for anyone. 1mean the simple
allegation, hospitds king smaii toms that they are, soon are everywhere. And so 1
think that you have to be very mindful of that. And 1dont know that there's much
you can do about that. The patient says that you have done such in an improper
manner and you're the only person in there. 1think that you can run into some
problems. I've been fortunate that way 1guess in that 1haven't encountered that. (11.
88 1)
One of the participants expressed h t not ody male nurses, but aiso female nurses, should
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be just as concemed with possible charges of impropriety. The participant also
suggested possible reasons that charges of impropriety may occur.
To me it sort of reels back to the sexuality of king in hospital and being exposed.
There is hype in the news media, in terms of sexuality and people king abused or
misused or what have you. There's a current thing in Nova Scotia where a female
nurse is king charged with sexually assaulting a 16 year-old male patient. So,
there seems to be a lot of this type of business in the media in the forefront nght
now. 1 think for people that don't have that type of direction towards patients or
people or in their persona1 lives, 1 think that it rnakes us a little bit nervous that
this could happen. Somebody could come out and Say something to you. The
public is free to do those types of things. My experience with patient
representatives in hospitals and some of the complainis that come back to us in
terms of nursing care, it can reaily sort of askew your perception of what the
situations were when these patients were in hospital. Some of them are, they've
come out of anaesthetics, they've received andgesics, they have hallucinations, or
they becorne sleep deprived so their whole perception changes. So in a personal
situation, if you're giving perineal care to somebody that can be rnisconstrued by
the public. 1think with al1 the business that's going on in the forefront this is a
reason of concem for both male and female nurses at this point. (2, 87)
Male nurses (and as the above quote demonstrates, fernale nurses also) need to
concem themselves with the possibility that in the pmess of providing personal and
intirnate care (or any kind of care for that matter) with their female patients, they may be
perceived and accused of inappropriate behaviour. Another aspect of providing personal and
intimate care with female patients is that the male nurse may feel uncomfortable in
providing the care stnctly because of the potential for accusations to occur. One participant
descnbed a situation he ran in to when taking a course.
When 1 was taking the nurse clinician program, part of our rotation was to go on a
consulting visit with consulting physicians and basicaily be like the intern or the
resident that that was on for that service. 1spent a week with endocrine and on my
very first day there was a young fernale patient îhat had multitude of non-specific
complaints. She had problems with her breasts lactating, hernorrtioids and al1 this
son of business. Because of the intense training we had with the medicai students
we knew to take a systematic approach and we're suppsed to go in there and
practice al1 of our head-to-toe physical assessrnent skills. So 1examined her fully
but 1felt extremely uncomfortable. It got to a point where 1felt that this could
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present some problems or trouble for me, if this female patient suddenly
decided 1 was undressing her too far or whatever. But it turned out that everything
was fine and that it was my own perception. She was basically there to have a
physicd exarn and have hercomplaints met with. But 1felt very uncornfortable at
that time because 1was in a room alone with a female patient and 1 felt that 1should
have had somebody else there with me while 1was exmining the patient. (2, 181)

Because of the above concems many participants bring a chaperone into the m m with
them when performing certain aspects of care.
The ones I'rn usually careful with are anybody who has had a past psychiatric
history or something like that. I'm very leery of them. 1 always make sure
somebody else goes into the room with me. If they have a psychiatric history, if
they have a drug abuse history or something like that and they're unstable 1 dways
get this uneasy feeling that you're prone to accusations or something. That's the
only fear I've ever had. I've dealt with patients like that and I've always covered
myself by going in with another female just to be on the safe side, to protect
myself legally. 1 guess you don't really have to, but it's just something from my
own personality that because of their background and the nature of the person,
they set me sort of uneasy, 1 don't trust them. And you don? know what they're
going to pull next. So it's aIways, I try to cover myself. Like you walk in there and
you don't know if the gun is loaded or not. So it's better to be safe than sony. (12,
24 1)
There have been a few procedures that 1 have been required to do as a nurse and just
from my own safety, not the patient's, I've had a female staff member come in while
I've done the procedure. When 1 first started out there was a vaginal suppository we
had to do. And just to cover myself there was another Cemde nurse that carne in, just
to keep it above board and that there was nothing funny that went on. 1came in, 1
perfomed the duty that 1 was assigned to do which was insert the medication and
that was it. And 1did that more to cover myself than for the patient. 1guess it was
good for the patient too 1 mean, she saw that there was someone else in the room,
but I was thinking more for myself, that 1didn't want any things happening. Well 1
wouldn't want anyone to think that I'm abusing the patients sexuaily or anything
dong that line. 1 think there is situations where we do have to worry about that. 1
would rather cover myself legally and not have to worry about the headache
aftenvards. 1 should've done this. This way 1cover myself going into it. Someone
there of the same gen&r, she knows that everything was above the board, then I'm
covered. (13, 180)
There've k e n times when the attitude of the girl or the woman made it feel to me
that this was not a thing 1should be doing without having another femaie in the
room. And i've aiways got another femaie to sort of be there when 1perfomed it or
have her help me perfonn the procedure. There are times when the people's attitude
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seemed to be that Tm not sure that you should be doing this to me'. And 1have
run across people who have histones of suing people and rvve taken a lot care with
those types. 1can't mention any nmes but there are people in this city that do come
to my particular hospitd who have a long history of suing anybody that looks at
them the wrong way. it shouldn't be necessary that 1have to feel that way. 1mean
i'm there to do what's needed. It's just that some people just don't seem to understand
that. (15,182)

One of the concems also expressed was not so much the need to have a chaperone
but rathcr the logistic ability to have a chaperone present when needed. One piuticipant
suggested that physicians have chaperones present when required but nurses do not have
that abiIity due to resaurces.

The only problem is doctors usually with their one on one c m often have îhe
advantage of king able to ask for an assistant. And they come in for a few minutes
and have the time and the resources to ask an assistant to come in and be with hem
when they're pmviding intimate cm. Whereas nurses dun't have that resource, (4,
215)

Anorher participant suggested the idea of individualizing h e need for a chaperone but
commented on the need for caution as to who should be allowed to decide if a chaperone is
needed.
Well 1guess one aspect would be is it physicaily possible to have a chaperone in
there carte blanche every time you're in there with a fernale patient. 1think probably
what needs to be done is to be individudized on specific patients based on your
assessment. That's not to Say that there aren't people or male nurses in the health
care field that are sexually deviant and derive pleasure or are doing things that they
shoulddt be doing. So if Ieft up to them to decide whether there was a chapenine or
not then they could basicdly cal1 it any way they wmt type of thing. So for my own
self. not king sexually deviant of course, 1would be cornfortable making that sort
of judgement cal1 at the time. But what to do in a gened practice 1don't laiuw. 1s it
manpower feasible in terms of can you provide someboôy that would do that in
addition to their job. Or whois going to do it? (2,633)
A previously quoied participant expressed that he was aware of male nurses who

had been accused of improper behaviour. Even though he was aware of this happening he
himself did not believe that it was important for him to be concemed about this psibility.

Me, for the nurse - their professional role, and for the patient - their role as a patient.
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Culture can influence the provision of personal and intimate care by a male nurse as
evidenced by the following excerpt.
Nuning has been traditionaüy dominated by femdes. And men, because there was
no choice have just gone dong with it and they rnay not Say as much as a fernale
would. For whatever reason. 1have had a couple of instances where i've seen that
males, especially when it's culturai differences, that they have asked a male to do
certain things or the doctor to do certain things with the c m that needed to be done.
But 1don't see it quite as often as 1think it would be the other way around with
males to fernales. (10,80)
The participants were asked what characteristics of the patient could make it more

or less difficult to provide personal and intirnate care. One of the participants responded:
What crin make it difficult 1think would be the cultural differences that you rnight
encounter. in Winnipeg it's such a melting pot that we do see irom A to 2.So that
can corne into play sometimes. 1worked with a lot of aboriginal people in Ontario
through an interpreter. The words that 1picked up in the language that we would try
to communicate was one of the things that rnight be a little difficult. (6, 166)
The above participant identified not only culture as king a factor that influences
how care,isprovided but also the fact that language itself can be a banrier and cm infiuence
how care is provided. if one includes cultural differences and the inability to appropriately
express oneself (nurse to patient or patient to nurse) then it is no wonder that the provision
of personal and intimate c m cm be affected. It is not just foreign languages that cm create
difficulties. Another participant expressed how it is important to be able to communicate on
the same Ievel as the patient. That is, sometimes the way one is brought up dictates how he
or she communicates.
Language is a big one. Language. 1find not so much with the women. A lot with the
men that you sort of have to listen to them very carefully when they're spedcing to
you to how do you put it, 1guess like it's a radar sense to pick up what type of
person they are. And there's some you can talk to on an intellectual Ievel and there's
some that you just use good old street language and you know that's what they iike.
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if you walk in with this professional attitude and everything's respectable, some
people take offence to that. They like to be treated like a friend off the Street and
they don? like k i n g treated like they're sick, some people. Theyll take their
treatments but in the meantime it's like 'Don't treat me like I'm an invaiid or
something'. (12, 198)

As the above participant explained, it is not only with female patients that language plays a
factor in the provision of personal and intimate care.
The participants also expressed that the patient's own upbringing can influence how
they perceive the care that is king provided to them. As one participant expressed:
Not every patient is going to think the same. Everyone has different upbrinang,
different views on sexudity, different views on intirnacy and care. And where that
changes you know. if one patient thinks ihat doing rectal swabs is too intimate for
them or that a male would be doing this that they dont want to expose themselves in
that way. 1 mean where does that corne from?It's sornething that they've been
brought up with or learned at some point that they're uncornfortable with that
happening, for whatever reason. Where someone else, again, will have a different
upbringing and think nothing of it. But to say why they think that, 1don't know. You
just have to ded with each case individually. And that's kind of what 1Iike to do is
try and deal on an individuai basis. And in three years of nursing I've had actually
very few patients that have refused care, very few, 1think maybe two or three. (10,
238)
Another participant expressed that it does not have to be the patient's upbnnging but
rather the nurse's upbringing that cm influence the provision of personal and intimate care
with a patient. In the following excerpt the participant's comment was in response to the
question of whether or not there should be a concem with male nurses providing personai
and intimate c m with femaie patients.
There could be concerns depending on your background if you've abused people
in the past or whatever. You just have to look out that way. Other wise 1 don't
think there's a more of a concem for mates than females. 1was going to Say,
unless someone's brought up really conservatively as a male and brought up in a
certain way that they would have a very hard time with females. But 1 realized 1
came from that background and it wasneta problem to adjust. Having to do with a
naked woman and taking care of her and that sort of thing. 1guess someone who
grew up in a conservative background, you know it kind of shocked me at fmt but
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it was no problem, 1adjusted very quickly. So 1dont really have any

inhibitions about,it. Unless the person is a very aggressive person who would
really scare off some women that sort of thing you know. Then I'd have concerns I
guess depending on their personality and their character. Reaily, that's the issue as
far as I'm concemed. (7'64)
Another participant expressed his answer this way.
1really don't think it should be. It should place a bearing. 1mean once you have a
person in there doing the job and doing what's necessq to complete the job to a
safe level, there shouldn't be an issue - 1don't think. I guess that's my own
upbringing. As long as a person's capable of performing the job safely and
adequately then there shouldn't be a problem with race or gender. 1mean, what
what's the difference between me and you? There shouldn't be because you should
be able to handle the job just as well as 1 cm. (13,8 1)

Another participant discussed how a religious upbringing could influence the nursepatient interaction.
i've worked with a couple of nurses whose religion is very staunch and so anything
that's ovenly sexud or suggestive or if the patient's a bit rough around the edges,
they may be somewhat uncomfonable with the c m . So sometimes a strict religious
upbringing or a very moral background will make them a bit uncomfortable with
situations they find themselves in. But 1don't know a lot of male nurses that have
encountered that sort of expience. (11,312)
interestingly, the stereotypicai societal concept that males are the aggressors,
particularly in relation to sexuality appears to be utilized by the male nurses' own
colleagues. That is, female nurses have a tendency to ask their male colleagues to address
issues that they themselves do not wish to address, as evidenced by the following excerpt:
There's been a patient, actually this week, making sexuai cornments to the nurses.
Just sort of general comments. And one of the nurses came to me and said that 1
should go talk to him about his behaviour. Which 1didn't, because really, she had
the problem with the patient. If she had the problem she should take it up with him
instead of talking to me for me to go talk to him. Sexual cornments were made to
her or in her presence so I felt it better that she deal with it than myself. (2,661)
Society influences how a person reacts to any given situation. When one considers
the complexity of societal influences surrounding the provision personal and intimate care
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by male nurses with female patients it is a wonder that hirther concems or issues do not
develop. The appropriate education of nurses, although influenced by societd noms and
expectations, is important if one is to overcome the potential concems or issues identified
thus Far in the analysis. Nursing education is the last segment to be addressed.
Factors Influencing Nursing Education as it Relates to the Provision of Personal and

Intimate Care by Male Nurses

Throughout this analysis many issues and factors have been identified that affected
the participants in the provision of personai and intimate c m with femaie patients. Many of
these factors or issues arose while the participants were still in nursing school (and

continued to play a role throughout the participants' career). It could be suggested hat since
these factors or issues arose in nursing school, the issues should also have k e n dealt with in
nursing school. However, the majority of the participants could not remember king given
information in their basic nursing education on how to approach the psychologicai md
emotional issues of providing personai and intimate care with female patients (or for that
matter male patients dso). It should be noted however, that dl of the palticipants believed
they had ken provided with suficient information regarding the technicai aspects of
performing personai and intimate care, to be able to perform the care safely and
appropriately. As one participant explaineci:
1think the information that would have helped was provided for the most part. 1can
actually remember the lab setting where we went in to do baths, and the gais were
wearing bikinis. The female nursing students, and, i'm sony, bathing suits not
necessarily bikinis. And the males were wearing shorts and 1think somehow 1got
shafted there, 1had a male giving me a bath. Al1 those good looking young gals
(laughs). But there were the principles that they taught us, pretty much the things
that needed to be done. You know, consider the temperature of the water, keep the
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patient covered. Don't expose the patient. And 1remember in c h i c or I was
already nursing, there was a fellow in one class, reaily nice guy, really trying. Well I
was in my second year he was in his first year. Trying really hard to get through.
And he left a blind patient, (laughmg) with the side rails down, totally naked on the
bed, a male. 1 think that's sort of breaking al1 the niles. (Laughs) He'd forgot a towel
or something. Left, opened up the door clune running out into the hallway. He was
funny. But that's kind of an extreme case. So 1think that the training was good and it
built on the clinical experiences I'd already had. 1think 1was working with nurses
that were pretty in tuned in how to provide ihat sort of care well. And 1had good
role models as an orderly. (5,656)

However, the participants (including the previously quoted participant) also
identified some shortcomings of their basic nursing education as it related to personai and
intimate c m . The participants believed that a minimal amount of time was spent on the
psychological and emotional aspects of providing personai and intimate care. This
psychological aspect was not just how the patients may have felt, but also how the
participants themselves felt when leaming how to provide personai and intimate care with
patients. The following excerpts provide some idea as to what the participants felt was
rnissing from their basic nursing education.
1 think maybe just more discussion around patient response in the psychosocial
elements. 1 mean we had very good preparation for the actual physical c m . You
know, providing perineal care and so on was desaibed in good detail. There were
demonsuations and so forth. So 1had confidence in the psychomotor skill. But 1
think discussion with a female teacher about the impact of a male nurse walking in
and providing that care and how to address it, 1 think that would have been very
useful. And 1don't recail any of that kind of discussion. My attitude was probably in
response to the attitude that was given to me as - i'm a nurse and that's your role and
you do that. (1,292)

Well there wasn't, 1don't recall much taik about the psychologicai impact. 1think 1
can recail in nursing school the instructor made a comment associated with our
leaming the clinical part of bathing patients. And teUing the females in the class that
if a male became roused to lave the m m . Or, to even avoid that, to wash with firm
pressure and not light touch and those sorts of things. Which probab1y makes sense,
knowing physiology, light touch you know is going to be arousing. So 1cm
remember that king covered to the females but 1can't remember a specific
discussion to males. You know, 'What to do if you became roused.' 1don?

remember if it was specifically addressed. It rnight have. But 1may not m a i l it.
(5,687)

I think again the comment about perception is that you may feel you're going in and
doing everything as per policy, and everything was just going totally perfectly fine
but not actually knowing how the person was feeling about it. 1think that there
wasn't as much emphasis put in how the person actuaily saw what was k i n g done.
Or asking them, 'Are you okay? Do you understand what's going on? Do you have
any comrnents?' Or, '1s there any questions you want to ask?' It was more like,
Let's follow, get the position, get the patient in this position, get this, get that, get
this, get this, get this, wipe this, do that - pull the covers up, leave. Then document
and chart. But there wasn't a lot of focus on at the end of the day did the person feel
that they were abused through this situation? Because nobody spoke to them
through it or nobody explained what was going on, or asked them how they felt.
And that's the only one major negative impact that 1 can think of, that well, wasn't
f o m student days, was having a patient cal1 back to say that she felt the care that she
had received was questionable. Even though it was totidly perfunctory and this bit
about just because nobody had spoken with her during it, to explain what they were
doing and she didn't, had no idea what was happening or why. But just felt that she
had been mistreated. (8,640)
1think thût we just needed somebody. Everybody son of stniggled through it. S m e
way we struggle through going to a ward. 1s that we just leam by observing other
people. How they handle things. But there's nothing formai. And there has to be
something formal provided for how you deai with intimate and personai care. We
skirted it in the communications things. When they did the agpssive and the
assertive and you know dl those things. And 1 thought that they could have been
doing a much better job in deaiing with questions of intimacy. Because what
happens is that we ded with the things that are easy to deai with. But we're not
forced to look at the real meat. There's nothing there to prepare you for it. And then
if you don't do well, then unless you have somebody to talk to, it would be the
difference of whether, 'Do 1continue? 1s this the right thing for me to do or not?' IL'S
got to be 1don't know what you'd cal1 it, but patient celationships. 1don? h o w . That
seems to me as something like that. (14,670)

The sarne participant went on further to say that:
1think it just touches a very deep place within us. A very deep place. That's al1 1cm
Say. 1s that most in nursing is dealing with the technicai portions of it and by far the
more difficult things we're going to have to deal with are the psychological and
emotionai. So yes that's the area in which you are most alnerable. Weil there are a
number of areas. 1mean Iike there's also the male who rejects you too. That's the
other side. (14.7 18)
Although it was mentioned in detail previously, only one participant identified the
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need to include a medical-legd perspective when leaming how to provide personai and
intimate care. When asked what information would have benefited him in his nursing
education his response was:
Probably some medicd legal aspects. What to do if you are in this type of situation.
Or somebody says you did something that is found to be inappropriate. 1think
probably some more formai classroom type of things or labs to say, 'Look here, this
is how you wash the femaie patient. Or this is how you do whatever or some other
aspect of that type of care.' 1think probably yea, it seemed to be the one area that
was maybe a bit lacking at the time. (2,453)
Even in nursing school, the concept of imptied sexuaiity played a factor in the
provision of personal and intimate care with female patients. Because of this some of the
participants comrnented how there was not enough focus on how to deal with the sexuality
of providing personal and intirnate c m . As one participant stated: "As nurses we're taught
to take a holistic approach towards the patient. The one a m that seems to be lacking is the
sexual area. Nobody feels cornfortable to bring up ihat type of topic or talk about it" (2,
117). Later in the interview this same participant expanded on this apparent lack of

information experienced by nursing students.
1think it d l sort of boils back to sexuiility. That's the one aspect in nursing andeven
in medicine that is not wel1 addressed. People seem to have a f e u or aversion or are
secretive about these types of matters and when it does corne up 1 think people are a
bit shocked and rerilly dont know how to handie it. And each person, there's no sort
of one set way of dealing with things. Which is o littie bit different than how you're
taught to deai with certain things. ifsomebody's blood pressure is low, well then you
do this. And if somebody's depressed you need to do this. When this type of care
cornes up its sort of a little bit of a nebulous t y p of area. And 1think educators
should provide a little more education in that regard. (2,479)

The participants were asked if including information on how to approach the
provision of personal and intimate care would be beneficial in a nursing curriculum. The
rnajority of the participants believed that it would be beneficiai. The foiiowing excerpt
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illustrates one participants' belief about how sexuality should be better addressed.
Yes, 1 think it would be quite beneficial. 1think that h m my experience human
sexuality was perhaps a three or four day block issue within nursing school. But it
didn't really, 1 mean it was more to try to make you feel cornfortable with sexuality
as opposed to trying to figure out what the dynamics of fernale-male interaction.
And especially in the context of health c m , but also building frorn like you know a
background of North American society and what the expectations are. (8,743)
The previously quoted participant identified that there was not enough time spent on the
issue of sexuality and the provision of personal and intimate c m . However, other
participants also identified the importance of including general information of this nature in
I

a basic nursing curriculum.
Yes 1think it's so much a part of c m , at least in a hospital setting, i'm sure in the
comunity as well, that 1think it would be helpful if there was an opporiunity to
discuss certain padcular situations that might occur. Or even make people think
about their own feelings about providing that care. You know just like i'm having an
opponunity to think about it now where nomdly you don't. At least you don't
analyze things. It's enough of part of nursing life that it justifies king analyzed you
know,discussed, talked about. They talk about a lot of other issues that you may
never corne across. This is one that very much is a part of nursing. (5,725)
Oh definitely, 1think. Just to give them a better sense, a better feel. 1believe any
knowledge is good for anything. The more you know about sornething the better its
going to be. It provides you rationale. Opportunity to ask questions. Further nnything
that you rnight doubt sort of thing. (9,507)
Yea 1 think it would. 1mean it would give yoü a little bit more ground work to deal
with. But again, I'm a big believer in experience. So you're always going to need
that. 1mean, 1 was taught that way. And we went through nursing school, there was
theory but then there was practicum too, and it was a lot hands on. And you learned
as you went on through your two years. What to do, what worked, what didn't work.
(13,58 1)
The participant above introduced another aspect of what is required or appropriate
in a nursing education program. The majority of the participants agreed with the premise
that it would be beneficiai to include information on how to provide persond and intimate
care with female patients. However, some of the participants suggested that it would be
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difficult to do so because there is "no set way" of providing the care. One participant
suggested that there was nothing specific that could be taught, but rather it was the nurses
themselves that detemllned how the situation would be handled.
Nothing specific, 1meanjust to be redistic. You might feel uncornfortable with
providing care. 1mean you just have to be reaüstic about it. There's no set method
on, 'Okay, how are you going to make these people cornfortable?' 1mean from
nursing I've leamed a lot of times, textbook material goes out the window when
you're providing c m . Because you provide c m to, if you're in the profession long
enough, thousands of different people. And 1 mean each and every one them is
individual. There's no set way of providing care for everybody. You deal with it one
patient at a time. Sure you cm use strategies whatever they may be, but you use
what works. But it's got to be professional. You use what you crin. Whether it be
comforting through tdking to them. Whether it be sedating them. Whether it be
giving them analgesia. You do what you can while maintaining professionalism and
king ethical. 1 mean within the boundaries of a nurse. You do what yau cm to help
them feel comfortable, But to use specific strategies, 1think that a lot of it comes
naturaIly. Tf you're just not n socid person and not built to provide care you might
not be able to make these people feel comfortable - just nriturally. I mean you could
teach somebody al[ the strategies that you learn in textbooks on how to make people
feel comfortable. But if you're not a people person or for Ixk of better words teach
until you're blue in the face but this person just might not be able to do it. (3,836)
Other participants also agreed that although it would have been beneficid to include
some additional infoxmation in their basic nursing education regarding "how" to provide

personal and intimate m e , that, it would be difficult to do so as there is "no one way of
doing it". Some of the participants also believed that one just has to go through the

experience of performing personal and i n h a t e care often enough until there comes a point
in time that the uncertainty or discornfort that is fe1t is no Ionger a concem. One of the
participants expressed it this way:
1 think anyone that goes into nursing finds theirown way of doing things. Tiiere is
no set way of deveIoping rapport with patients. There's no set way of dealing with
intimate care. I think you f i d your own way and develop your own philosophy and

your own approach. 1ihink Iife experience has basicaiIy heIped But you can't
aiways insert life expience into someone when they First start nursing. 1think
though that there is some merit in a nursing program perse to talk about intimate
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care. Not to just sort of shmg and say this is Life and you know struggle your
own way through it. 1think there are ways of suggesting and explaining what youTre
doing. Explaining why you're there. And maybe there is in nursing programs. Maybe
there was at the tirne. 1just dont remember that king part and parcel of what you're
taugfit. And that reaily, these are ways that you can find yourself getting through the
experience a lot easier. So 1think that there is sorne merit in giving people strategies
and 1think specifically male nurses. Male nurses should be taken aside by a maie
instructor and he should Say, 'Okay guys here's this study that suggests that these are
issues for male nurses. So as a group, because we're still a minority within the
nursing cornrnunity, these are issues that we have to be aware of. And here are some
strategies that have worked for some male nurses.' 1mean that might have been
helpful. 1think for the students, the male nurses that 1graduated with, we al1 had to
find our own way. There was no set experience. 1think the prograrn was set up that
we weren't to be coddled or to be given special treatment. 1 think in that one area
though it might have been helpful, now that 1think aboutit. And 1think, like 1Say,
we dl found our own way to get through it and to deai with it but something might
have been helpful. Something to consider. (1 1,575)

Another participant agreed with the premise that there is no set way of teaching how
to approach the provision of personal and intimate care. However, this participant was not
so certain that providing information in a basic nursing education cuniculum would actually
help. When the participant was asked whether it would be beneficial to include information
on personal and intimate care in a nursing prograrn this was his comment:

I don't know. it would depend on how this thing is developed. Because feeling
uncornfortable giving intimate or personal c m , that's just something you have to
deai with. Whether it be a male or fernale patient. 1mean 1felt uncomfortable for
whatever reason providing intimate personal care to male patients. 1would have to
say that 1felt equally comfortable or uncomfortable providing care to both sexes of
patients. For specificallyjust female patients 1dont know. 1just think it's something
that - like a lot of things, can't be taught out of a textbook. 1mean you get a baseline
of how to go about these things but eventuaily it's something that you deai with. And
you develop your own system. You develop your own ways. It's not reaily
something that's learnt out of a book. But again you got to be taught somethingjust
to get a baseline. But 1think it's something that cornes out of the person themselves
and the nurse themselves. It's something you develop over the years. Which is
something that can't be taught. So as far as putting it into a curriculum, 1personally
don't know how effective it would be. WouId it make people better nurses or not, 1
don't know. Has it ever been done before, and made people better nurses? 1can't
really answer that. 1mean, to say yes or no, 1wouldn't be able to answer that. (3,
927)

The participants identified that for the most part, their nursing educational programs

prepared them for the technical component of providing personal and intirnate care. There
was however a concem expressed by the participants as to the lack of information provided
regarding the psychological and emotional components associated with the provision of
personal and intimate care, both from the patients' perspective as well as from the student's
perspective. The implied sexuality surmunding the provision of personal and intimaie care
appears to be where some of the concem lies arnong the participants. It should be noted

however that one participant suggested that too much emphasis is placed on sexuality and in
so doing, that is what makes the provision of personal and intimate care more difficult for

male nurses.
Myself if 1were included making a decision on that 1 really wouldn't make a big
issue on it. My way of looking at it is 1think there is far too big of an issue king
made about it. 1 mean, there's too much stigma on this sexual thing like maiefemale. We're not male-femaie. We are registered nurses. We've been trained for
that. Hopefully very well. We take our job and our responsibility senously and that's
it. 1 don't think it should be an issue. It's not something that 1 would say 'We better
put together this six month course to teach these people'. Because you can't teach it.
if you teach them to be a nurse, and if you teach thern to have respect for their
patients, that's it. Respect your patients. And if you leamt what's taught to you, 1
mean that's al1 you need. You're concentrating on king a nurse. Not king a male
nurse or being a female nurse. You're a registered nurse. We're both cdled the same
thing. Whether you're male or femde, you're a registered nurse. (12,624)
This sarne participant goes on to say that:
If you make an issue out of it, then nght away everybody's going to be on their guard
like, 'Oh geez, 1better watch it you know. Like this must be a big issue if they're
putting in like out of a five year program to become a BN and they got to put six
months aside to teach me how to be a male nurse'. Like then you've attached that
stigrna. So that you're always going to put the guys on the leery you know. And then
your patients arent going to get the care because they're always going to sit there and
be leery about the fernale patients. They're going to be, 'Weli geez, 1 don't know if 1
want to do that you know, because 1might get in trouble. They might yeli 1sexudly
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fondled them or something'. (12,649)
Even if the implied sexuality sumunding personal and intimate care was not a
concem for any of the participants, there is still the question of "how" do you approach the
provision of personai and intimate care while considering the psychologicai and emotional
aspects related to it. Two additional excerpts help illustrate the concem that rnay be
experienced by male nursing students when leaming how to cope with providing personal
and intimate care with female patients.
1think there's probably an issue. 1 don't remember it being addressed in nursing
school in a formai way. But it's someihing that al1 men in nursing have to figure out.
How to get around. 1think it's expected that women will give intimate care to men
as nurses and it's just part of the job and men, it's kind of something that you have to
npproach. And there's not, well at least when 1was in nursing there wiisn't a lot of
taik about how it was going to be done. It was just assumed that you were going to
give intimate physical care ai some point and you had to figure out how to do it. (8,
47)

You have to corne to terms with it. if you start trying to delegate or hand over or
nvoid al1 areas of intimate care, then I dont think you're going to be able to function
effectively as a nurse. You need to recognize that it's normal to be uncomfortable. 1
mean 1 think you need to attach some nomalcy to the feelings that you experience,
especially when you're first getting inio the area. And maybe even for myself now. If
I'm doing intimate care, maybe there is a certain amount of discornfort 1have with
doing it still. Except that rnaybe Tm just incorporating it into, 'Well this is nonnally
how 1 feel when 1start this procedure. And so now it's normal and it's not going to
paralyse me or prevent me h m doing cm'. 1think that you need to explain to male
nurses, students, that first of al1 it's normal to be uncomfortable. This is probably
something that you don't do a lot of. You don't do on a daily basis. It will become
more comfortable as long as you keep focussed on why you're there. As long as
you're sensitive to what the patient's needs for intimacy are, as in, you know, please
cover up portions of it that don't need io be uncovered. Please be gentle and take
your time. Take as much tirne but as little time as you need. That you should be
okay. That youll get better at it. And then if you feel like there's any chance that the
patient needs support have someone there. And try and get to know them as a
person. And always engage the person throughout the procedure. And explain
everything fully. Then you shouId be okay. There shouldn't be anything that's
rnisconstmed in terms of what you're doing. So that'd be my advice. (1 1,934)
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Some of the participants suggested that it was not just a concem or issue with
male nurses or male nursing students, but nther, it was a concem experienced by any nurse
or nursing student regardless of gender. As one participant comrnented: "Even for women
it's a big problem. 1 think there should be a few weeks spent on it" (8,775). One of the
participants who previously taught in a nursing diploma program comrnented that:
Well, having k e n a teacher 1 addressed those issues with my male students. 1
addressed the issue with fernaie students who were providing personal c m . Let me
put it another way. 1 addressed the issues associateci with providing personal care to
patients with my nursing students because once again, we canotmake the assumption
that female students have any less issue or difficulty with it. ( i , 323)
Another participant suggested that providing information in a nursing cumculum
regarding how to approach the provision of personal and intimate care would be helpful not
only to male and female nursing students, but aiso to other hedth care disciplines.
1 think it would be beneficid for male or female students. 1don't think it should be

restricted to one way or the other. And you might through research find out that
there's slightiy different issues. And I don't know if the issues would be that much
different from physician to nurse to unit assistant. Which to me is kind of a larger
issue - 'How you approach a human king when providing personal care?' 1think it
would be a vaiuable component. (4,721)
Although it was not unanimous, it appem that the rnajority of the participants
agreed that there was some room for improvement in the information provided in the basic
nursing education programs regûrding how tu approach the provision of personal and
intimate care by male nurses with femaie patients. There was aiso a suggestion to include
this kind of information for both genders as the belief was that the concems and issues
surrounding the provision of personal and intimate care was more of a human issue nther
than a gender issue.

The participants were asked what information (that is, what knowledge, skills or
aspects relating to attitude) they would include in a basic nursing curriculum that would be
beneficial for the provision of personal and intimate c m . As previously mentioned many of
the participants suggested the inclusion of psychological and emotional aspects relating to
the provision of personal and intimate care would be kneficial. However, other than that,
the participants did not have many suggestions as to what actual information to inchde.
Only two of the participants actualty had a suggestion as to what to include in the

curricuIurn. One participant suggested including the dl-encompassingstntegies of
professionalism, privacy protection and rapport building.
Weil you'd have to stress the professional aspect. Kou have to stress that yyou're there
as a professional to do a set procedure, Get them to understand that it's the
professional attitude that the person sees more than the gender. Sm pretty sure that's
what it is myself. That's my opinion anywity. The more professionid you m,the
easier it will be for both of you. So 1guess it's going to f d l into professionalism as a
basis. And like patient's privacy h a to be protected and to bnng on the feeling of
security with you. The rapport, well, not everybody can do that type of thing. I've
established a set, my own personal tappn type thing which 1get on very quickiy
with but a lot of people may not be able to do that right away or even ever. Really
that's about dl. (15,486)

The other participant suggested a psychology course that would help the mde
student undersmd that women may react differently than men to different situations.

I'mnot s u e what kind of information the schwl of nursing could have given me to
help me through chat. It wasn't much in the way of male-female type of instruction
type thing. How to deal wiih fernales type thing. 1was older when 1went through
nursing, so rve had a bit more experience than the younger people did I guess. They
could offer a psychotogical course 1guess or a couple of classes for the men, 'You're
dealing with ferniiles and they tend to react differently to this and thiit'. As a young
man most of the time women confuse you completely, I know they do now. Even
after thirty years 1get confused at times. So 1suppose there could be some kind of
psychology course or even a couple of classesjust to sort of help you get to the point
where you bave to deal with women in a diffecent way thm you do men. It's really
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hard to Say. Been so long since 1was a student nurse. (15,423)
The participants were also asked what methods of disserninating these strategies,
skills or attitudinai aspects they would utilize if they were going to include this information
into a nursing curricuIum. The analysis identifies four groups of categories or strategies that
the participants believed could be utilized to help in providing the necessary information
regarding the provision of personal and intimate c m . These categories are: 1) Providing the
experiences, 2) Pairing off of students, 3) inviting guest speakers, and, 4) Nursing
instructors' role. Each category will be discussed separately.

All nursing interventions require the opportunity to practice what have been
taught to allow for the assimilation of the particular behaviour into the repenoire of the
student. The provision of personal and intimate care is no exception. Because of the
psychological and emotional components associated with the provision of personal and
intirnate care, both from the patient's and nurses' perspective, the need to have
opportunities to "practice" this intervention is very important for the comfort of the
patient and nurse. As one of the participants stated: "if i'm comfonable 1 do a much better
job at nursing. if I'm very uncomfortable in dealing with these psychological issues it's a lot
tougher for me to be myself and to give good care" (7,468). This same participant
discussed how he used to focus on a particular task such as cathetenzation and that by
focussing on it without taiking to the patient, it made the situation more uncomfortable for
the patient. When asked what is different now he comrnented that expenence has improved
his cornpetency and communication skills:
Ok, you gain experience so that the task itself becomes easy to you. And so you
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donuthave to think about what you are doing. Or you do but you just know how
to do it. It's just like that (snaps fingers) and it cornes. The other part is 1gained
confidence in tdking to people. 1used to not be good at taiking to patients. It
tenified me. 1didn't have. Whenever 1was at a party whatever, 1 found it difficult
cornrnunicating with people. But that's something that I've learnt over time is to you
meet someone and 1can just start a conversation with them and go on. And that's
something 1definitely leamed through nursing. Through experience. (7,643)

Another participant also commented on the need forstudents to have the
opponunity to perforrn the technical components of the skills they are king taught. This
will allow them to overcome the "newness" of the situation and to develop their own coping
mechanisms. It is important to note however, that the participant identified that the
performance of personal and intimate care is much more complex than the performance of
other skills or interventions that also have to be performed.

For me I found a Iot of that to be an issue of just doing things regularly. It's kind of
like the tirst time you do an iM your hand shakes. And you do it 20 tirnes and it's
like, 'Okay it's nothing new.' You've gotten past it. You know it will hurt the person
but you canutdwell on it. You have to do it. And it's very similar it's kind of not as
concrete a situation as a simple IM.The situation's more complex 1 think than that.
But at the same time 1think the basic principle is there. It's a matter of repetitive
doing it. Finding out your own strengths and weaknesses for coping towards things.
1 rnean everybody deais with things differently. (4,676)
Other participants also identified the importance of having the opportunity to gain
experience with the skill of providing personai and intimate c m . When one of the
participants was asked what would have helped him in his basic nursingeducation his
response once again identified the need for opportunities to "practice" the necessary skills in
a nursing program.
1guess experience. But you dont get the experience until you actually get in there
doing it. So yea it would have been F a t to have sorne more experience behind me,
but you dont, that doesn't happen. There's always a first time. And you build €rom

there. (13,558)
Another participant ideniified that he was weii prepared for the technical aspect of
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providing personal and intimate care. When asked what was discussed to rnake him
feel that the necessary information was well taught his response was:
Basically the way you washed a person. 1mean rather than grabbingjust some old
wet sloppy cloth and walking in there and scrubbing away like you're washing a
diny car or something. 1mean there is a proper technique the way to wash a person
and it looks professional and gets the job done and it's done with dignity. Not just
scmb scmb scmb and away you go. That's a hard one to answer though. 1donTtthink
there is anything that can be taught. A lot 1 found with nursing is, you can be told a
lot of stuff. You can read a thousand books, but there's nothing like just getting in
there and doing it. And there's no way you can prepare a person for that. You have
to go. You have to do it. Working on that first femaie or that first male patient, it's a
fear that you have to overcome. You get in there. You do your job you've k e n
trained for and gndually everything works out, it becomes easier. (12,541)
The above comment once again reinforces the idea that basic nursing education
provides the student with the appropriate technical skills to perform personal and intirnate
cxe, but there is more than just the physical "hands on" aspect of personal and intimate
c m . The participant believed that some parts of the procedure cannot be just "taught" but

nther experience is what ultimately makes the procedure easier.
Another participant also identified how experience makes the performance of
personal and intimate care easier. When the participant was asked what he would tell a male
nursing student if the student approached him asking how to deal with providing personai
and intimate care with a femaie patient his response was as follows.

And 1think that's an important thing, and that's something that you dont just get
overnight. That's something that that cornes with experience. You know that's
sornething you have to build on. And yes the fmt time you do things generally,
you're nervous. 1rnean, because it's something new. 1think we, as humans, like to be
in comfort zones. We like to have repetition or things that are the sarne. But once
you've done things a couple tirnes, and especially in nursing, you do things over and
over and over and over again. It doesn't take long to master skills and to do certain
things. At least 1found it that way. And 1think that would be an imponant thing to
get. Tell this person, 'Look you probably will be nervous doing this the first tirne,
but tty to relax and try to build a rapport with this person'. And explaining things
and giving them options you know. Saying, 'Zook, you can tell this pewon, 'Look,
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I'rn a little bit nervous about this.'" And 1hope that they can say that they're
nervous, that's okay. Tell them the tmth. The truth is aiways the best thing to do.
(IO, 807)

Some of the participants felt that during the basic nursing education program, the
pairing of students into male and female piutners would be beneficiai in the development of
the student's ability to perforrn personal and intimate care with a member of the opposite
gender. It would obviously be important to ensure that the students paired with each other
had a comfortable relationship prior to the initiation of this strategy. However, it wiis
believed that partnering students of the opposite gender would provide an opportunity for
the development of empathy as well as learning how to "deal w i t h the differences. One of
the participants suggested that if one is able to perform certain procedures on somebody that

they knew, then it would be easier to do the same procedures on patients. The idea was that
if you are professional with someone that you know, then it is that much more likely that
you will be professiond with a patient.

if you're able to do it to a classrnate of the opposite gender, and be able to go in there
and be professional about it, 1think that's one of the ways to start showing people
what it's like to provide personal c m . Because in some ways you c m almost
sympathize with the person a little bit better because you know them. And they're
people that you know in class. And if you can be professional with them, you might
be able to uansfer that over. That was something that 1remember. Quite specificdly
now that 1think back. And that's the one thing that stuck out in my rnind. (4,741)
Another participant identified the reality of not k i n g able to pair students into male and
female partners. He did however express that if it were possible that would be the ided.
However, because that possibility does not exist at present, he then provided sorne
dtematives to be considered.
1know it's kind of difficult but if you had a fifty-fifty ratio in your class. 1mean
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pairing them up mde-female would be ideal. 1know we did bed baths on each
uther in nuning school. That's one place you have to start. But the reaiity is you're
not going to get a Bfty-fifty class. It's always a minority for the male so 1 guess
maybe an open forum of talking in class. Like having discussion between them - the
two groups, sort of splitting hem up and having a little role playing going on about
what would guys say and what the women wouId say and back and forth. That might
help. They give you just a little bit of an i&a of what to expect when you're going
in. What kind of questions they might be saying. 1know, especially wirh students,
it's harà to come out with some of grriphic questions. And whether they want to say
it out loud in front of a class or not. But some of them are going to be asked. (13,
596)
One participant suggested that it rnight be beneficiai to segregate the participants
and have an opportunily for questions and concems to be riired in o setting where the

çtudents rnay feel more comfortable being separate. The participant however, goes on to say
that it rnay also be beneficid to have both groups together to hear the concerns expressed by
each group. The participant ultimately suggests that tryng both methods may be the most

appropriate alternative.
It might be beneficial to actually segregate out the male-nurse portion of the
program to talk about that, Not in a way that makes the needs different. But I think
for men and women, the approach, thete rnay be different issues. i'm not sure
actualIy if the issues would be different or not. 1think that if the men were al1
together in one room 1 think you would get a mare a more candid forthright, 'Yea
I'm uncomfortable with this'. 1 think that you would have a group of men that might
be able to identify with the discomfort of each othefs feelings. 1thnk if you tried to
do it in a setting where both sexes are being taught or having discussions about it, it
might be uncornfortable. 1think you'd have to trial both ways. if you had men and
women in the room talking about it 1think that it'd be beneficid for fernale nurses to
understand that yes, there are some areas w h m their CO-workersrnay feel like
they're king compromised. If they're sensitive to it then maybe they c m help you in
that respect. Or at least be supportive if you find you're having to deal with intimate
c m . 1think you have to tnal it both ways. ûr,have a combination of both. Certainly
the experience that men have and the approach to women rnay be of a significantly
different nature that you rnay want to sepante the men out for that portion and then,
and then maybe come together at the end of the session and taik about what the
issues are. Maybe just talk among yourseIves and then list them out so both parties
know exactly that they're uncomfortabie or that this cm be an issue. 1think it's, 1
think it's probably berteficial to combine the two. ( I l , 970)

Some of the participants suggested that inviting guest speakers may be the best
rnethod of educating student nurses regarding the psychological or emotional aspects
surrounding the provision of personal and intirnate c m . As one of the participants
explained:
1 mean it's something that 1think can be included in a lecture. But 1 think the

personal approach of having somebody corne in and talk about their experience is
aiways more beneficial than just somebody rnentioning it in a lecture. (10,902)
The participants believed that inviting experienced nurses to discuss how they
"deal" with situations that they nin into would be helpful. As one of the participants
explained:
1 think having experienced nurses corning in and taiking to the clasa to me was
always the most fascinating. Those are the things 1 remernber the most. When you
hear personal stories. Those are the things you remernber because you can relate to
them. 1 always, and everybody in the clriss really enjoyed when we hrid guests
coming in and talking about personal stoties that they had. Whether it was
somebody working up north or whatever. 1really enjoyed listening. You seern much
more attentive when it's a personal issue and somebody cm relate that to you in a
good way. (10,891)

The participants also believed that inviting patients who have experienced care by
a nurse of the opposite gender might also help enlighten the students as to how the

patients feel when the procedure of personal and intimate care is king performed. One
participant identified a number of guest speakers that he thought would be beneficial in
helping students understand the psychological and emotional aspects surrounding the
provision of personal and intimate care.
1think 1would get a number of resources. 1would uy and get a femaie patient's
point of view who's wiiiing to talk about her experience. 1think the experience
touches the emotion between people. 1ihink that would be helpful. 1think bringing
in an experienced male nurse who's done those things would be another way of
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doing it. 1think somebody who deds with sexudity so that people could feel
more at ease with the sexudity that's involved with it. 1mean because a lot of it is
the whole shame thing. 1 mean either you have shame or else you exploit it. 1mean
like it's you're ashamed of it or you run with it. Those are t h e 1could think of right
away. I think that it's bringing in resource people from different points of view. (14,
729)

The participants also identified the importance of having role models throughout
their education. One of the participants identified how he waiched one of his friends
perform personal and intimate care with a female patient, and how that was important for
hirn as a student to be able to witness the interaction.
1 had a good friend of mine that 1 was working with in my class at that time and
working with hirn got through it. It was you know got in there and 1 watched him

and after that it was no problem. (12,349)
Although the above participant identified his friend as a role mode1 who helped him
understand how to provide persond and intimate care, it was most often the student's
nursing instructor that provided the necessary role modeling. The nursing instructor was
considered pivotal for the student to leam "how" to perform personal and intimate care
with a patient. When asked how the participants coped with the situation the first time
they had to perfonn personal and intimate care with a female patient one of the
participants said: "1think just through discussion with the instructor" (8,306). Another
participant remembered how the insîructor had to come and help hirn the first time he
performed personal and intimate c m .
Hdf way through the instructor came in and 1think she finished up because
(laughing) it took me so long. And that was really bad. 1really got nervous after that
wondering if 1could do it or not. (7,485)
The above quote identifiesa concern that some male nursing students have when
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performing personal and intimate c m for the first time with a female patient. The
participants believed that it is important for the nursing instmctor to be available to the
student to provide support and understanding that this may not be the easiest ski11 for the
student to be performing. One of the participants expressed how he remembered the
instmctor king there and guiding him through the procedure and incorporating the whole
concept of nursing into the procedure.
1think it was awkwardness. Not knowing exactly what or how you should be doing
it if you've never given personal hygiene to an elderly female. 1remember having

instructors there helping who were and 1think that was the biggest thing is the
people who are experienced and had given care to many people and could guide you
through that kind of situation. And then talk to you after about how do you go about
uncovering people's bodies and wash them, do that kind of thing plus. So it wris that
whole technique of how do you do assessments at the same time you're giving
physical care without getting so totally caught up with, 'My God i'm washing
somebody's bare bum!' So that it became part of your work life rather than part of a
big experience kind of blanked out the rest of what was going on. So 1remember
uying to model yourself after teachers. Instructors who knew how to give physical
care as part of total c m . Rather chan this was just going to be a wash and a bath and
then we're going to move on to our list of questions or assessment later. (8,278)
One participant identified the importance of having a male nursing instmctor as a
role model. He identified how important it is for the student to ôe able to identify with the
insiructor while emphasizing the importance of rapport building with the patients.
1remember one professor talked to us just about his own experience in nursing. It
was very helpful to me as a male talking to the whole class but 1felt like you can
have that bonding because he's a male, you're a male. You can kind of relate to his
experiences and how he relayed it about his personai experience with palIiative care

patients. And you know, to me that was very important to hear how the rapport
building and to get to know this person and you have a bond that develops between
you. You know it's not necessarily gender based anymore it's just on a human level,
where you're able to care for this person. It changes. When that rapport is built. It
really does. 1think that's very important. When the caring is there 1think a lot of
those gender issues can disappear. As a student that was very important, that you
have a male talk to males about these types of issues. And again rapport building
and things like that because you have to Iearn how to do those things. It's not always,
'Everybody's different'. Not everybody is as caring as the next person. Or they have
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different appmaches. But these are things that c m be learned over time. And
having that as a stu&nt was very beneficial. (10,755)
The quote above identifies perhaps the most important component of ail of the

possible ideas that one would incorporate into a nuaing education program, and that is
the importance of learning how to c m . As the participant stated, it is the development of

the rapport and c k n g for the patient that causes any concem with gender to become a
non-issue.
This chapter analyzed the data resulting from interviews with fifteen participants,
The analysis identified four factors that impact on the provision of personal and intimate

c m by a male nurse with a femde patient. The analysis identified: 1) factors influencing
the comfort of fernale patients when receiving personal and intimate care with male
nurses; 2) factors influencing the provision

of personal and intimate case with male

nurses; 3) factors deding with societal considerations and expectations relating to the
provision of personal and intimate care; and finally, 4) factors influencing nursing
education as it relates to the provision of personal and intimate care by male nurses.

CHAPTER V
DTSCUSSION OF F'iNDINGS
Introduction
In this chapter 1 discuss the findings of this study. The chapter includes a brief
synopsis of the first four chapters followed by a discussion of how well King's theory
"fit" as the conceptual framework for this thesis. E will answer the research questions
posed at the beginning of this study and include other important findings of significance. 1

will dso provide a section on reflection ruid reflexivity discussing how this study md the

process necessq to complete the study have affected me as a beginning researcher and
as a person. And finaily. future implications for nursing research, education and practice
are identified.
Stritement of the Problem

Nursing is one of the few professions in the world where the crossing of societd
barriers and social boundaries are expected, accepted and condoned as ri necessity to ensure

the health and wellbeing of the people under the nurse's c m . As discussed by Lawler
( I W ) , this acceptance includes the bredcing of taboos and crossing buundaries and bruriers

in providing care that persons would n o d l y cany out themselves. The idea of nurses
having to cross societd ilundaries of what is deemed socially acceptable degrees of
exposing the body and touch is also discussed by Gallop (1993);Pennington, Gafner,

Schilit, & Bechtel(1993); Peternelj-Taylor (1998); Smith,Taylor, Keys, & Gornto (1997)
and Seed (1995). Few professions necessitate the performance of procedures and duties that

would nomaily be considered m invasion of the persond ptivacy, boundary or space of an
individual. Personal privacy cm have psycIioIogica1, emotional, spintuai, cultural or
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intimately physical components (Barron, 1990; Carlson, 1991; Estabrooks & Morse,
1992; Glen & Jownally, 1995; King, 1981; Scott, 1993; Seed, 1995).

In addition to the normai societai taboos of crossing societal boundarïes and barriers
as they relate to the body, there are aiso legai considerations when one discusses the
provision of personal and intirnate care by rnembers of the opposite gender. Documenteci
cases of male nurses being refused the option of working in some areas sinctiy because of
their gender have been identified (Burtt, 1998; Coornbes, 1998; Hawke, 1998; TmdelKorenchuk and Tmdel-Korenchuk, 1981). It is therefore important for rhe male nurse to be
able to use appropriate strategies and interventions to ensure that the patients under their
care do not expenence emotional or psychologicai discomfort as a result of the provision of

persona1 and intirnate care. By ensuring the patients under their care are cornfortable with
the care king provided the rnaie nurse can minimize potentiai ernotiond, psychological or
physical discomfort. In addition by ensuring the patient's comiort with the c m king
provided the male nurse can minirnize the possibility of being accused of impmpriety
dunng the provision of personal and intimate care.
Nurses have predominantly been women since the time of Florence Nightingale.
Because of this, North American society (in particular) has come to accept and expect
that a nune is fernale. This idea has been identified by a number of authors positing the
same premise (Dowler, JordanSimpson and Adams, 1992; Hesselbart, 1977; Stnithers,
1995; Villeneuve, 1994). Along with this expectation comes the understanding that nurses
(women) periorm certain procedures and interventions considered personal and intirnate.
Canadian society as a whole understands and accepts this necessity, and, aithough the
probability exists that not ail patients are cornfortable having a femaie take care of their
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personal and intimate needs, this was something that becarne normalized.
However, men also becorne nurses. interestingly enough, men were nursing and
caing for people long before Florence Nightingale becrune the "symboi" of nursing.
Unfortunately, around the s m e time that Florence Nightingale began "legitimizing"
nursing as a profession, men's pmicipation in nursing began to decrease (Lodge, Mallett,
Blake, Fryatt, 1997; Poliafico, 1998; Simpkin, 1998). This decreased representation
ultimately resulied in society becoming less accustorned to the idea that men can be
nurses, resulting in a sex-role stereotyping particuliirly in North American culture. Men
who becorne nurses are not always as readily accepted as a caregiver capable of providing
the cnre necessary to ensure the patient's health and weltbeing (Seed, 1995). This is
pnrticularly true when the m e is to be provided to a female patient and the care is of a
personal and intimate nature.
As stated earlier, there have k e n documented court crises of male nurses being
refused the opponunity to work in certain areas of a hospita1 (for exarnple in labor and
delivery) strictly because the nurse was a male. Employers in these court cases indicated
that because of the personal and intimate nature of the c m provided, it was unlikely that

female patients would feel comfortable with the care being provided by a male nurse. The
employers indicated that they were aIso concerned for the employee because of the
potential for faIse accusations king laid regarding inappropriate behavior by the male
nurses (Burtt, 1998; Coombes, 1998; Hawke, 1998;Trandel-Korenchuk and TrandelKorenchuk, 1981).
Nurses are required to touch patients in ways that are unacceptable in any other
concext. The simple fact that a male nurse is a man is not reason enough to assume that
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the male nurse will in some way act unprofessionally when providing the necessary
care to any patient. It appears that the underlying concern regarding the provision of
personai and intimate care with female patients is the implied notion bat male nurses are
unable to separate the patient's need for care and the implied sexudity of the personal and
intimate care situation. It would be inappropriate to corne to this conclusion without
scientific research and evidence to justify this stance.
One of the most important aspects of nursing is the ability of the nurse to ensure
the patients under their care are cornfortable - physically, emotionally and
psychologically. In this study, patient comfort was the most commonly identified goal of
d l participants, which is congruent with the literature identifying comfort as a tenet of

nursing practice (Cameron, 1993; Hamilton, 1989; Kolcaba and Kolcnba, 1991; Morse,
1983). However, a female patient may not feel cornfortable with a maIe nurse providing
her with persona1 and intimate care. This led me COthe purpose of this study.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to identify what strategies, behaviors or
interventions are used by male nurses when providing persona1 and intimate care with
female patients to ensure their patients do not feel emotionally and psychologicdly
uncomfortabIe. Other research questions to be answered were:
1. From the male nurse's perspective, is there an actud or potential perceived

concern by patients or society with the concept of male nurses providing
personal and intimate care with female patients?
2. Are there circurnstances or situations in which the performance of personal

and intimate care by a male nurse with a female patient is acceptable, and, at
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other times not acceptable for the patient?
3. When a male nurse provides persona1 and intimate care with a female patient,

what verbal and non-verbal behaviors indicate to the nurse that the patient is
experiencing psychological or emotional discornfort with the situation?
The above research questions, as well as additionai findings of the study will be
discussed later in this chapter.
Research Design

Because of the nature of the information sought a qualitative approach to the study
was appropriate. 1decided that the most appropriate type of qualitative approach would
be to use the technique of person-centered interviewing based on the method described by

Levy and Hollan (1998). 1also incorporated aspects of descriptive micro-ethnography as

the method of inquiry. This would enable me to attain an insider's perspective, or the
emic, on the reality of the participant's understandings of their situations without having
to actually observe the participants while they performed the procedures considered
personal and intimate (Fettennan, 1989; Polit & Hungler, 1995).
The study incorporated a convenience non-probability sample consisting of 15 male
registered nurses working in a tertiary care and secondary care hospital. The participants
were registered with the Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses. Because the
participants were ail registered nurses they not only had the legal authority to perfonn di
aspects of nursing c m , but aiso, their employers used the participants to the fullest of their
educational and legal capabilities.
The University of Manitoba Faculty of Nursing Ethics Review Committee provided
ethical approvai for this study. Approval was also attained through the Access Committee at
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the Health Sciences Centre (Appendix G). All ethicd standards including
confidentiality,the right to refuse or withdraw frorn the study, the signing of a written
consent f o m (Appendix H),and al1 other ethicd considentions were incorporated into the
study.
Discussion of the Findings

All of the data were bosed on the participant's perception of the situations and
how they rernembered them. From a moral-ethical perspective it would have been
inappropriate to have a male researçher observing a nursing intervention of a personal and
intimate nature with a female patient, while trying to ascertain the effectiveness of the
interventions utilized by the male nurse to make the patient feel cornfortable during this
time. Thus data were based on the participants' memory as to how the events unfolded
and their "reading" of the fernale patients' responses.
During the course of this study 1 becarne increasingly aware of the complexities
involved during the provision of personal and intimate care by male nurses with female
patients. The focus of the study was to discover what male nurses did to help alleviate any
ernotional or psychological discornfort their femde patients might have experienced
when these nurses provided personal and intimate care to them. Factors that influence the
nurse-patient relationship, as well as factors that male nurses take into consideration
when providing personal and intimate care with female patients, are pertinent to the
overall cornfort of not only the patient, but the maIe nurse as well. Participants identified
the patient's comfort as k i n g the most important aspect when providing direct care.

Conceptual Framework
King (198 1) proposed a conceptual frrunework for nursing focussing on the
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dynamics of the nurse-patient interaction (Appendix A). This framework for nursing

supposed that nursing focuses on the care of human beings interacting with the
environment. King (1981) identifies interrelated personai, interpersonal and sociai systems
each containing concepts that ultimately affects the nurse-patient relationship. King (198 1)
believes that the participants in the relationship establish goals, and that the interactions
between the participants enable the goals to be met (Appendix 0. How well these
interactions play out determines the attainment of the goals.
In this research study, the overall goals of the patients and participants were the
same as in any nurse-patient relationship, that is, the attainment of the patient's best level
of health possible. However, there was also an underlying and generally unstated goal

-

between the participants and the patients. This goal included personal and intimate care,
completed with the least amount of emotional and psychological discomfon experienced
by the patient (and the nurse for that matter).

The personal system as identified by King (1981) includes the concepts of

perception, the concept of self, growth and development, body image, the concept of
space, and time. Throughout the study ail of these concepts were readily tied into the
findings. The patients' perception and nurses' perception of situations were identified as
important aspects in how cornfortable they (patients and nurses) felt with the care
provided. The concept of self as described by King (1981) is based on the beliefs and
values of individuals. King (1981) States that "when inconsistencies in beliefs tend to
appear, the self tries to avoid thern or clarify them. Each new expenence tends to
influence change in self' (p. 27). Participants identified how the beliefs and values of the
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patients (and the nurses) played a role in the overail interactions between the nurse
and patient. For example, one participant grew up in a religious and conservative
household. Because of his upbringing he initidly found it difficult to provide personal
and intimate care with fernale patients. Growth and development played a factor in the
provision of care by the participants. All of the participants identified that caring for a
younger female was much more difficult than an older female. Normal stages of growth
and development identify that adolescent and teenage girls are more conscious of their
changing bodies and are much more likely to be uncomfortable having personal and
intimate care performed for them by anyone, but especially if the nurse was a male.
The concept of body image played an important factor in how the patient felt
about having care provided to them by a male nurse. When the patients did not feel good
about themselves or in some way felt self-conscious about their bodies or their situation,
male nurses had to approach the situation with more care and concem as to how to
accomplish the necessary personal and intimate c m . One participant descnbed how
obese patients often apologize for their obesity and appeared more ernbarrassed when
having personal and intimate c m provided. King (198 1) also identified that it was in this
category that sociocultural factors also played a role in how the patient would react or
respond to having a male nurse provide them with personal and intimate care.
King identified that a person's persond space or bounduy is subjective and
therefore depends on the patient's perception whether or not that personal space is king
violated. She dso identified that personai space is dependant on the persons' culture and
that personal space is a learned behavior (King, 1981). Participants identified the need to
infringe or intnide on the personal space of the clients. It was by knowing how to
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accornplish this aspect without making the patient feel uncornfortable that enabled
the participants to complete the necessary personal and intimate care.
Time was the final category in the personal system. King (1981) described time as
relational and that the sense of tirne depends on the person's perception and uniqueness.
Participants identified the need to be efficient and comptent so that they would not have
to spend inordinate time performing interventions or procedures of a personal and

-

intirnate nature with their fernate patients. The participants believed that taking the lesst

rimount of time necessary would help minimize the possible emotionai or psychological
discomfort being expenenced by their fernde patients.

The interpersonal system was the next system identified by King in the theory of

goal attainment. This system included the categories of interaction, communication,
transactions, role and stress. The parîicipants in the study stressed the importance of
interacting and communicating with their patients. Al1 of the participants identified
communication, as the most important aspect in the repertoire of interventions they used
to complete the necessary care required by their patients. It was here, however, that I have
the most difficulty with King's theory and the concepts within the theory. A limitation or
perhaps weakness that 1found in the theory was the differentiation and clarity arnong the
concepts of interaction, communication and transactions. 1believe that aithough King
explains the differences among these concepts, it is more difficult to separate and
differentiate them in the appIication of the theory in a research situation. When one
communicates with anyone, he or she is having an interaction, and, when one interacts
with someone to corne to an agreement on a certain goal, then the interaction becornes a
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transaction. Because of this, 1 believe it is difficult to separate these concepts from
one another in a research or for that matter. everyday situation. 1submit that the three
categories are al1 part of the communication process. They may be different forms or
methods of communicating or altemately, different components that are used as required,
depending on the goal of the communication occuning between the participants of the
interaction.
King ( 1981) also identifies the concept of role as being important in the
interpersonal system. This concept also played a factor in the interactions of the male
participants and their female patients. The fact that the participants were able to identify
themselves ris the nurse or as the caregiver, and the fact that the patients were placed in
the patient's role, provided the participants with the authority, responsibility, and
justification to perform interventions of a personal and intimate nature. It also provided
the patients with ajustification as to why it was acceptable for this male (nurse) to be
performing some personal and intimate procedure or intervention with them. Taking on a
role enabled the patients to accept what was k i n g done, when in any other situation or
context they would not normally have let this person have access to those pacticular areas
of their body unless they were intimately invoived with that person.
King (198 1) also identifies stress as a major concept in the interpersonal system.
King (198 1) discussed how stress could have an impact on the nurse-patient relationship
and ultimately on the overall goals of the interaction. Stress can be manifested in many

ways and one of them is by the real or substantial discornfort that may be felt by a female
patient when a male nurse provided her with personal and intimate c m . The participants
identified that they always assessed for discornfort (stress) when performing personal and
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intimate care with al1 patients, but particularly female patients. In addition, the male
nurses also assessed their own stress level when having to perform personal and intimate
care with a female patient. By knowing how cornfortablethey were with the situation the
male nurse could then utilize the appropriate strategy and therefore provide the most
appropriate intervention. If they were concemed about the need to provide care with the
female patient because of concerns about having their interventions misinterpreted as
something other than appropriate, it was then that the male nurse may ask for a colleague
to chaperone, to change assignments with a female colleague or to approach the situation
di fferently, perhaps more pro fessionaily or more matter-of-factly.

The final system identified by King (198 1) as k i n g a major concept in the theory
of goal attainment is the social system. This system contains such concepts as
organization, authority, power, status, and decision making. However, social systems also
include farnily, cultural and socioeconomic groups, religious systems, educational
systerns, work systems and peer groups (King, 1981). Once again a limitation of King's
theory is trying to separate these concepts from one another. Altemately, it is almost a
form of "pigeon holing" someone by trying to categorize them into a group with the belief
that because they are from that group they are, going to act, react, behave or identify with
the group's beliefs, values, customs and thinking. Culture and the other concepts, shape
the interactions and relationships between nurses and patients. However, it is the synergy
between the nurse's culture and the patient's culture; the nurse's gender and the patient's
gender that help determine how the reIationships will progress. People are cornplex, and
the male nurse must factor in al1 of these concepts when he assesses his patient.
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ültimately, it is the male nurse's assessrnent of the patient in the "here and now"
rather than the social system he or she belongs to that determines the type of intervention
he will use to make his patient feel comfortable during the provision of personal and
intirnate care.
King discusses how organizations provide authority, power, and status to enabling
an individual to accomplish something he or she is required to complete. As a nurse, the
professional organization stipulates and sets standards as to what behaviors and
interventions a nurse is legally able to perform. The organization where the nurse works
dso stipulates the behaviors and interventions a nurse is allowed to perform. The
patient's and nurse's peer groups, work groups, family, culture and religious system
provide beliefs and values that may determine, by the perception of the nurse and patient,
how the person may act in any given situation. That is, how they are going to perfonn
their roIe. All of these concepts are part of a person's role, which is a concept in the
interpersonal system. Although the role a person takes on is determined by the situation,
the role can only be acknowledged if the person in that role meets the criteria or
characteristics required of the role. These requirements or criteria may be provided by
organizations, the education of the person, or come from the individual him or her-self.
Because of this overlap of concepts and their characteristics 1again found it difficult to
separate and crisply distinguish the difference among them.
1 would use King again because her conceptual framework of nurse-patient

interactions helped me in separating out and identifying where in the three systems, that
is, the personai, interpersonal and social systems, the data fit. Some of the data seemed to
fit in ail three categories, once again strengthening the notion of the complexity of caring
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for patients of the opposite gender.
1would use King's theory of goal attainment again because it incorporates al1

aspects of the nurse-patient relationship. King (1981) looks at the biological,
psychological, social, cultural, spiritual and developmentd aspects of the individuals
involved in the nurse-patient relationship or interaction. The comprehensiveness of
King's theory is it's strength, but at the same time the theory's cornprehensiveness is also
une of it's downfalls. That is, the theory's cornprehensiveness at times makes it unwieldy
when trying to "fit" aspects into the various components of the theory. The male nurse
however, has to consider al1 of these aspects when caring for an individual. A male nurse

has to take these aspects and others into consideration when performing personai and
intimate care with a femde patient.
Problem Stntement, Research Questions and Other Important Findings

In this section 1 address the problern statement, answer the research questions and
provide other pertinent findings of the study. As previously stated in the literature review,
there is a paucity of literature specifically related to the focus of this study. There is no
readily comparable literature that can be cornpared and contrasted to the findings of this
study. Rather, there are a few well stmctured studies based on similar or related concepts
to this study, as well as declarative articles, publications based on questionnaires and
surveys, and studies where the validity of the findings are questionable at best. Whenever
there is relevant literature 1 compare the findings of this study to other studies.
The probIern statement for this thesis was: What are the strategies, behaviors and
interventions used by male nurses in the provision of personal and intimate care with a
femde patient that enables the patient to feel psychologically and emotionally
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comfortable?

The findings of the study indicated that the participants utilized a number of
different stntegies, behaviors and interventions when providing personal and intirnate
care with female patients. The strategy utilized depended on factors specific to the
participant as well as specific to the patient. These were classified into four main
sections: communication, cognitive, emotive and behavioral. A fifth section, workplace
setting or situational factors, was identified as an aspect that had to be taken into account
in the overall provision of personal and intimate care by a male nurse with

a female

patient.
The strategies also had a focus on either the panicipant or the patient. That is, the
study demonstrated that it was not only important for the patient to feel emotionally or
psychologically comfonable while receiving personal and intimate care, but it was also
important for the nurse to feel emotionally and psychologically comfortable while
performing the personal and intimate c m . Specific strategies used by the participants
were not enacted to alleviate discornfort on the part of the patient, but rather to alleviate
their (nurses') discomfon. Table 2 below provides a schematic overview of the categories
and accompanying suategies as identified by the participants.
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The findings indicated that the most important strategy used by participants was

communication. Communication inctuded rapport building and explanation giving,
seeking permission and the use of humor. Participants noted the need to build ri rapport
with their patients M o r e performing personal and intimate care. They stressed the need
to have their patients' feel comfortable with them as their nurse before delving into

personal and intimate c m . Tagg's (1981) study of mde nurses working on an obstetrical
unit observed that patients bdieved they would noc be embarrassed if a male nurse helped
with breast feeding as long as they were given time to establish a rdationship. Although

not focusing on male nurses, Lawler's (1993) research supports the importance of
communication in that the nurse must communicate effectively More invading the
patient's privacy.
As in al1 aspects of nursing, the importance of communication with the patient is

exuemely important (Putter & Perry, 1997). Communication provides a means for the

.
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nurse-patient relationship to develop. Communication also enables the nurse and the
patient to develop and agree upon the goals to be attained in the particular interaction
(King, 1981). The participants noted that it was of utmost importance to provide an

explanation for al1 interventions with their patients. From the participant's perspective,
providing explanations and reasons rninimized emotional or psychological discornfort
experienced by patients. Explanations enabled patients to become part of the c m process
and provided them with information to mdce informed decisions and therefore an
informed consent to the particular procedure. The participants believed that this strategy
helped foster the nurse-patient relationship by identifying to the patient that she was part
of the team making decisions about her care. The need to provide explanations is also
voiced in Potter & Perry (1997).
Another communication strategy used by the participants was to seek permission
from patients before performing interventions, whether personai and intimate or
othenvise. The participants believed that by seeking permission from the patient they
were able to accomplish two goals. The first goal was the completion of the necessary
care; the second goal was to develop the nurse-patient relationship.
The last communication strategy used by male nurses when providing personal
and intimate c m with femaie patients was humor. The use of humor, when involved in
providing personal and intimate care, was also identified by Seed (1995) as a strategy
used by neophyte and more mature student nurses. Participants used humor to "take the
edge off' a situation, Humor was used as a means to make the patient more corrifortable.
It also provided a rneans to step over certain societai boundaries. Participants also used
humor to help them feel more comfortable with the care situations. Humor assisted
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participants to perform personal and intimate procedures with their female patients
by making the situation less serious and more acceptable. It is somewhat more difficult to
be emotionally or psychologicalIy uncomfortable when one is laughing and finding a
situation humorous. Humor can be a powerful tool in the repertoire of the nurse in
dissipating fears, uncertainties or uncornfortablesituations experienced by their patients
or themselves (Potter & Peny, 1997). It is important to note that humor must be used with
caution. If humor is used at the wrong time, or in the wmng context, or more importantly,
if it is perceived inappropriate in the rnind of the patient, then humor can have a negative

consequence. It appears that the participants have, through experience, developed an
understanding of when humor can be used effectively and when it is better to use some
other strategy.

One cognitive strategy used by participants was detachment. Participants voiced
the need to occasionaily detach, "block out" ~r.~'depersonalize''a situation to ensure they
remained comfortable with the provision of personai and intimate care. This strategy also
provided comfort to female patients. This strategy was aisa useful in situations that were
emotionally or psychologically di fficult. This strategy was more frequently used when
the participant identified with the patient or in some way felt that it was important to
separate the redity of what he was doing from the person (patient) with whom he was
performing the intervention. The need to detach made the nurse more comfortable,
although by doing so there was a secondary effect of also making the patient more
comfortable. The participant identified something within himself that required him to
distance himself from the situation by whatever means possible while still adrninistering
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the care required. This strategy was used when the participant did not want his
personal feelings to interfere with the situation. The female participants in Lawler's study
(1993), had difficulty providing persona1 and intimate care with male patients. They too

needed to develop strategies to deal with providing personal and intimate c m with
opposite gender patients. Seed (1995) identified that female nursing students oiten had to
remember to look at the men as patients rnther than men when providing care. This
indicates that the need to detach frorn the situation is also done by iemale nursing
students.
The most frequently identified use of detachment occurred when the participant
cared for a patient to whom they were in some way attracted. Although attraction does not
necessarily include sexuality, sorne of the care provided by nurses has an irnplied
sexuality that cannot be taken lightly, and the participants understood this. (The concept
of sexuality and how it relates to the provision of personal and intimate care will be

discussed later.) To ensure safe, appropriate, professional care was provided to their
patients the participants utilized detachment to be able to accomplish the necessary care
without making their patients or themselves emotionally or psychologically
uncomfortable. One participant described how by using the strategy of detachment he
would be able to provide personal and intimate care for his mother.
The second cognitive strategy used by participants was distraction. They indicated
that distraction enabled the nurse to take the patient's rnind off the situation immediately
at hand. That is, by disuacting the patient from what was actually occurring, the patient

did not become uncomfortable with the performance of the personal and intimate
intervention. A participant described how he had to alrnost ciimb into the tub with a bum
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victim to be able to perfonn the necessary intervention of debridement. By talking
with the patient about anything other than the procedure being performed the participant
distracted the patient and essentially normalized the situation. By talking about everyday
events, the procedure took on the same connotation, that is, that it also was an everyday
event. If the patient saw and understood that this piuticular intervention was an everyday
commonplace occurrence (accomplished by the nurse not having to focus on the
intervention, but rather focussing on anything but the intervention), then the likelihood of
the patient feeling emotionally or psychologically uncornfortable would be rninirnized.
Another obvious advantage to using distraction, particularly in the example provided
above, is for pain relief. Potter and Perry (1997) discuss how distraction can be used as an
adjunctive therapy for pain. 1could not find literature that specifically identified
distraction as an intervention in the provision of personal and intimate care.

The third category of strategies used by participants was entitled emotional. That
is, the participants ensured that they showed their patients respect and, empathy and
caring. The participants believed that the development of the nurse-patient relationship
required the participant to demonstrate respect for his patients. Respect helped build trust.
Respect for the patient included providing the patient with some control over the heaith
care experience. Whenever possible, that control included being able to decide who
would provide personal and intimate care. Participants voiced that providing the patient
with a choice enabled her to trust the nurse and therefore, felt more cornfortable when
accepting personai and intimate care from him.
The participants aiso described the necessity to dernonstrate an empathic and
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caring attitude towards their patients. By king empathetic and caring the nurse was
able to understand how the patient may be feeling when being provided with personal and
intimate care by a male nurse. Bottorff (1991) identified the importance of feeling with
the patient and sharing the discomfort that the patient is feeling. Promoting comfort is a
way to demonstrate a caring attitude. All of the participants identified the promotion of

comfort as the main goal in caring for their patients. The Iiterature also identifies comfon
promotion as a major goal in nursing. Arrnitage (1983), Cameron (1993). Hamilton
(1989), and Morse (1983) al1 identify the importance of addressing broad aspects of
comfort (including emotional and psychological) when caring for patients. Emotional and
psychological needs have to be met to ensure the patient feels comfortable (Kolcaba and
Kolcaba, 199 1).

The Fourth strategic category used by the participants was behavioral. That is, the

participants ensured their patients were provided with privacy during personal and
intimate c m , regardless of whether the care was physical, emotional or psychological.
Participants idcntified how they would ensure that the curtains were drawn or that they
covered their patients whenever personal and intimate care was being performed. Lawler
(1993) discusses the importance that nursing places on privacy. She discusses how no one
knows the work that nurses do because of the need for nurses to maintain privacy, and
they often do that by working behind curtains. Maintaining privacy demonsuates to the
patient that the nurse is aware of the potential for discornfort that the patient might
experience because of a particular situation or encounter, and is willing to take mesures
to minimize the discomfort. Attending to pnvacy helps build the trust necessary for an
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effective nurse-patient relationship.
Another behavioral strategy was trading patient assignments or providing a female
alternative to female patients. Participants occasionally traded assignments with a female
nurse because of the patients' discomfort with a male nurse performing personal and
intimate procedures. It was not necessarily the fact the participants were male, but it may
have been the situation the patient was in that made it more appropriate for a female to be
in attendance dunng the provision of the personal and intimate care. One participant
descnbed how he traded assignments when a young female came in to emergency after
being sexually assaulted. The participant knew that the assault itself was traumatic
enough for the patient, without further compounding the situation by having a male nurse
perfonn the personal and intimate interventions required as a result of the assault. By
providing a female alternative the participants promoted a sense of trust and this
strengthened the nurse-patient relationship.
Use of female chaperones was at times also incorporated. Lodge, Mallett, Blake.
& Fryatt (1997) and McKenna (1991) identifiedthat in the 1970's al1 male midwives had

to have a chaperone present when providing intimate care with a patient. The concern at
that time was the potential for improper advances king perforrned by the male midwife
as well as pre~entingunsubstantiated allegations of assault. Now,almost 30 years later,
the participants have expressed those same concerns. A number of the participants
identified the concem of being accused of sexual impropriety when caring for femde
patients. One participant identified that, when working in a psychiatrie unit, a femaie
patient on the unit threatened to accuse a male nurse with sexuai abuse if the nurse did
not give the patient some medication that she was requesting. The participant identified
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that whenever he provided care for this patient he would have a fernale colleague
corne in to chaperone, thus ensuring that false accusations of impropriety could not occur.

The last category was workplace setting and situational factors. While not a

particular strategy or intervention, these factors influenced how participants perforrned of
personal and intimate care, The participants identified that with more acutely il1 patients
there tvas less concern as to who provided personal and intimate care. Patients in

intensive care or those who are acutely il1 or debilitated do not express concems if their
nurse happens to be male.
When a patient is acutely il1 there is a greater emphasis on meeting the person's
basic needs. As the patient improves, their basic needs no longer require the s m e

emphasis, aIlowing the focus to shift tu other needs. One of those "other" needs is for the
patient to feel cornfortable with thcir nurse. it is only when the patient is well enough to
become aware of the normal boundaries king crossed that the gender of the nurse
influences a patient's cornfort level. This aspect was also identified by Johnston (1987),
Lemin (19831, Lodge, Mallett, Blake, & Fryatt (1997), Mynaugh (1984), and Tagg
(1981). Tagg identified that patients with male midwives had no concerns during the

ricturil labor period (while the situation was more acute), but these same patients had more
concems if the male rnidwife had to care for them in the home or during the pst-natal
period. Mynaugh (1984) reported similar findings. in Lemin's 1982 study, patients had no

concems with a male nurse caxing for them in ttie hospital, but they experienced concems

if they had to be cared for by a male nurse in the home (the idea king that they were

more il1 in the hospital than at home). Johnston (1987) concluded that there was less
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concern with intimate contact in the emergency room because of high patient acuity.
Although the above studies are somewhat dated, similar findings were reported by Lodge,
Mallett, Blake, & Fryatt (1997) when they interviewed fernale gynecological patients and
identified the acuity of the patient as playing a factor in the patients' embarrassment.
Other factors, in addition to patient acuity that influenced the participant in his
provision of personal and intimate care were the following: the need for the intervention
to be completed, the resources available to provide aitematives if possible, and, the
overall busy-ness of the nurse. If the need to perform a certain procedure was emergent,
the procedure wouid sometimes be conducted with the knowledge and understanding that
this was not the ideal manner to manage the situation, but that the patient's imrnediate
physicnl condition took priority over their emotional or psychological needs. Once the
patient's physical needs were met, then participants addressed other needs such as
psychological or emotional concems. It must be noted that if the psychological or
emotional need was the primriry consideration, the participants dealt with that aspect
initially, an example being the participant who had a fernale colleague care for a young
female patient who had been sexually assaulted. in this situation the patient's emotional
and psychological well being was the priority over the physical trauma that resulted from
the assault.
There were situations where the participants had to perform certain procedures or
interventions with their fernale patients when their femde colleagues were unavailable to
"cover" for them. For exarnple, when a participant had to perform an intimate procedure
on a patient in emergency because d l of the female nurses were busy elsewhere.
Sometimes a lack of resources or just the gened busy-ness of work, necessitated that
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interventions occurred at the expense of the patient's emotional or psychological
cornfort. The participants did, however, state that such occurrences happened when there
was no other alternative availûble to them. As with much that this study has looked at,
there is no literature that 1 have found that discusses or addresses the above factors.

Other Research Questions
The secondary purpose of the study was to answer the following research
questions:
1. From the male nurse's perspective, is there an actuai or potential perceived

concern by patients or society with the concept of male nurses providing
personal and intimate care with female patients?
The rnajority of the participants identified that there were times. dbeit rarely,
when their patients or their patient's family would express concem with them providing
persona1 and intimate care. One of the participants reported that during his obstetrical
rotation as a student, a mother of his patient expressed concem with his caring for her
daughter. The concern was alleviated once the mother observed the care king provided
her daughter by the participant. The participants stressed that it depended on the patient
(for exnmple, a patient who had experienced c m being provided by a male nurse in the
past), or the situation (for example the severity of the patient's situation) whether or not a
concem was expressed. For the most part, fernale patients or their families did not have a
concem about a mde nurse providing persona! and intimate c m .
Someone entering the heath care system in need of intervention will most
probably receive that intervention by a sûmger (male or female). This concept has been
accepted by society as an acceptable reason to breach the societal nom of not touching or
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viewing someone's naked body unless one is in some type of relationship with the
person (Curtin, 1993; Domar, 1986; Hurst and Ward; Rowan, 1993; Vella, 1991;
Vousden, 1980). There is a paucity of research dealing with the acceptance or nonacceptance of male nurses versus femafe nurses in the provision of personal and intimate
care. The only study of this kind that 1was able to find was by Lodge, Mailet, Blake &
Fryatt (1997). These authors researched the perceived levels of embarrassment with
physical and psychological care provided by male and female nurses. Their study found
that women preferred female nurses for care that could cause embarrassment. However,
as with al1 studies there were inconsistencies mong the participants in their answers to
the study questions. Anapol and Wagner (1978); Arnold, Martin and Parker (1988); Kelly

(1980); and Haru, Halitsky and Stricker (1975) al1 found that the majority of females
would prefer to have a female physician rather mate physician. Unfortunately these
studies, as well as being dated, focussed on physicians and not nurses and with the
changes th? have occurred in societal noms during the last 15 to 20 years it is not known
if these findings are indeed indicative of how women currently feel about the subject.

The participants in this study suggested that by demonstrating professiondism,
competence, efficiency and utilizing g w d communication techniques, the patients they
cared for had no concems that their nurse was male. For those patients who did voice a
concem, the participants identified that it was well within the patients' rights to decide
who should care for them. The participants dso expressed that if it made the patient feel
better to have a female nurse perfonn certain personai and intimate procedures or
interventions, then that was what was important - the comfort of the patient, not who
would provide the care.
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2. Are there circurnstances or situations in which the performance of

persond and intimate care by a male nurse with a female patient is acceptable,
and, at other times not acceptable for the patient?
The participants did identify situations or circumstances where it was more
acceptable or appropriate if female nurses performed certain personai and intimate
interventions or procedures with femaie patients. Young adolescent fernales, femaies
concerned about body image, or fernales in situations that involved major emotional or
psychological insult (for example physical or sexual assault) were identified as the most
likely patients to be concemed with the provision of intimate care by a male nurse. 1could
only locate one piece of research that specifically addressed this aspect of personal and
intimate care provision. This one study discussed the patients' concern with body image
post delivery as the reason for feeling uncornfortable with having a male nurse provide
personal and intimate care (Morin, Patterson, Kurtz, & Brzowski, 1999). The participants
of my study also identified that they themselves rnight have some discornfort performing
persona1 and intimate care with patients in the situations listed above.
As discussed earlier, participants acknowledged that they have to be comfortable
performing a particular procedure in the first place in order to make their patient feel
comfortable. Feelings of modesty, embamssment, shyness and not knowing how to
"break" social noms of mde-fernale relationships are aspects that male nurses have to
overcome in order to feel comfortable when providing personal and intimate care with
patients. George and Quatuone (1989), Lawler (1993), Merrill, Laux and Thornby (1990)
and Seed (1995) dl identified that people have these feelings regardless of whether they
are a nurse, doctor or member of another heath care discipline. The participants identified

that it was necessary for them to overcome these feelings to be sufficiently
comfortable to provide such c m .
3. When a male nurse provides personal and intimate care with a femaie patient,

what verbal and non-verbal behaviors indicate to the nurse that the patient is
experiencing psychological or emotional discornfort with the situation?
The participants identified a number of patient-related behaviors that they
recognized as indicative of emotional or psychological discomfort. These behaviors were
identified as consequences of not attending to the patient's comfort. in other words, the
participants believed that if they did not pay attention to the patient's emotional and
psychological comfort during the performance of persond and intimate care, then the
patient would express behaviors or cues, indicating discomfort with the situation.
The behaviors were categorized into four mas: facial cues, emotional or
psychological cues, withdrawing cues and protective motion cues. (For a listing of the
behaviors see Table 1 on page 153). Once again the paucity of research on the topic of
comfort and how it relates to penonal and intimate care precludes me from identifying
any literature on this aspect. What has been identified though is that comfort is central to
nursing (Potter and Perry. 1997).Therefore whenever a patient expenences discomfort it
is of utmost importance that the nurse do whatever is required to ensure that their

patient's discomfort is dedt with. What has been identified through my research is the
fact that the participants expressed an ongoing assessment of their patient's emotional and
psychologicai cornfort (or discomfort) ihroughout the time when personal and intimate
care was being performed. This ongoing assessment dlowed for quick alterations in the
manner in which care was accomplished. Ongoing assessment also enabled participants to
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reevaluate the strategy or intervention they were currently using to ensure that it was
still effective during the course of personal and intimate care.
The three research questions identified at the beginning of the study encompassed
important knowledge domains that 1 wanted answered. However, because the study was
qualitative in design other pertinent information was identified dunng data analysis.

Other Findings of Significance
During data analysis, a number of additional findings were identified. The four
rnost pertinent findings, however, c m be categorized as 1) trust, 2) professionaiism, 3)
sexuality, and 4) the complexity of assessment. Each of these findings are discussed
separately.

Tnist
Participants identified that trust was necessary for the nurse-patient relationship to
develop appropriately. By gaining the patient's tmst, the participants were able to
accomplish the necessary nursing interventions required by the patient. These
interventions were not only those of a personai and intimate nature, but rather, any
intervention. Trust is required in order to develop a therapeutic nurse-patient relationship
(Potter and Perry, 1997). Interestingly, King (1981) does not mention the importance of
trust in her theory of nursing. The need to develop trust will enable the patient and nurse
to overcome concems and uncertainties that each might have of the other. Without trust
the interpersonal interactions expressed by King as k i n g so important will not occur.
Patients have to trust their nurse for al1 aspects of their care. If a patient does not trust his
or her nurse then they may feeI uncomfortabIe when the nurse has to perfonn personal
and intimate care with them.

Professionalism was identified by al1 of the participants as the major means to
accomplish necessary nursing interventions. By acting professiondly, participants were
able to cross over those unwritten but generai societai boundaries and taboos that are in
place outside of the patient role and the nurse role. Professionalism denotes knowledge,
ski11 and attitude (Chapman, 1977; Cumn, 1985; Gilcrest, 1987; Kerr and MacPhail,
1991). The participants believed that by acting professionaily (which included being
competent in their performance of their duties), they were able to keep their patients
emotionally and psychologically comfortable dunng the provision of personal and
intimate care. By being professional, participants also developed a comfortable nursepatient relritionship, which they identified as important. Galbraith (1991) also identified
the fact that men in nursing value relationships with their patients.
Participants believed that by king caring, competent and knowledgeable they
were able to demonstrate professionalism and this demonstrated cornportment provided
patients with comfort in knowing that they were in competent hands. Tagg (1981) and
Sweet (1974) identified the need to be qualified to perform required tasks and duties as
important. The participants believed that if patients perceived their nurse to be
professional, they did not object or demonstrate any discomfort with having a male nurse
provide personai and intimate care.
Interestingly, although the participants never actually mentioned their professionai
organitations, the standards and the Code of Ethics established by the Canadian Nurses
Association (CNA) and the Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses (MARN), are
what these participants used in their everyday practice. As students, and later on, as

-
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professionals, these participants understood the importance of maintairing ethicd
and professional standards when providing care with their patients.

People are sexual beings and because of this they bring their sexuality with them

to whatever health care experience they encounter (Bernhard & Dan, 1986; Lawler, 1993;

Savrige, 1989; Watson, 1991). Regardless of what one would li ke to think, there is a
sexuaI connotation associated with the provision of personal and intirnate care. Society
has identified that male and female genitalia and female breasts have a significant sexual
component. Therefore anything associated with the manipulation, touching, or viewing of
these physical parts has a sexual component that has to be dealt with by the patient and
the male nurse. Even something as seemingly innocucus as a back mb may have a
component of sexuality to it. One participant discussed a situation during the provision of
ri

backrub, where he felt some loss of control because of the perceived intimacy of the

backnib. Sanford, Hriwley and McGee (199'2) identified that backrubs and massages have
sexual connotations and that male nurses providing these interventions rnay be perceived
as a man first and foremost, rather than as a nurse.
Males in nursing have to deal not only with patient perceptions, but also their own
perceptions as well as society's perceptions as to the appropnateness of them performing
persona1 and intimate care with female patients. Two-thirds of the participants identified
the importance of understanding and acknowIedging the occasionai sexual feelings that
they experienced while caring for theu patients. The importance of identifjing,
acknowledging and accepting the fact that sexual feelings and attraction can and do occur,
not just with the nurse, but also with the patient, has k e n discussed by Gdlop, 1993;
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Holyoake, 1998; Pennington, Gafner, Schilit, & Bechtel, 1993; Peternelj-Taylor,
1998; and Smith, Taylor, Keys, & Gomto, 1997. The participants were emphatic,
however, that by being professional and maintaining the necessary professional
comportment, they were able to ensure that the patients received the care required.

The implied sexuality of the situation also caused the participants to identify legal
concems potentially associated with the provision of personal and intirnate care. The
concern of being accused of impropriety while caring for a female patient had the
participants in some situations requesting a chaperone to be present during the
performance of certain personal and intimate interventions such as during catheterizations
or providing personal hygiene with some patients. In other situations, participants simply
changed assignments with female colleagues to ensure that this potential problem did not
surface. Potential legalities or concern regarding the potential for legal implications
related to the provision of personal and intimate care has been identified by Bennett
(1984). Boughn (1994), Brown (1986), Brown (1987), George and Quattrone (1989), GilI
(1995), Greenlaw (1982). Hal1 (1993), Hawke (1998), Kaur (l993), Squires (1995),
Trandel-Korenchuk & Trandel-Korenchuk (1981) and Welch (1996).
An aspect not discussed in any depth, but rather rnentioned a few times by the
participants, was the perception by the patients or their families that the participant may
be homosexual. This aspect was not discussed during the interviews other than the
occasional times that the participants mentioned it. If the patients or their family rnembers
held this perception, none of the parîicipmts suggested that that this in any way
determined their acceptance or non-acceptance in the performance of personal and
intimate care for the patient. It would however be interesting to identify if indeed the

sexuaiity of the nurse (male or fernide) phys a factor in the emotionai and
psychological comfort level of the patient.
The final significant Finding deais with the complexity of the assessrnent of the
patient.

Throughout the performance of any nursing intervention, personal and intimate or
othenvise. participants continually assessed their patients to ensure that they were
cornfortable with what was happening. This was not just assessing physical cornfort. but
dso emotional and psychologicai comfon that cornes with the belief that one is safe and
secure; that one is going to be provided the best care possible in the least intrusive
manner available. The participants' goal was to provide the kind of cornfort chat one feels
when they tmst the person providing the care.
The ongoing assessrnent was cornplex. The visuai representation of this ongoing
assessment is represented in Figure 2 on the page following. Factors affecting the femaIe
patient are interpreted from the male nurse's perspective and may not be the sarne factors
that would be identified if the female patient were specificaily questioned.
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Participants expressed that everything they do is ultimately based on the desire to
ensure patient cornfort. However, to be able to accomplish this the participants had to
assess for and take into account many factors. These factors dealt not only with the
female patient but also the participant themselves.
Factors that the participants took into consideration when providing care for their
femaie patients included the patient's: 1)culture (this included their upbringing and their
religion); 2) family (which had some component of their culture as well as their beliefs
and values included); 3) past experiences (This inchded their life experience as well as
their hospital experiences and their experiences with male nurses. It was here that the
patient's sexuality also came into play); 4) age (this was considered from a developmental
as well as experientid Ievel); and, 5) acuity Ievel.
Factors that participants brought to the health care arena also played a role in
determining how they assessed patients. The mal: nurse brings to the nurse-patient
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relationship his culture (including his religion, beliefs and values), professionalism,
comfort level with the care needing to be provided (this includes the nurse's sexudity),
past experiences (both in life and as a nurse), perceived need for legd considerations, and
his knowledge regarding the acuity level of the patient.
As King (1981) suggests, the nurse-patient relationship is based on the desire to
accomplish agreed upon goals. In this study, the goal was the provision of personal and
intimate care by a male nurse with a femde patient without the patient feeling
uncomfortable (physically, emotionally, or psychologically). Although the goal was not
necessarily stated that way when the participants interacted with their femde patients, the
underlying rissurnption was that neither the nurse nor the patient wanted to feel
uncomfortable with the care being provided.
Once the above two components (nurse and patient factors) were assessed, the
participant would decide what strategy or intervention he would use during the intimate
care encounter. Participants utilized an ongoing assessment of these factors and others,

depending on the situation and individualized to the patient, and at times, the moment.
This ongoing assessment enabled the participant to determine whether or not the
intervention chosen would enable him to complete the necessary personal and intimate
care, while ensuring that his patient did not experience discornfort because of the care she
received.
Because this assessment was ongoing, the strategy or intervention used would
change from one patient to the next or h m one moment to the next with the same
patient. The most intriguing aspect of this assessment was the abiIity of the participants to
determine a strategy or intervention that would allow them to cross the normal societal
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boundaries of what is and is not acceptable as far as touching, viewing, poking,
prodding or in some way manipulating the body of someone of the opposite gender is
concemed. They were able to accomplish this because of the context of the situation they
and the patient were in, that is, in a nurse-patient relationship. It was their respective
roles, that is, the patient's role as a patient and the nurse's role as a nurse that allowed the
nurse to accomplish the necessary nursing intervention. Interestingly the participants were
able to perfonn this assessrnent and corne to this determination sometimes in a matter of
moments. It appears that male nurses have to assess many factors before even beginning
the provision of care.

Refiexivity and Reflection
Through my years as a nursing insuuctor 1 on occasion had the opportunity to be
asked the questions "How do you do it?" or, "What do 1do?" or, "How do 1 do it?'.
These questions came from mate nursing students who were uncertain as to how to
approach a patient of the opposite gender and provide personal and intimate crue for that
patient. Through time 1 carne to realize chat 1redly had not given the idea much thought. 1
just "did it". There was no secret solution. There was no one way to get it done. There
was no strategy or intervention used. 1just acted myself. 1just did what 1 had to do. 1just
performed the procedure because it was expected of me and it had to be done. It was my
job. 1 was a nurse and rny patient required nursing c m . 1was there to be a nurse. 1had to
perform certain procedures that required me to view, poke, p d , manipulate and touch
certain parts of women's ( a d men's) bodies that 1would not normally be allowed to do
by law or by societai convention in any other scenario. And 1had to do this without my
patient feeling physically, emotionally or psychologicaily uncornfortable with the care
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provided.
Until 1 asked those questions 1 never thought about what 1did, 1never thought
about how uncornfortable and uncertain 1may have been when 1 first started nursing, or
for that matter throughout my career, and had to perform persond and intimate c m .
What was always important was how the patient felt and whether or not the patient was
cornfortable. It never occurred to me that it took much thought or consideration to do
what 1 did, let alone how 1 did it. It was just done.
And that is where the seed for this study was planted. 1began to wonder if indeed
male nurses do have a repertoire of strategies and interventions that they use when they
provide persona1 and intimate care with femaie patients. 1 began to wonder if those
strategies and interventions could be identified. 1 wondered if they could be taught to
students to heIp them deal with the feelings of uncertainty and lack of confidence when
faced with having to perform procedures and interventions of a personal and intimate
nature with their patients. And so 1 chose this concept as my study.
This study has provided me with a clearer understanding of what it takes to be a
male nurse. Nursing is a demanding profession. It requires a level of professionalisrn that
is not appreciated by the public, government, other rnembers of the health care
disciplines, patients, and unfonunately sometirnes by nurses themselves. Nursing requires
cornmitment, determination, suength, intelligence, caring, and, the ability to interact with
people when they are at their worst. Nursing requires an ability to communicate not only
socially but also therapeutically. What 1have leamed through this journey of discovery is
something that 1aiways knew. Male nurses, have ail these quaiities. Male nurses c m
about their patients. They care about how they feel. They care that what they do for their
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patient makes an impact on the lives of their patients. They care that the patient is
cornfortable. They care, and the act of caring is complex and sophisticated. Caring does
not just happen. It is an attitude that develops over time. And it is an attitude that male
nurses have in abundance.
But what 1have also learned is that sadly, male nurses have to overcome obstacles
to providing care that they should not even have to think about. The fact that there are
still members of society that believe that male nurses tire not appropriate care givers in
certain situations specifically and only because they are male, is a sony commentary on
society's beliefs and values surrounding male-female interactions. That male nurses have
to be concerned with legal implications simply for doing their job is inappropriate. That
male nurses have to consider so many factors before even trying to provide certain
aspects of care is unfortunate. But male nurses do al1 of these things and accept ail of
these bamers and still provide the a r e ihat their patients require, because they do c m .
And this is how 1 have changed during this process of inquiry. 1 have changed
because 1 have come to reaiize that 1do not "just do it", but rather, 1methodicaily choose
what strategy and intervention I will use when performing personal and intimate care with
my patients. 1 have learned that there are many techniques that 1 have done in the past,
and that there are many techniques that 1c m try in the future.
1 have also changed because 1 have come to realize that in order for a man to be in

nursing he has to overcome certain obstacles that his female counterparts do not have to
consider. For example, femaie nurses generdy do not have to wonder if the patient will
or will not accept them. They also do not have to consciously think about the fact that
they may be inappropriately charged with impropriety whenever they care for a patient of
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the opposite gender. And probably most importantly, the fernaie nurse will never be
questioned as to their ability to care based solely on their gender. These examples and
others are considerations that male nurses do indeed have to take into account when they
care for female patients. 1do however acknowledge that this in no way infers that this is
the case for each and every male nurse or for that matter for every male nurse whenever
he cares for a female patient. However, there is an increased likelihood that these

questions will be asked by a male nurse during his career, whereas, there is a decreased
likelihood of these same questions k i n g a concem to a female nurse during the course of
her career. The fact that a male nurse overcomes these obstacles without difficulty
because he cares enough about his patients to do so is inspirational. 1have changed
because 1 find myself honored to work dong side of so many professionai, dedicated,
committed and caring men.
1have also learned that research is the lifeblood of nursing. It is what nursing is

based on. 1 have leamed through this process that for every answer there is to a question
there is a new question to be answered. 1 have learned that the quest for knowledge does
not always come from within but can also come from without. And finaily, 1have leamed
that as an educator, 1have not always provided my students with the necessary knowledge
and skiils to properly understand the complexities of caring for female patients (or for
that matter any patient), particularly when the care is of a personal and intimate nature.
And this leads me into the next section, that king, future implications and
recornmendittions.

Future Implications and Recommendations
Pr&

The findings of this study can have an impact on nursing practice, not just for
male nurses but for female nurses as well. Female nurses could, in al1 probability
probably do, use the same strategies and interventions used by male nurses in the
performance of personal and intimate care. The consequences of not attending to the
patients' comfort are important considerations for any nurse when caring for patients.
Patients have to feel cornfortable in the knowledge that they will be provided the best care
possible with the least arnount of physical, emotional and psychological discomfort.
Nurses could be made aware of the possible strategies and interventions that have been
identified here and could then employ them in their own area of work.

Administrators everywhere have to corne to terms with the fact that male nurses
are not different frorn female nurses. They are nurses. They have the same educational
preparation and they expect the same considerations as their fernale counterparts. Nurses,
whether male or fernale, are professionals who have a job to do and for the rnost part, do
it to the best of their abilities. Gender should not and cannot play a factor in the overall

picture of patient care. However, as a professionai, a nurse would have the knowledge,
understanding, caring and empathy to know when to withdraw frorn a care situation if it
was going to cause discomfort of any kind for the patient, even if the reason for the
discomfort was the nurse's gender.
Obviously, patients have the right to choose who will and who will not cm for
them. And they should have that right. However, administrators should not be the ones to
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decide whether or not a male nurse or a fernale nurse is appropriate to work in one
area and not another. That decision should be based on the nurses' ability and not the
nurse's gender.
Male (and female) nurses need to feel confident in the fact that their
administration will back them up if a situation arises that could lead to legal implications.
The concepts of patient's rights, risk management. and qudity improvement are
important in an organization. However, the male nurse needs to feel confident that the
beliefs, values, and policies of the facility or organization provide him with the authority,
power and rights to perform whatever care is necessary for the patients under his care. If a
nurse does something that is unethical, immoral or illegai relating to patient care, then
that nurse should suffer whatever consequences befall him or her. if however, the nurse
has only performed his or her job, then the nurse should be assured that the facility or
organization would be behind him or her.

It is in this area that the majorityof future work needs to be focussed. Participants
identified shortcomings in their basic nursing education relating to the provision of
persona1 and intimate c m . The participants al1 agreed that their education prepared hem
in how to "do" the procedures. They al1 felt prepmd to perform the actual hands of a

procedure, but many of the participants expressed that they were never told how to
address the emotionai and psychological aspects of the procedures k i n g performed. The
participants felt that it would be beneficial if nursing curricula included information on
how to manage the complexities of encountering someone's body, especially someone of
the opposite gender. The participants noted that this kind of information would be
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beneficial to male as well as female nursing students. As discussed earlier, men and
women both have concems as to how to breach the normal societal boundaties required
of some nursing interventions and procedures, specificaily personal and intimate care.
Lawler (1993) commented on these same aspects. That is, nursing education
emphasizes the procedures, but students Iearn to control their emotions and
embarrassrnent by themselves. She dso reported that nurses are not educated in the
practicalities of breaking societal noms and boundaries related to male-female
interactions and relationships. What has not been addressed is how students l e m to
identify the verbal and non-verbai behaviors that indicate their patients are uncornfortable
with the care being provided. What is also not addressed in a forrnal way is what

strategies or interventions the students can utilize when they are required to perforrn
personal and intirnate care with a patient of the opposite gender.
This is perhaps the most important recommendation of this study. Nursing
educators and nursing cumcula need to address the issue of how students become
cornfortable with not only the provision of personal and intimate care, but how they
become comfortabIe within themselves when they have to provide this type of care.
Students should be provided with role models, and opponunities for discussion of how
they feel about the provision of personal md intimate care. They should have
opportunities to openly discuss the feelings that they have when providing personai and
intimate care. They also have to be provided with strategies and interventions that they
can use to make their patients and themselves comfonable during the provision of
personal and intimate care.

232
Future Research

The scarcity of research on male nurses caring for female patients in general, and
more specifically, relating to the provision of personal and intimate care, is indicative that

this is an area that needs to be researched. Research needs to be conducted relating to the
provision of personal and intimate care in generai. Additional research needs to be
conducted relating to the provision of personal and intimate care by female nurses and by
rnalc nurses.

In addition, funher research following the sarne lines of this research study would
be beneficial. it would be interesting to research the issue of whether or not the male

nurses indeed did accurately assess the perceptions of their patients and how they were
feeling during the provision of personal and intimate care. This could be accomplished by
intewiewing female patients who have been c m d for by male nurses to identify what if
any concerns they may have had with the care they received from the male nurse.
Another research study that should be conducted would be COdetermine if there
are similarities or differences in the care provided by male nurses with female patients
versus male nurses with male patients. As more men enter the field of nursing further
research will be necessary to ensure that concems and issues related to the provision of
care by male nurses are properiy addressed.
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Appendix A
Visud Representntion of King's Conceptual Framework
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A Rocess of Human Interaction
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Appendix C
Invitation and Explmation of Study
for Potential Study Participants
My narne is Rodney Kebicz and 1 am a student in the Master of Nursing Pro-gm at
the University of Manitoba. For the thesis component of rny pro-onm 1 am conducting a
study entitled "The art of citring: Male nurses providing personal and intimate care with
female patients". This is a dimension of nursing that is not well understood and there has
been minimal research canied out in this area. To acquire a better understandin; of this
aspect of nursing 1 plan to interview male registered nurses who work in rnedical or surgical
areas within this institution.
1 would Iike to interview 15 to 23 male registered nurses who have during the course
of their nursing careers provided personal and intirnate care to female patients. 1 would like

to gather information on the experiences, perspectives, thoughts and perceptions chat male
nurses have regiirding the provision of personal and intirnate care to fernale patients. I
would also like to gather information about the possible strategies, behaviors or
interventions utilized by these nurses when they provide personal and intirnate crue to
female patients.
You have received this invitation to participate in this study because you are a male
registered nurse who works in a medical or surgical area within the Health Sciences Center.
The chairperson of the Access Cornmittee of the Heaith Sciences Center has fonvarded this
letter to you. If you agree to participate in this study you will be interviewed at your
convenience for approximately one (1) hour at a mutually agted upon tirne and place. A
second one (1) hour interview m w be required but would only be amnged if you a-geed.
Participants will be asked to sign a consent f o m prior to the actual interview occumng.
There is absolutely no obligation on your part to participate. if you do decide to
participate in the study you are free to withdnw at any tirne without prejudice. 1 would
appreciate it if you could contact me within one week at 788-8334 or 339-7703' to confirm
your participation in the study. if you have any questions or require any funher information,
please do not hesitate to contact me at the above number.
1 would like to take this opportunity to thnnk you in advance for considering this

invitation to participate.
Yours sincerely,
Rodney Kebicz R.N. B.N.

Follow-up Invitation and Explanation of Study
for Potential Study Participants
Approximately two (2) weeks ago you received an invitation to participate in a study
being conducted by Rodney Kebicz a student in the Mater of Nursing Program at the
University of Manitoba. The study is entitled "The art of caring: Male nurses providing
personal and intimate care with female patients". If you responded to the initial invitation
please disregard this letter.
1 am providing this rerninder letter in the event that you may have misplaced the
earlier letter and may be interested in participating. Al1 male registered nurses working in a
medical or surgical area within Health Sciences Centre have been sent Ierters. You were
invited to participate in this study because 1 am interested in your experiences, perspectives,
thoughts and perceptions regarding the provision of personal and intimate c m with fernale
patients. Xlso of interest (and the major purpose of this study) is to find out what strategies,
behaviors or interventions you use when providing personal and intimate care with female
p ;it'lents.

If !ou agee to participate in this study you witl be interviewed at your convenience
for approximately one (1) hour at a mutually agreed upon time and place. A second one (1)
hour interview mag be required but would only be arranged if you agreed. You wiIl be
asked to sign a consent form prior to the actual intewiew occumn,o.
1 would like to reinforce that there is absolutely no obligation on your part to

priniciprite. If you do decide to participate in the study you are free to withdratv at any time
with no explanation necessary.
Could you please contact me at 788-8334 or 339-7705 if you are interested in
puticipating in the study. If you have any questions or require any further information,
please do not hesitate to contact me at the above number.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for considering
participating in this study.
Yours sincerely,

Rodney Kebicz R.N. B.N.

Appendix E
Invitation and Explanation of Study
for Potential Study Participants Sent by Colleagues
My name is Rodney Kebicz and 1am a student in the Master of Nursing Program at
the University of Manitoba. For the thesis component of rny procprn 1 am conducting a
study entitled "The art of caring: Male nurses providing persona1 and intirnate c m to
female patients". This is a dimension of nursing that is not well understood and there ha
been minimal research carried out in this area. To acquire a better understanding of this
aspect of nursing 1 plan to interview male registered nurses who work in medical or sur$cnl
areas within this institution.
1would like to interview 10 to 20 male registered nurses who have during the course
of their nursing carcers provided personal and intimate care to fernale patients. 1would like
to gather information on the expenences, perspectives, thoughts and perceptions that male
nurses have regarding the provision of personal and intirnate c m to fernale patients. i
would also like to gather information about the possible strategies, behaviors or
interventions utilized by these nurses when they provide persona1 and intimate care to
female patients.

You have received this invitation to participate in this study because you are a male
registered nurse who works in a medicd or surgical area within the Health Sciences Center.
On my behalf, your friend/colleague has agreed to forward this letter to you. If you agree to
participate in this study you will be interviewed at your convenience for approximotely one
(1) hour at a mutually agreed upon time and place. A second one (1) hour interview mag be
required but would only be manged if you a-ped. You will be asked to sign a consent form
prior to the actual interview occurrÎng.
There is absolutely no obligation on your part to participate. if you do decide to
participate in the study you are free to withdraw at any tirne without prejudice. 1 would
appreciate it if you could contact me within one week at 788-8334 to confirm your
participation in the study. If you have any questions or require any further information.
please do not hesitate to contact me at the above number.
1 would like to take this opportunity to thank you in advance for considering this
invitation to participate.

Yours sincerely,

Rodney Kebicz R.N. B.N.

Structured and Semi-Structured Interview Sheet
Hello

.Well first of all, 1 would like to take this opportunity to thank you

for apeing to participate in this study. Before we begin the actual interview 1 have some

p e r d information and dernographic questions to ask.
What is your highest level of educational attainrnent?
What year did you becorne a RN?
Where did you graduate frorn?
What areas of nursing have you worked in?
What a m of nursing are you currently working in?
Have you worked in any other field or occupation?
If so, what other field?
What brought you into nursing?
What is your marital status?
What is your age?
1 am now going to ask you some questions that will require sorne reflection on your

part. If you do not want to answer any question or feel in any way uncornfonable with the
question or the necessary response please feel free to not answer or answer as you feel
cornfortable.

1.

1.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

What prompted you to participate in this study?
Do you believe there is an issue or concem with male nurses providing personal and
intimate care to female patients and if so, how extensive is the concem?
Do you believe there is less of a concem when fernale nurses provide personal and
intirnate care to male patients and if so, why?
What are your thoughts about whether or not this aspect of nursing should even be a
concem in the c m of patients of either gender?
How often do you have to provide personal and or intimate care to fernde patients?

What would you consider or how would you define personal and intirnate c m ?
M a t rnakes the performance of personal and intirnate c m on a femaie patient
easier or more diftïcult?
Whac are your thoughts about male nurses providing persona[ and intirnate care for
fernale patients?
Have you ever been in a situation where you younelf felt uncorniortable or had
second thoughts about performing personal and intimate care on a fernale patient?
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What are your thoughts about mde nurses working in areas specifically
requiring the provision of personal and intimate care for female patients (for
example labour and delivery)?
Can you tell me about the most positive experience you ever had when performing
personal and intimate care on a femde patient?
Can you tell me about the most negative expenence you ever had when performing
personal and intimate care on a female patient?
Try remembering back to your student days. How did you feel or what were you
thinking the first time you had to perform personal and intimate care on a female
patient'?

Interventions
14,
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

How did you handle the situation?
Whar would you do differently now, chat you did not do then?
How do you deal with the issue of intrusion into the personal space or privricy of a
patient of the opposite sex?
How do you know if your fernale patient is uncomfonable with the care you are
providing?
What strategies or interventions have you used that have enabled you to perfom
personal and intimate c m on a femaie patient, without the patient feeling
ernbarrassed or uncornfortable?
Do you believe that you are abie to alleviate the psychological andlor emotiond
discomfon that may be felt by your femde patients when you provide personai and
intimate care?

Nursing Education
20.
21.

22.

Remembering back to your student days again, what information would have
benetïted you regarding the provision of personal and intimate care for fernale
patients?
If a male nursing student approached you with a concern as to how to den1 with the
performance of personal and intimate nursing care for a fernale patient, what would
you tell him?
Would the inclusion of how to approach and perfonn the task of providing personai
and intimate c m for members of the opposite sex be beneficial in a nursing
educrition curriculum?

Finally,
23.

1s there anything else that you would like to comment on that has not been dealt
with in the previous questions?

24.

Well.

Are there any questions chat you wouId Iike to have been asked. but were not?

.thank you for your time.

Appendix G

Ethical Approval Access Committee at HSC
June 3, 1997
Joan Jenkins RN PhD
Director Nursin; Education and Research
KA 138
700 bc~errnotAvenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3E OT2
Dear Dr. Jenkins:
My name is Rodney Kebicz and 1 am a student in the Master of Nursing Program at the
University of Manitoba. 1 have completed my course work and have submitted my thesis
proposal to the Friculty of Nursing Ethics Review Committee at the University of Manitoba.
My thesis is entitled "The art of caring: Male nurses providing persona1 and intimate care
uith female patients". This research study wiil utilize qualitative analysis with a micro
ethnogrriphic approach. To accomptish the necessq data collection I m requesting
permission to gain access to 15 to 25 male registered nurses working at the Heatth Sciences
Centre (HSC) on a medicai or surgical unit.

With voluntrtry panicipntion, and after informed consent has been obtained, i will interview
the male nurses for approximately one hour (with the possibility of requiring a second one
hour interview). during off-duty hours. The interview wiIl explore the stntegies, behaviors
and interventions employed by male nurses to minimize any psychologicnl or emotionnl
discomfon that may be experienced when they perform personal and intimate c m with
female patients.
Please find enclosed, 50 copies of a letter entitled "Invitation and Explanation of Study for
Potential Study Participants", t wouId rippreciate it if these Ieners could be fowarded to
male registered nurses working in medical or surgjcal areas within the HSC. If enoush
participants (eg. 15 - 25) have not responded within two weeks, 1 would kindty request that
ri second letter entitled "FolIow-up invitation and Explrination of Study for Potential Study
Participants" be fonvarded to the sarne potential participants (see artached copies).
IF you require further information please contact me at 788-8334 or 339-7705 or, you can
contact my thesis chairperson, Dr. David Gregory RPi PhD at 474-6655.
1 would like ro take this opponunity to thmk you and the Access Cornmirtee for considering
my request.

Yours sincerely,
Rodney Kebicz Rii BN

Appendix H
Consent Form for Study Participants
The art of caring: Male nurses providing persond and intirnate
care with female patients
You are being invited to participate in a study on the strategies, behaviors and
interventions utiiized by male nurses when personal and intimate care (eg. perineal care,
urinary catheterizations, assisting with hygiene and elimination) is provided with female
patients. The study is being conducted by Rodney Kebicz RN.B.N., a student in the Master
of Nursing Pro-oram at the University of Manitoba. You are k i n g invited to participate in
this study because you are a registered nurse, you work in a medical or surgical unit of an
acute care hospital and you are male. Approval for this study has been obtained from the
chair of the Access Committee at the Health Sciences Centre and the Ethical Review
Committee of the Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba.
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. if you agree to participate in
the study your involvement will entail:
Being interviewed about the strategies, behaviors or interventions that you use when
you provide personal and or intimate care with female patients. The interview will
take approximately one (1) hour and will be accomplished during offduty hours, at
your convenience, at a mutually a-sed upon private setting. With your permission.
the interview will be audio tape recorded and later mscribed verbatim to ensure a
complete ruid accurate representation of the interview had taken place. if you agree,
a second interview may occur if additional information or cl~fication/confimation
of information is required. This interview would follow the same format as the
initial interview.

Your name, or any other identifying characteristics will not appeiit on any record,
document or in any publication related to this study. Participants in the study will be
assigned an individuai code nurnber to ensure anonyrnity.
No information wil1 be shared in any way that would enabte you or any of your
patients to be traced and or identified. The only persons having access to the
interview transcripts will be myself, the members of my thesis cornmittee and
possibly rr üanscriptionist who will be briefed on issues of confidentiality. The
transcripts will be only be identifiable by a code number. When the tape is
transcribed, any contextual and situational information will be dtered or omitted to
protect the identity of you and your patients.
AIL documents, tapes, transcripts and consent foms will be locked in a Locked filing
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cabinet for a minimum of seven and a mz~imumof ten vears after which time
they will be destroyed.

As previously stated, panicipation in this study is stricrly voluntary. You are free to
withdraw from this study at Etny time, without question or prejudice.
Throughout the interview, any question can be refused and or the interview
terminated at any time.

During the interview, you are free to request that no audio tape recording be used,
or, thnt the tape recorder be turned off at any time.

There are no identified direct benefits to you for ~akingpart in this study, It is
possible that reflecting on your pnctice may increase your iiwareness and sensitivity
repding the situations discussed. IL is also possible that information glemed from
this research may affect your or other nurses nursins practice in the future.
The only identified risk to yourself for participating in this study is the possibility of
rnild psychological or emotional discornfort resulting from the sharing of personal
information. if at any time you feel uncornfomble with the interview, the interview
can be altered, delayed or tenninated. There is also the ricknowledged inconvenience
of being interviewed for at Ieast one (1) hour and possibly two (2) hours (if a second
interview is agreed to and required).
Your signature an this form indicates that you have:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Read and understand the purpose ofthis study.
Agreed to and understand your role as a study participant.
Had al1 questions, concerns or uncertainties addressed and or answered ta
your satisfaction by Rodney Kebicz.
VoIuntarily a p e d to participate.

Signing this f o m does not preclude you from withdrawing from rhis study at any
time, if you so desire. A copy of this form will be provided for you to keep for your records.
If you wish to contact me 1cm be reached at 788-8334.
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If you have further questions or concems that you do not wish to direct to me, or if I am
unavailable, you cm contact any member of my thesis cornmittee. My cornmittee is
cornprised as follows:
C hairperson:

Dr. David Gregory
Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba
Phone: 474-6655

interna1 Member:

Professor John English
Associate Professor, Brandon University
Phone: (204) 727-7457

Extemal Member:

Dr. Evelyn (Lyn) Ferguson
Faculty of Social Work, University of Manitoba
Phone: 474-6670

Date: - Participant's Signature:
Date:

,

Researchefs Signature:

IF you wish to receive a sumrnary of the study results, please write your name and mailing
address below. A copy will be forwarded to you once the study is completed.

Address:
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